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The Long Way Home
The Bent Imagination
For a few years, a dirty, curled, nineteenth-century illustra-tion rested on a shelf in my downstairs bathroom. My husband, Nat, 
had found it somewhere. It’s a print of an etching, The Bent Cliff, a crazily 
pointy cliff rising above the sea. A few times a day I shook my head at its 
absurd angles and three sharp spires. Forbidding mist hovered around the 
cliff. Raptors rode the updrafts. The whole thing resembled a castle in the air, 
like something out of a nineteenth-century fairy tale.
Who would scrabble up this thing? Probably it didn’t exist; the artist 
had imagined it. Wouldn’t you have to cling and wrap limbs around those 
teethlike rocks, even if you could get to them? How would you even get to 
the base? Stroke through lashing waves? I’d look at it, wonder if it could be 
climbed, laugh, and then keep looking.
I suppose I had put it in the bathroom so I wouldn’t take my fascination 
with it too seriously. Our friend Bill hung his doctoral degree in his bath-
room, and I had done the same with my college diploma, despite that paper’s 
major role in the landscape of my life. 
The Bent Cliff took my breath away, and yet I still laughed at the inacces-
sibility of it. It remained a backdrop.
Last winter, that changed. An artist friend had offered to frame an item of 
my choice. I took him The Bent Cliff. He cleaned it up, put it behind glass, 
and returned it in such lovely shape that I hung it in my office. Soon I began 
researching where and what this is. I’ve never rock-climbed, although a few 
years ago I got two names of climbing guides and thought they might teach 
me to crawl up Whitehorse Ledge in North Conway. But I didn’t call. My feet 
remained in contact with the earth. And now, I searched for the cliff online 
and found footage and photos and a mention of it in century-old books. I 
would climb it in some unreal metaphor of a real scramble.
The engraver, Robert Hinshelwood, captured it from a drawing by Harry 
Fenn, the English illustrator who made a career out of rendering natural sites 
in America and Europe. In the picture, the Bent Cliff looks giant, as if it 
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makes up a whole mountain. I imagined tiny human forms inching up the 
knife edges, ants climbing the spires.
The real Bent Cliff rises 2,461 feet above the North Atlantic in County 
Donegal, on the northwest coast of Ireland. No easy route to the top exists. 
The cliff today is called the Sturrall Headland (also spelled Sturrell) and it 
rises from one end of Slievetooey, a long ridge. None of the climbers in this 
area call it the Bent Cliff, even though I do. The first climb of it from the 
south (landward) side was in “about 1890,” according to climber Iain Miller, 
who led two clients on a stunning ascent from the ocean side, in 2012. The 
trio had first crept down the headland to the water then paddled small boats 
around to the north end of the ridge, starting their technical climb there. One 
gulps at the dizzy lurches of the camera. They inch up the unstable rock and 
finally tiptoe onto the few square yards of grass on the top.
I learned from watching this and other YouTube videos of Bent Cliff that 
the cliff is not as big as Fenn made it appear. Fenn omitted most of Slievetooey. 
He must have sketched the Bent Cliff from a perch on that ridge, sitting not 
on it but so close that its unreality must have hit him. (He wouldn’t have 
Harry Fenn’s fairy-tale-like 
rendering is no dream. This 
cliff exists, on the west coast 
of Ireland.  COURTESY OF  
CHRISTINE WOODSIDE 
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placed a climber in his drawing, I figure, because he probably thought no one 
ever could crawl up there.) 
Back then, he wouldn’t have ventured farther. “The tottering wall of rot-
ten rock gives the impression that the whole connection may slither down,” 
Walter Perry Haskett Smith, the first ascender, wrote with H. C. Hart in 
the 1895 book Climbing in the British Isles: Wales and Ireland, Volume 2 (Long-
mans, Green). They added that they didn’t recommend the climb. And that 
it was exhilarating.
From its bathroom-shelf perch, the Bent Cliff had tottered through my 
imagination. As long as it stayed there, I knew I would never look deeply 
at the thrill it ignited in me. I could say I’m getting older. Instead, I slowed 
down that clock the day I handed the print over for framing, and then I 
brought the cliff out into reality. I hung it on a nail above my desk. Now it 
had joined me.
Miller, who led that 2012 climb and has since taken others, had always 
thought the cliff stunning and one of Ireland’s longest rock climbs. He told 
me, “A fact worth noting is there is no way off the ridge once you start to 
climb it.” Meaning that they had to keep going up. They could not retreat to 
the bouncy sea. The rock was all “poor” (loose). In a classic understatement, 
he summed up the climb, “It was emotional.”
Could Fenn or Hart have imagined that climbers would eventually inch 
up the Bent Cliff from the sea into the sky, stepping gingerly over the thinnest 
knife-edge onto a postage stamp of turf? 
Beautiful. And scary. Potentially fatal. I can’t stop looking at it.
—Christine Woodside
Editor-in-Chief
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    Struck
A few years past twenty, each of us,
we think we are old hands at this.
Still we climb again, again, to watch
that electrocuted floating fall
after salamanders touch.
This three weeks’ orgy every spring
is ecstasy enough to keep
their species staggering through the wet
gloom of the woods; 
this, and sleep
in layers of dark moldering leaf:
all around them, death 
transformed to earth. 
After that sleep they wake to bliss: 
kiss of the pond, 
clammy kiss of
gray-green mud inhabited
each one to each. They grope 
and drift; we peer from above, 
rise cold and stiff,
at last clamber down 
the cliff-side path to stand 
struck silent on the beach. 
Waves crash and hiss, 
“This. This. This.”
Polly Brown
Polly Brown, of the Boston-area Every Other Thursday Poets, has two chapbooks, 
Blue Heron Stone (Every Other Thursday Press, 2000) and Each Thing Torn From 
Any of Us (Finishing Line Press, 2008). She has written about war and peace at 
the University of Massachusetts Boston’s Joiner Institute and has organized plein air 
poetry events on her Massachusetts hillside.
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The Great Bicycle 
Expedition of 1936
Three teens, 600 miles, and $15
Francis Carlson 
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S ometime before the end of my second year in high school, in 1936, my friends Peter Scully and Charlie Bacon and I decided that 
summer would be a great time to take a bicycle trip through New Eng-
land. Two weeks seemed to be long enough to do this. We reviewed automo-
bile maps for specific routes and more or less decided that a circuit of about 
600 miles passing through western Massachusetts, central Vermont, up the 
west side of Lake Champlain, back across Vermont, and through the White 
Mountains would make a nice trip. We did not have much bicycle travel 
experience, and there was no one to offer us any advice, but it seemed to us 
that 60 miles a day for a couple of weeks would be fine. We could sleep along 
the road in a pup tent and cook our meals as we saw fit. Rain? It never entered 
our minds, nor did all the other possible calamities, such as injuries, sickness, 
accidents, hunger, thirst, insects, clothes, or equipment failure. After all, 
we were Boy Scouts, and we had gone to camps and been on several hikes 
and overnights. 
For equipment, I had an old U.S. Army pup tent, or two shelter halves as 
the military calls them, and a rubberized ground cloth so we could have the 
protection of a tent at night. Each of us had a blanket. We also had small hav-
ersacks mounted on the handlebars to carry our clothes and equipment, and 
we each had a canteen of water. We carried some kind of rudimentary cook-
ing equipment, possibly a GI meat can and a small cooking pot. It turned out 
that cooking was no trouble; we simply did not cook, and we ate food that 
did not require heating. Each day was a learning process, and we overcame 
the many problems of cooking by avoiding complicated meals.
Clothing was simple. None of us owned or were even aware of clothing 
designed specifically for outdoors, and we simply took cotton trousers and 
shirts, a sweater and a raincoat, and wore sneakers and cotton socks. Rain-
coats were the only garments we wore that had been designed for outdoors. 
They were bulky, heavy, and stiff, and we used them only once. We planned 
on summer weather, so what we wore was not of great concern.1
Francis Carlson, left, and Bill Ashbrooke sit on the porch of the former hut at Pinkham 
Notch in the White Mountains of New Hampshire, reading alarming headlines about 
World War II in the summer of 1940, a few years after the events of this story. COURTESY 
OF FRANCIS CARLSON
1. Of course, adventure gear and preparedness have both expanded since the 1930s. We would 
be remiss if we did not note that even summer weather in this area can be cold, wet, and haz-
ardous. See AMC’s Mountain Skills Manual by Christian Bisson and Jamie Hannon (Appala-
chian Mountain Club Books, 2017). –Editor.
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So we started off on day 1 a little late, about 10 a.m., and Peter made the 
comment that we should leave earlier if we were going to do 60 miles a day. 
But the first day was quite successful and went according to our best inten-
tions. We left Winchester, Massachusetts, and passed through Lexington, on 
to Concord, Littleton Common—at that time way out in the country—and 
on to Shirley, Ayer, Fitchburg, and Ashburnham, all places new to us. Finally, 
at Winchendon, we decided to spend the night. We located a private camp-
ground on a lake and set up camp right on the water. Our meal was the first of 
many on the trip that was sort of a joint effort, not completely planned but in 
the whole satisfying. After we cleaned up, the owner of the camp came by to 
inspect us. I am sure he had some reservations and questions about these kids, 
with no apparent adults in sight, and their trip. We just told him the facts, 
and he seemed satisfied and left us to spend a quiet night, the first time all day 
that we had rested. We had covered about 60 miles, as we had expected, and 
we were tired. But we were pleased with ourselves and slept well.
Breaking camp after breakfast took longer than we expected. But we man-
aged to leave Winchendon by midmorning. We headed west toward Bellows 
Falls, Vermont, passing over the west end of the Monadnocks at Fitzwilliam 
and Troy and reaching Keene, New Hampshire, by noon. It occurred to us 
at that time that we should have a camera with us. In Keene, I purchased the 
cheapest thing available, a Kodak box camera, for one dollar. As it turned out, 
it was a waste of money because I found it a nuisance to stop for pictures, and 
the prints were too small to see, and I lost them almost as soon as they were 
printed. One of the mistakes of this trip.
After noting Keene’s wide main street, we were off to Vermont. On the 
road in Walpole, Charlie called out that something was wrong with his bike. 
His chain had broken, and we needed a new link to repair it. This did not 
bother us; we knew we could fix it if we could find the part. We all knew 
how to deal with these problems. Three years before, when I had received my 
new Columbia, the first thing I’d done was take it apart, down to the New 
Departure coaster brake, to see how it worked. Everything on a bicycle was 
nuts and bolts and easily repairable if one had the right-sized wrench. At that 
time, each bicycle came with a kit of tools. 
Walking and coasting whenever possible, Charlie came along until we 
reached Bellows Falls, Vermont, where the hardware store carried a link. We 
soon repaired the chain. This was the only problem we had with our bikes. 
Even the tires stood up well.
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Bellows Falls in 1936 was a poor-looking town just recovering 
from the severe flooding of that spring. We passed through and started on the 
road to Rutland. We spent the night sleeping behind a roadside stand—with 
the owner’s permission—and lay awake to the sound of trucks climbing and 
descending the steep road leading over the Green Mountains. We had paid 
25 cents each to stay, and the owner of the stand insisted that breakfast was 
included. We ate bacon and eggs, potatoes, and big pieces of pie. We left in 
a happy mood.
But it was a slow ride over the hills to Rutland; we arrived at about 5 p.m. 
We stayed at a campground on the west side of the city and cooked some sort 
of a meal. In the evening, another camper, a retired Army colonel, visited 
us. He inspected our camp and advised us to always pitch our tent with the 
closed end toward the north, advice I have always remembered.
From Rutland, we headed toward Ticonderoga, New York, passing 
through Brandon and then heading west on a dirt road to Orwell and Chip-
man’s Landing for the ferry across the southern end of Lake Champlain. Just 
short of the ferry, the dirt road narrowed and appeared sunken. At 4 o’clock, 
cows crowded onto it, heading toward a barn for the evening milking. We 
could find no way around them, and we talked with the herder, who seemed 
quite proud that more cows than people lived in Vermont, that the milk was 
the best, and that the farms were the best. Finally, we reached the shore of the 
lake and waved to the ferryman across the water. But he, seeing no cars, just 
three kids with bikes, refused to come across for us. After about a half-hour, 
a man came by in a large rowboat. He took us across for a dollar a person. 
This was probably a bonanza for him, but we had just spent our daily budget. 
It was dark when we finally located a small, parklike setting 
on a hill outside Ticonderoga and made camp. Here we would stay two 
nights. We considered that we had done quite well so far, covering almost 
200 miles without mishap.
The fifth day, being Saturday, was more or less a day of rest. We slept late 
and, after a cold breakfast, rode our bicycles out to Fort Ticonderoga. It was 
then being restored. The weather was foggy with some rain and drizzle; the 
road to the fort, through evergreens and over the remnants of Revolutionary 
War earthworks, was fairly dismal. The sight of the unfinished fort did not 
impress us. We tried to get in for free, stating we were Boy Scouts from 
Massachusetts on a tour of New England, and we were let in at reduced rates. 
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We were already concerned about having enough money to finish the trip. 
We knew that we would take a ferry at Port Kent, which could really cost 
some money. We spent the rest of the forenoon and much of the afternoon 
in and around the fort. The weather cleared somewhat. Even without any 
military sense or training, we could see that this fort commanded the passage 
down the lake into New York and the Hudson Valley.
Sunday continued cold and damp. Peter went to church, and Charlie and 
I spent the time closing up camp and packing for what promised to be a dif-
ficult day traveling up the west side of Lake Champlain in the rain and wind. 
We covered about 60 miles with the wind in our faces and a cold view of the 
lake on the right (east). We rested several times but always cut those stops 
short, thinking of the ferry trip across the lake. Passing Ausable Chasm on a 
bridge with a rather spectacular view into the river, we knew we had reached 
the end of the difficult part of the trip. We coasted down to Port Kent.
The ferry arrived. We paid our fare and boarded, feeling that satisfied 
comfort that comes after a rugged and tiring exercise. Charlie thought the 
water on the ferry was the best he had ever tasted. It was good, but only 
because we were so thirsty. 
After a good trip across the lake, it was inevitable that we would get 
lost in the big city of Burlington. We took the wrong road and went north 
toward Essex rather than east to Montpelier. When we realized our mistake, 
we had gone 8 or 10 miles out of our way. It was too late to turn around—
we’d covered 60 miles that day—so we found a quiet grove of pines near the 
highway, put up our tent, and passed a quiet night.
It rained overnight. We started our second week in clearing 
weather but with wet tents and wet blankets. We slowly gathered ourselves 
together and ate a cold breakfast, put our gear away, and retraced our route 
until we found the right road to Montpelier. As I remember, we had more 
or less given up on group cooking by this point, planning our own meals of 
mostly bread, milk, and canned fruit. We held a contest to see who could 
live the longest on canned Franco-American spaghetti (heated or cold); the 
winner lasted four meals. We traveled east along the Winooski River, passing 
through Bolton Notch with Camel’s Hump to the south. We camped some-
where east of Montpelier, having covered about 50 miles of uneventful roads. 
The next day, day 8, we continued east along the Winooski, reaching 
Danville about noon. Here we spent one of the trip’s memorable lunch stops. 
We each purchased a quart of milk for 10 cents at the local store, along with 
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bread and canned fruit. We sat on the beautiful common, looking east across 
the Connecticut River Valley. The milk was unpasteurized, rich, and cold. 
The sun was shining, the sky was blue, it was warm, and the beautiful river 
valley spread before us. 
Our next stop was Saint Johnsbury. We visited the Cary maple sugar 
factory. Being thrifty Vermonters, they were not generous with their samples, 
but they did take us through some of the plant so that we could see how the 
sugar was made. Before we left, we parted with some money for sugar to help 
the company in those hard times. We bicycled on in the hot afternoon to 
Bethlehem, New Hampshire, where we spent the night.
From Bethlehem, we passed through Twin Mountain and headed north 
to Jefferson, finally down the big hill into Gorham for lunch. Then we had a 
hard ride south into Pinkham Notch in the afternoon. This was a long day. 
The country seemed different than Vermont. No more green hills and pas-
tures; now we were into more rugged terrain and forests. We pushed and rode 
hard up Route 16 to the Glen House. We were allowed to camp in the field 
at the base of the carriage road (now the Mount Washington Auto Road) for 
no charge.
We set aside day 10 for a climb up Mount Washington, about 
which we knew very little. A climb seemed to be the thing to do on a beautiful 
The boys bicycled through the picturesque countryside around Danville, Vermont, shown 
here as it looked at that time.  LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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summer day. We hitchhiked to the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Pinkham 
Notch Camp (as it was then called) and got directions to the peak. Up the old 
Tuckerman Ravine Trail, past Hermit Lake Shelters, and up the headwall and 
cone to the summit. The weather was fine and clear, and we amused ourselves 
on the way up trying to name all the states in alphabetical order (Charlie was 
the only one who could do it). We found out we were not supposed to get 
into the Tip-Top House without paying a dollar, but we managed to get in 
and buy something to eat. Then we walked down the carriage road. We were 
stopped at the Halfway House, where we had to pay 16 cents (2 cents a mile). 
We could see no other way, so we paid. We got back to the base at about 
4:30 p.m., very tired.
The next day, we planned to go to Franconia via Crawford Notch. We 
had to push our bicycles back up to Pinkham Notch, but from there, the ride 
to Jackson was all downhill and fast. Turning at Glen to go up to Crawford 
Notch, the road started climbing again, and the going was slow. By the after-
noon, the weather had turned cold and cloudy. By the time we reached the 
Willey House, it was raining and dark. The rain soon turned into a down-
pour. We were soaked, tired, cold, and exhausted. It was apparent that we 
were also homeless. Peter, who was not only good-looking but very socially 
adept, located the officer in charge of a local Civilian Conservation Corps 
camp. He said he would put us up for the night. We bunked in the barracks 
with the men; it being July 3, many of the CCC men were on leave and lots 
of beds were empty. We had our first hot meal in ten days and soft beds. We 
slept like the dead, only awakened a couple of times by voices asking, “Who’s 
that?” and talking about the Fourth of July dance they’d just returned from. 
We paid no attention. God bless FDR2 and the CCC.
In retrospect, the rest at the CCC camp was a godsend. We had 
spent ten days rigorously cycling, eating poorly, and probably overdoing our 
trip. We did not really notice that we were tired, but we immediately felt 
the relief of sleeping comfortably and eating properly. The next day, we con-
tinued our uphill struggle, riding and pushing our bicycles up to Crawford 
Notch, past the railroad station and hotel. By noon, we had returned to Twin 
Mountain and passed on toward Franconia. More hard riding and pushing 
bicycles got us up Route 3 to Franconia Notch. It was the Fourth of July, and 
the then-two-lane road was crowded with plenty of tourist traffic. To amuse 
2.  President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
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ourselves and to watch for cars on the narrow road, we counted the makes of 
automobiles that passed us. We finally had to agree with Charlie that at least 
one car in five was a Ford. We paused at Echo Lake for peanut butter and 
raisin bread and discussed where to stop for the night. We were completely 
undecided. So we just kept on going, probably pausing at Profile Lake to see 
the Old Man of the Mountain. We continued on Daniel Webster Highway 
(Route 3) and kept going.
We passed through Plymouth and Franklin, where finally, late in the after-
noon, we stopped for a rest. We knew we had to stop riding for the day soon. 
Charlie remembered a friend who had moved to a farm in Tilton, so we 
turned east and arrived unannounced at the rather large, impressive farm-
house at about 7 in the evening. Charlie’s friend was not there. His parents 
fed us a nice meal and bedded us down in the straw in the barn. Two nights 
in a row of comfortable sleeping—our trip was ending in great fashion. 
On day 13, after a big breakfast, we left at about 7 a.m. and passed through 
Concord and Manchester, where we turned onto Route 28 through Derry 
and Windham, then into Massachusetts and through Lawrence, Andover, 
and Reading. At about 4 o’clock, we were pedaling for all we were worth, 
Peter ahead of me and Charlie about 100 yards back. Then we all knew we 
would reach Winchester that night. And we made it at about 5 o’clock. We 
covered 90 miles on the last day, after about 95 the day before. No wonder I 
am not impressed with new ten-speed bicycles when my old Columbia took 
me all that distance without a failure. I can remember standing in front of the 
old Economy Grocery Store in Winchester that evening, telling someone it 
was our last day. I told him about the 600 miles we had traveled, the Green 
and White mountains, climbing Mount Washington, and more. This some-
one was not impressed. Even the local paper, the Winchester Star, printed a 
four-line comment. My father asked only whether we had had a good time. 
But, who cared? We had had an adventure. An exciting trip. We had 
survived in good health and spirits. A great experience for fifteen-year-olds, 
eh? And who else had parents confident and affluent enough in 1936 to let us 
go and provide the $15 needed to finance two weeks of travel in Depression-
torn New England? We surely were lucky kids. 
Francis Carlson lives in Hingham, Massachusetts. He first drafted this essay in 
1994 and sent it to Appalachia last year. He joined the Appalachian Mountain Club 
in 1937. He worked on the croo at Lakes of the Clouds and Carter Notch huts in 1940 
and 1941, before serving in the U.S. Army during World War II.
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Postcard Poetry  
from 1924
Hints of a story in limited space
Andrew Riely
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My friend Ari Hartman runs a vintage postcard business. He knows my affinity for the White Mountains, so he sets aside items 
he thinks will catch my interest. Last year, he gave me an old black-and-white 
card showing Lakes of the Clouds Hut. It is dated 1924, making the hut not 
quite ten years old. The hut stands on its current site, although the building is 
only an embryo of its modern form. Three boys or young men stand in front 
of it, facing the camera, their faces indistinct. Curiously, someone has drawn 
an “X” over the hut’s entrance. 
On the back, the owner jotted a few notes about his stay at Lakes. He 
never mailed the card to anyone. (I assume from the date and some details 
that the writer was male, although it is possible I’m mistaken.) The author 
turned the postcard perpendicularly and wrote in a neat cursive hand; the 
prose looks like a free-form poem. I have reproduced the spelling and punc-
tuation exactly. 
Arrived at 2:40 
on Thursday 
Oct. 16 1924 
with 2 cans beans 











So from there to Gorham
Get ride in Packard
Superficially prosaic, this list captures some of the most elemental aspects of 
hut life, especially food and the communal bunkroom. No one likes being 
sick on the mountain. French Canadians continue to interject a measure of 
The front of the old postcard shows a then-decade-old Lakes of the Clouds Hut.  COURTESY 
OF ANDREW RIELY
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unpredictability and conviviality into the guest list. So much here is instantly 
recognizable to anyone who has stayed in a hut. Two items strike me as 
unusual: the can of salmon and the Packard. In recent years, fish has not been 
a common meal in the huts and I’ve never served or eaten fish in a hut. I just 
might one of these days, now that Patagonia has begun hawking salmon to 
high-end outdoorsmen and women. Some hikers still go into Gorham, but 
not for a train to and from the mountains. Of course, we still spend plenty of 
time getting to and from the trailheads in our cars. 
Despite the familiarity of the scene, the note leaves us with many questions. 
Did this hiker attempt the summit of Mount Washington on October 17? 
Was he alone? Why was he there so late in the season? Lakes of the Clouds 
Hut now closes nearly a month earlier than when he stayed there. (Until the 
1960s, all AMC huts stayed open to the public after their full-service season 
ended, but today, only Carter Notch, Zealand Falls, and Lonesome Lake huts 
remain open all year.) Without caretakers, huts offered shelter and a wood- 
or coal-burning stove for cooking. Canned food left over from the summer 
might have supplemented supplies carried up the mountain by visitors. 
My guess is that the hiker was traveling on his own. In my own explorations, 
I find that, although companionship makes a trip more fun, it neuters the 
impulse to record notes about the journey. Additionally, even if the hiker 
brought a few snacks that escaped mention and helped himself to some 
cans from the hut, his limited food supply suggests he wasn’t responsible for 
feeding anyone else. 
The ride to Gorham, which the hiker identifies by the model of car rather 
than the driver, seems significant. Did he forget to plan how to get to the 
train station in advance but get lucky by finding a car going from Pinkham 
Notch to Gorham?
I suspect he did not reach the top of Washington. Why not make note of 
it if he had? These days, many of us eschew the hurly-burly of the summit, 
but it was less heavily developed in the 1920s, and popular reservations about 
human impact were more limited, though growing. Perhaps the weather was 
cloudy—a real storm would have merited comment—or the hiker was tired 
or cold after his late-season ascent. 
Conversely, the hiker may have been an old hand in the Presidential Range, 
so he wouldn’t necessarily have noted reaching the summit. In that case, his 
prose becomes workmanlike, focusing on logistical details and unusual occur-
rences rather than the particulars of his sensory and emotional experience. 
He may not have arranged his ride to Gorham in advance because he was 
perfectly confident of his ability to find a ride with a stranger.
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We won’t find definitive answers to these questions, obviously, but I like to 
be reminded of the constancy of mountain tourism (at least for the last century 
and a half ). The Presidential Range is a deeply social place, a reality that is not 
without problems, but the relatively consistent nature of the mountains’ use 
is reassuring amid a broader society that now seems very fragile. 
Andrew Riely is working on a PhD in geography at Clark University in Worcester, 
Massachusetts.
The hiker’s cryptic diary takes up the back of the postcard.  COURTESY OF ANDREW RIELY
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Potsherds
A woman follows Willa Cather’s inspiration 
to a remote New Mexico park
Judy Benson
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In my mid-twenties, working my first full-time job at a weekly newspaper in Connecticut, I fell in love with the writings of 
Willa Cather, first devouring My Ántonia, then O Pioneers! and Shadows on 
the Rock. Her prose was simple yet emotive, rooted in a sense of place and 
how people both shape and are shaped by it. Hers was the kind of writing I 
aspired to whenever the opportunity came in telling the stories of the small 
towns and people I was covering. Then I read The Song of the Lark. Cather’s 
story of a girl who grows up in a small town in Colorado in the late 1800s, 
then becomes an opera singer on the world stage (inspired by the real-life story 
of Olive Fremstad), moved me more than all of Cather’s other books, thanks 
to one passage late in the novel. That passage stayed with me through the 
next two and a half decades of marriage, motherhood, and daily newspaper 
reporting, always calling me to one day go west, to the setting that had stirred 
me so deeply. The desire for that quest lay dormant for many years, then was 
rekindled on a visit to the Art Institute of Chicago while my daughter was in 
college nearby. The Jules Adolphe Breton painting The Song of the Lark that 
inspired the book’s title hangs there. It depicts a young peasant girl, scythe in 
hand, caught in a moment of transformative beauty when birdsong calls her 
to look up from her chores. In Cather’s story, the character Thea Kronborg 
visits the Art Institute of Chicago while a struggling music student in that 
city, and she sees herself in that image of art flowing out of life.
Thea’s revelation of herself as an artist reached its climax in another place 
entirely, far in distance and sensibility from the sophisticated urbane Chicago 
of the late nineteenth century. Yet Cather made a connection that leaped over 
centuries and cultures. On the cusp of her singing career, Thea takes a trip to 
a Panther Canyon, which represents the villages of the ancient cliff dwellers 
that dot the American Southwest’s Four Corners region. Cather herself had 
taken a journey to the Southwest as she embarked on a quest to devote herself 
to fiction writing and to leave her career as a magazine journalist behind. In 
1912, she visited Mesa Verde National Park in Colorado, Walnut Canyon and 
the Grand Canyon in Arizona, and the pueblos and deserts of New Mexico. 
For a writer who had spent her childhood in the settled lands of Virginia and 
Nebraska and her early career in Pittsburgh, the combination of raw natural 
beauty and ancient ruins was transformational. By getting away from the 
familiar, she found her own voice in the connection to the past and to nature 
Finding a shard of decorated pottery from long ago, just as Willa Cather had, put Judy 
Benson in Cather’s shoes at Chaco Culture National Historical Park.   JUDY BENSON
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that would ground her fiction for the rest of her life. Three of her novels, The 
Professor’s House, Death Comes for the Archbishop, and The Song of the Lark, 
include significant portions set in the Southwest that describe characters who 
change profoundly because of their experiences in these arid lands, as did 
Cather herself. 
This scene in The Song of the Lark penetrated my being: Thea is wandering 
the cliff alcoves among the ruins, experiencing a sacred place where water from 
the nearby stream sustained the life of the ancient ones on a high, precarious 
perch overlooking the canyon. Finding shards of decorated pottery that once 
held the precious liquid leads her to an epiphany. “The stream and the broken 
pottery—” Cather wrote,
 
what was any art but an effort to make a sheath, a mould in which to imprison 
for a moment the shining elusive element which is life itself—life hurrying 
past us, too strong to stop, too sweet to lose? The Indian women had held 
it in their jars. . . . In singing, one made a vessel of one’s throat and nostrils 
and held it on one’s breath, caught the stream in a scale of natural intervals 
. . . . Nearly every afternoon she went to the chambers which contained the 
most interesting fragments of pottery, sat and looked at them for a while. 
Some of them were beautifully decorated. This care, expended upon vessels 
that could not hold food or water any better for the additional labor put 
upon them, made her heart go out to those ancient potters. They had not 
only expressed their desire, but had expressed it as beautifully as they could. 
That passage still takes my breath away, as it did the first time I read it. 
From that moment, I felt I had to wander in these ancient dwellings one day, 
too, and let them speak to me. I learned about one of these places, Chaco 
Canyon in northwest New Mexico, and somehow fixed in my mind that 
I needed to go there. When or how that would happen, I didn’t know. But 
years passed without its pull disappearing. 
Then, last summer came the opportunity for a trip West between a visit 
with relatives in Colorado and a family wedding near Yosemite. My husband, 
Tom, and I talked about the trip, but I found myself almost afraid to express 
the hope of realizing my long-held desire to see Chaco. Maybe it would be 
too far out of the way. I didn’t want to get too attached to the idea and 
make the trip all about my quest, rather than a journey together. We began 
planning but left the middle part, between the two family events, spontane-
ous. We’d spend a few days with the relatives in northern Colorado, hiking 
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Rocky Mountain National Park, then 
drive our rental car to the southern 
part of the state, to an Airbnb near 
Mesa Verde, and make the rest up 
until we got to Yosemite. 
At the end of July, our journey 
began. From our first hike at Rocky 
Mountain, on the tundra, I felt over-
whelmed by the beauty. Like Cather, 
I had left behind the familiar—the 
East Coast of my upbringing and my 
adult life—and felt astonished and 
alive to my own voice. But so much 
more would lie ahead. 
After a daylong drive through 
Colorado, we found our lodg-
ing in the small town of Dolores 
and settled on visiting nearby Mesa 
Verde the next day. The exalted set-
ting of those cliff villages occupied 
some 1,000 years ago, and the amazing history of the Pueblo who had 
lived there, left me feeling humbled and incredibly lucky. It also whetted 
my appetite anew to see Chaco. One of the first guides we met at Mesa 
Verde mentioned Chaco, without my asking, as the context for Mesa 
Verde. Settlements at Chaco predate the cliff dwellings of Colorado, part 
of a thriving pre-Columbian world I could only glimpse at Mesa Verde. In 
the museum there, pottery vessels styled with black geometric motifs over 
sand-colored clay reminded me of the pottery shards Thea had found. I had 
to see Chaco.
The next morning, we set out early on the three-and-a-half-hour drive to 
Chaco Culture National Historical Park, crossing stretches of desert pocked 
with fracking wells. We followed a long, rutted dirt road to the park entrance. 
I could hardly believe I was here. The now-remote canyon where the park 
sits was a city and trading center from about 850 to 1250 ce, with a dozen 
excavated grand structures of brick sandstone that confound comprehension. 
Why would these ancient people have built here, in a place so dry and inhos-
pitable to farming that nearly all of their food had to be brought from else-
where? How is it these rock walls were literally carved out for better acoustics 
Willa Cather at Mesa Verde in 1915. Her 
Southwestern travels inspired her fiction.  
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA-LINCOLN LIBRARIES 
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across the canyon? What did they know about the seasons that caused them 
to make petroglyphs aligned with the solstice and to erect buildings aligned 
with the four directions of the compass? 
We wondered where we should begin. Thankfully, a park ranger offered to 
help. Noticing my husband’s camera gear, he suggested we hike a trail through 
a narrow crevice in the canyon once used by the original inhabitants. It goes 
to an overlook where Tom could set up his tripod for some shots of the grand 
view. We signed up for an afternoon tour of one of the biggest structures, then 
headed to the overlook, making sure we had plenty of water for time in the 
noonday Southwestern sun. The trail first passed one of the smaller structures, 
Pueblo del Arroyo, where I spotted a rabbit hopping along the outside wall, a 
simultaneous encounter with nature and the past. From there, the dusty path 
headed into flat, high desert matted with rough grasses, to another struc-
ture called Kin Kletso that once stood three stories high with 65 rooms. We 
stopped to wander around the perimeter.
Then I saw it. In one of the outside rooms, a potsherd lay in the dirt. 
Its light-and-shadow pattern, like the ones I had seen in the museum at 
Mesa Verde, remained vivid. Immediately I thought of that passage in 
The Song of the Lark and what finding the shards had taught Thea. For me, 
happening upon that fraction of some bowl or cup or pitcher once used for 
the food and drink of the men and women who dwelt here made me tremble, 
like I was encountering a sacred object that held some message. Maybe these 
ancient people with no written language but a rich and still mysterious culture 
have something to tell me, something I must take home to Connecticut 
and share.
I left the shard, as Thea had, taking only photos. In that act, I was respect-
ing the rules of the national park but also giving the potsherd the chance to 
speak to someone else. Still breathless from that moment, I followed Tom 
back onto the trail and up through the canyon, scrambling up steep sections 
of barren rock to reach the flat mesa top and the overlook. There, we lingered 
to take photos and marvel at what we saw below—remains of semicircular 
courtyards, round kivas and angular rooms of brick, with the soft crunch of 
the visitors’ footsteps on the gravel floor echoing off the canyon walls to reach 
our ears. Later, after a fascinating tour of the second-largest structure, Chetro 
Ketl, Tom told one of the rangers about finding the potsherd and showed 
him a photo. The ranger told him shards surface there whenever it rains. 
Though rain is seldom, potsherds turn up regularly enough to seem almost 
routine. This didn’t dampen my enthusiasm for my find. It just meant that 
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potsherds are essential to appreciating this landscape. But I also wondered 
why the National Park Service displayed no potsherds or other artifacts at the 
Chaco visitor center, as it does at Mesa Verde. Archeologists took them out 
of Chaco more than a century ago, the ranger said. The park is working on 
creating a museum and getting back some artifacts from the places keeping 
them, including the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C., and the American 
Museum of Natural History in New York City.
Could we see them in New York? Only by special appointment, the ranger 
told us, because they aren’t on display but kept in storage vaults. Since our 
home in Connecticut is just a two-and-a-half-hour train ride from New York, 
a visit to the museum could be the epilogue to our journey west. But more 
on that later. 
After the long drive back to Dolores and our lodgings, I told our host, 
Angie, about our day. Hearing my excitement at finding the potsherd, she 
told me that they’ve come up in her garden over the years. Her neighbor has 
a ruin in his backyard. The entire Four Corners region, in fact, had more 
inhabitants in pre-Columbian times than today, according to one of the Mesa 
Verde rangers. Potsherds and artifacts can surface just about anywhere that 
hasn’t been plowed over or lost to development. Angie said she and most 
Shards from a private garden, an unexpected gift.  JUDY BENSON 
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people who live in the area take this for granted, but hearing my enthusiasm 
made her realize this is something unique and special.
Then she bestowed on me the most amazing gift I’ve ever received. She 
reached into an old mayonnaise jar in which she keeps the shards she’s found 
over the years and offered to let me take some. I chose two. They fit snuggly 
in my cupped palm and bear the same black motif painted on the clay that I 
had seen at Mesa Verde and Chaco. 
After that, our 3,000-mile sojourn across the West took us to Hovenweep 
National Monument in Colorado and Utah, Arches National Park in Utah, 
Great Basin National Park in Nevada, and finally, Yosemite National Park 
in California. Each held wonders that words can only approximate. But the 
encounter with the potsherds at Chaco, and the shards I now kept in my 
suitcase, had already become my touchstones of the trip. 
As I settled back into my routines at home in Connecticut, I remained 
preoccupied with these precious artifacts sitting on my dresser. I thought 
about what they meant. I showed them to friends. Often I would open the 
little box in which I kept them, feel the smoothness of their surfaces, and 
notice the slight bend in their forms that told me they were once part of larger 
Judy Benson in front of the walls of a former dwelling at Chaco. TOM CLARK 
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curved vessels. Then, about a month after returning home, my husband and 
I traveled to New York City to discover something more about my shards 
and the people of Chaco. By special appointment made possible with the 
help of a park ranger at Chaco, we viewed the collection of artifacts kept in 
an area closed to the public at the American Museum of Natural History. All 
of my museum experiences to date had happened in the public exhibit areas, 
so I was still in disbelief that I was actually being allowed behind-the-scenes 
access, especially at such a famous and important institution. 
The archeology technician who met us, Anibal Rodriguez, seemed 
genuinely pleased to take us to the vaults where he’d worked the past 35 
years and to share what he knew. He led us into narrow, high-ceilinged 
corridors lined with dozens of identical locked metal cabinets, finding his 
way immediately to the ones with Chaco artifacts. He opened the doors to 
reveal drawers full of turquoise jewelry, yucca fiber sandals, turkey bone tools, 
carved frogs, and dozens of pieces of pottery. Some of it was intact and others 
had been glued together from fragments, much of it unearthed during an 
1890s archeological expedition. Among the most incredible pieces were the 
large ceramic cylinders that recent chemical tests have revealed once held a 
chocolate drink, evidence of the rich trade economy between Chaco and the 
peoples of Mexico and Central America. 
Surprisingly, much of the pottery looked familiar, almost as if I were look-
ing at neighbors’ everyday dishes in their cabinet. Perhaps the fact that many 
of the mugs and bowls created a millennium ago have essentially the same 
shapes as the ones we use today shouldn’t seem surprising. But it speaks to me 
of the power that ordinary, tactile objects can still hold, a notion that’s worth 
being reminded of in this 21st-century, virtual-reality, throwaway culture. I 
can touch my own shards and know that other human hands held the ves-
sels they were part of, like grasping one end of a thread that stretches back 
in time. It puts my individual life in a more correct context, one beyond the 
limiting perspective focused exclusively on the here and now. 
But the making, breaking, and scattering of pottery from this region tells a 
larger story, too, about our country’s past and our relationship to it. Ubiquitous 
as it is in the Southwest, this pottery speaks of a people prosperous enough 
to shape and fire vast amounts, then leave it behind when they moved. That 
would be no small feat given the long distance wood for the kilns would 
have to be carried in these scantily treed lands. Some archeologists believe 
these ancient peoples ritually shattered their pottery as part of some ceremony 
with a meaning lost to time, leaving behind remnants that remind those of 
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us who happen upon them that we are not the original settlers, nor the only 
ones of significance. Sure, most of us today realize that a pre-Columbian 
America existed, but its influence and complexity is little appreciated as a 
counterpoint to the Eurocentric arrogance that often pervades our viewpoint 
of our country’s history.
In bringing my potsherds back to Connecticut, I carried on a long practice 
of taking artifacts out of their homelands, repeated at archeological sites from 
the Egyptian pyramids to Machu Picchu. Some of the first pieces excavated 
at Mesa Verde now lie in storage in a museum in Finland, but others were 
looted by pothunters who roamed the West before these places became 
national parks. Anibal, the Natural History Museum technician we met, said 
my husband and I were among fewer than 100 people who had ever seen the 
collection in the three and a half decades he’d worked there. That a venerable 
institution should keep those treasures from Chaco and other sites in the 
Southwest locked away, only seen by the few who find out and make a special 
appointment, saddens me. These artifacts represent great cultures modern 
Americans would benefit from knowing more about, if only to broaden our 
perspective and dampen our cultural hubris a bit. We asked Anibal why they 
weren’t on display. He said lack of funds to create an exhibit, coupled with 
reluctance to stir resentment from American Indian groups who might claim 
ownership, keeps them where they are. Best not to call attention to this trove 
and keep it safe, seems to be the thinking. While I appreciate that the museum 
has protected these pieces all these years from looters with little regard for 
their cultural value, hiding them away for decades seems like a crime, too. 
There must be a way to satisfy the legitimate interests of any native groups 
and still showcase the collection with the prominence it deserves. 
Here at home, my favorite places to hike are woodlands crisscrossed by 
stone walls, old foundations, and, sometimes, forgotten cemeteries. This is 
where nature is retaking the landscape but hasn’t fully erased the human 
imprint. The interplay of these two elements—nature and ruins—reminds 
me of my mortality and connectedness with the human past and Earth in a 
way that restores my sense of balance. 
But ruins like these commonly found in the New England landscape 
mostly recall the Colonial past, not the pre-Columbian world of the South-
west’s great treasures. Northeastern native peoples weren’t known for building 
great permanent structures like their Southwestern counterparts, so there are 
no sites like the sandstone brick monuments of Chaco to inspire our awe at 
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the civilization that came before ours. Of course hundreds of arrowheads and 
shell middens of native people have turned up here over the years, but neither 
the stone walls nor the arrowheads of New England inspire in me the same 
sense of intimacy as the dishware fragments that touched the hands and lips 
of the ancient ones of the Southwest. Now, when I trek the trails near home, 
I view a stone wall or chimney standing without walls around it through a 
lens altered by my encounter with the potsherds. They have moved me like a 
thermal lifting a hawk upward, panning my perspective beyond the present 
and near past to glimpse the vastness I am part of. Perhaps that is part of the 
message of my shards. The clay morsels I now hold dear are the created bits 
from everyday lives of people who learned to live and thrive in a harsh and 
arid land, and are certainly worthy of our admiration. No longer part of the 
garden soil, these potsherds are now my found gems, imbedded with an invis-
ible magnetic coil that draws me in to gaze and ponder. I don’t yet know the 
full message of my shards, but the mystery itself is beautiful.
Judy Benson is a reporter for The Day in New London, Connecticut, where she lives 
with her husband, Tom Clark.
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A Woman in the Woods, 
Working
A trail leader learns to trust her own steady hand
Sally Manikian
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The trail to Ethan Pond Campsite is short. Short, but also one of my least favorite walks. It starts out suddenly and dramatically 
steep. The trail is so steep it seems to rise up and hit my chin. On the same 
trail on my first backpacking trip as a teenager, I threw down my pack in 
crushing defeat. For almost a decade, and in so many different kinds of 
weather, I continued to haul up that trail for work, first when I trained as a 
new caretaker for the Appalachian Mountain Club, and later when I super-
vised and trained caretakers myself.
On my last trip to Ethan Pond for work, in September 2015, I passed a 
group of high school girls stalled on the steep pitch. One or two straggled 
at the back, losing their spirits, and several others struggled ahead of them. 
I paused and talked to them for a moment or two as I coaxed my shy sled 
dog, Gunnar, past. I appreciated the break in the sun and heat as I headed up 
to check on a crew of young men replacing two platforms and restoring the 
shelter. I expected that I would view their progress, advise, and maybe lend 
a hand. They were the construction crew, after all, and I was the desk jockey 
who had devised the project. I wore long pants and leather boots and had 
brought work gloves and my camera. I wasn’t expecting to stay long.
Forty-five minutes or so later, I arrived at the calm and bright edge of 
Ethan Pond. I heard silence. Stillness in the woods usually pleases me, but I 
had expected to hear the sounds of industry: the scrape and chop of wood-
working, the roar of a chain saw carving, hammers bang-bang-banging, and 
a generator humming. And the crew chatting. 
It was late enough in the morning and in their workweek that I expected 
they would be finished building two platforms, stacking the old lumber 
for the helicopter that would collect it. I looked for their collective energy 
standing around the shelter, putting it to rights.
Instead, silence. 
In the early months of my trails job, I held the inane idea that 
only men knew how to build things. The skills like holding drills steady, 
picking the right lumber, mixing gas and oil, sharpening edges—all must 
be genetically coded. I thought that a man could use a tool as easily as a 
measuring tape.
Sally Manikian notched this log faster than the man with the chainsaw at a 2011 work-
shop in Montana.  COURTESY OF SALLY MANIKIAN
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Throughout the five years I took care of shelters, huts, and lodges as a sea-
sonal employee, I shied away from strange tools and felt guilty around tools I 
recognized but did not know how to use. So many skilled people representing 
decades of construction and years of trail work surrounded me in the field. 
They moved efficiently, intuitively grasped solutions. They knew when they 
needed a lock washer and when they didn’t. I had spent so many years reading 
books and writing theories that I had never held a cordless drill or swung a 
hammer with success or accuracy. 
Of course, a love of landscape and wildness, and an almost philosophical 
respect for hands-on work, had drawn me to trail stewardship. I advanced 
in my career to lead these crews not because I could use tools, but because I 
understood the bigger picture and deeper challenges for the mountain proj-
ects. At the interview for my full-time job, I hesitated at the questions about 
construction experience. But most questions cut to those abilities that can’t be 
taught, like how to manage conflict, how to direct work, and an understand-
ing of why trail work matters.
As a volunteer, early in my career, I had stumbled into 
construction work and done my best. Once I had found myself coordinating 
the restoration work at the Perch, a Randolph Mountain Club shelter on the 
flanks of Mount Adams. I hired the contractor, arranged the helicopter pilot 
who would fly in the logs, and pulled together the volunteers. I stayed in 
touch with them and visited them weekly. 
On one trip that year, I carried up hardware and gasoline for the generator 
and then moved equipment from one shelter to another. I arrived at the Perch 
to find a frenzy of activity. The shelter was cribbed in place, the floor and 
lower logs removed, and a new rock foundation was being slowly constructed. 
The two caretakers were working with the crew, blending in seamlessly. I 
wasn’t sure where I fit in. I didn’t know how to start the generator, as I was 
totally confused by all gasoline engines that required a choke.
I feared the Sawzall because the times I’d held one, the blade had jumped 
so wildly that I couldn’t cut anything. Circular saws back then represented 
not tools but a way to lose fingers. I felt powerless and incapable. Faced with 
the overwhelming capability of those I managed, those who staffed the pro-
gram I ran, I didn’t know what to do. 
But then, as I was leaving, I was talking to a volunteer named Chris. “I’m 
just the one who pays the bills,” I said.
“That’s work,” he said, in affirmation.
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Sometimes I feel that I cheated. That I had bypassed the 
necessary years of using tools and building things, encoding knowledge into 
muscle memory, and had jumped right to supervising those who knew those 
skills, designing the projects they would carry out. In such a mindset, how 
could I be learning while leading? How could I, with soft hips in men’s pants, 
lead the wiry-limbed men who worked for me?
In 2011, I spent a week in Missoula, Montana, learning the techniques 
and skills of log building restoration—that is, replacing rotten logs with new 
ones. I felt excited that I’d work beneath the big sky and tall tamarack trees 
and labor alongside people I not only didn’t know but wouldn’t have to lead. 
The routine was so different than in the East. Pack mules carried our gear 
over flat trails along a river. The same mules that carried our gear returned 
the next day to haul felled trees out of the woods. But, just like at home, 
the instructor was a man who seemed more comfortable talking to men, the 
person cooking meals was a woman, and I was the lone woman in a group 
of six.
Joe Roman (left), Declan Scannell, and James Vittetau rig up the Ethan Pond Shelter 
with an iron rope in preparation for hoisting it back into plumb.  SALLY MANIKIAN
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But to my surprise, the instructor’s chain-saw certification had lapsed 
to a level where he required supervision. I was the only person holding a 
B-level certification. Thus I found myself, with my six months of chain-saw 
experience, supervising someone with 40 years of practice. 
“I was born with a chain saw in my hand,” he said as he started cutting. 
That remark failed to intimidate me. I did not need to lead him. I just 
needed to listen to him and watch him. I spent that week in Missoula in 
quiet willingness. I couldn’t wait to hold the chain saw, to practice the gentle 
sway of the broad ax, and to test the steady hand I wasn’t sure I had. Without 
speaking and with deep focus, I peeled back shavings with a hand chisel, 
trying different angles to see what was most effective. I stepped up often, 
reaching for the offered tool handle. On a whim, I raced one of my peers in a 
notching challenge on the same log, he with a chain saw and me with an ax. 
I, with the ax, won.
In my journal on the first night, as I tallied up what I’d learned that day, I 
wrote that I’d never felt more “ol’ boy’ed” before. I added, “I’m being viewed 
as an equal for the first time.”
Before that week, I had never really had the opportunity to learn without 
also having to lead or without feeling I had to prove myself. But in Montana, 
I felt like an equal, even though we all had different levels of experience. The 
first night I tallied what I had learned. The second night, I tallied what I had 
done. I had hewn an 18-foot tree with an ax, without tiring. I had notched a 
log with a chain saw, split a 42-inch round of larch with the swing of a giant 
mallet, leveled and chalk-lined and measured angles. And, I noted in my 
journal, I had done them well.
I drew diagrams, I wrote 
a tool list for projects, I 
opened myself to let all of 
the learning sink in, deeply. 
I never felt doubt or inade-
quacy. In being pulled so far 
away from the tension of so 
many construction projects, 
I found the break with self 
that I so desperately needed. 
My brain, for the first 
time, began to gently learn 
the mechanics of finding 
The inside of the Ethan Pond Shelter, after a 
straightening.  JOE ROMAN
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straight planes in round logs, to see how the angles form a sturdy structure, 
and to find the ways to honor the history in preservation techniques. I also 
started to connect the lines and curves of logs to the tools that helped put 
them together. It was the same eye and mind that made it possible for me 
to sense the movement that carved glacial rivers and valleys, the power of 
wind that rubs the White Mountains raw. It was the start of seeing the living 
structure, a simple system of cause and effect, seeing movement in stillness. 
As we pulled apart the rotted logs in the cabin we were repairing, I could 
feel my hands pulling apart the logs at Gentian Pond, at Guyot Shelter. I 
could see the brown logs of Ethan Pond Shelter standing clean and unrotten, 
asking not to be replaced but for something else. 
Two weeks after leaving Montana, I hiked to Gentian Pond 
Shelter with a crew of two. We would begin replacing logs. They carried 
the generator and most of the tools and equipment. I carried what weight I 
could. In my head, I held on to the confidence I had learned in the woods of 
Montana. I held on to the techniques of scribing tools, of handheld chisels 
and wooden mallets. 
The first week we pulled up the floor, removed the old logs, and braced 
it into place. This sheer grunt work and slow movement were easy to lead. 
I watched the level to make sure that when we lifted the shelter we did so 
evenly. Our conversation was less about my lacking skills and more about 
watching whether the shelter was going to fall off the bracing.
In the second week, I could start using what I had quickly and fully learned 
in Montana, but I didn’t feel confident. My voice began to waver. The skills 
were not etched in my bones or part of my breath. I knew that I could either 
exercise what I knew, or I could relinquish control and not try at all. 
I chose to exercise what I knew. I drew lines on the shelter and on logs. I 
found the center line and the round log’s flatter edge. I kept trying to see what 
I had seen so clearly in Montana. I could not explain to the crew what I was 
doing because I did not quite know what I was doing, myself.
For a few days, Dave Salisbury, my coworker and dear friend, joined us. 
What I tried to do with tools of measurement, he could accomplish by dead 
reckoning. He had a practiced swing of his hatchet as he hewed logs. Instead 
of lifting the scribe tool, he shoved the saw blind in between logs and asked 
me to warn him about spikes. He understood something I didn’t yet, which 
was that we must channel the method the shelter’s original builders had used. 
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We needed that sense of “just about right.” To do so, we must set aside the 
measuring tools and trust our hands and senses.
We worked at Gentian Pond for more than two years. The first year, we 
worked the wood; the second, we built new foundation posts. In that second 
year, I returned to work with the two-person crew for a day and spent most of 
that time using the rock drill to shave back ledge rock, making space for the 
post base. Beau and Toby were quiet and efficient. I felt comfortable with them 
as I used the rock drill. It felt as it had in Montana. I used chisels and the broad 
ax. I felt comfortable, I felt playful, I felt that I was exploring the tools. The 
world shrank to just myself and the task at hand. No one else was watching. 
Or so I thought. The next week, Beau showed me the series of photos he’d 
taken of me while I was deeply focused on the rock and dust and the loud roar 
of the drill. I liked what I saw in those photos, an earnest lean in, a noncha-
lant brush of dust, and a stance of stability and strength. 
For several years, we had known Ethan Pond Shelter sat 
crookedly. It listed and leaned to the right, precarious but never precarious 
enough to keep people from sleeping in it. I know because I had slept in it 
while rain roared on the unsheathed tin roof. My predecessor had applied 
for National Park Service funding because Ethan Pond is on the Appalachian 
Trail. But in 2010, when I was on the job, I decided we would not replace 
Ethan Pond Shelter with that funding. One reason was that the logs were 
healthy and the shelter, although small and leaning, was otherwise sound. 
The other reason was that the shelter’s age, more than 50 years, would require 
a great deal of red tape, like additional reviews. I decided it would be easier to 
wait, figure out how to realign Ethan Pond, and assign the funding elsewhere, 
so I instead scheduled the replacement of Garfield Ridge Shelter in 2011. 
After coming back from Montana, after replacing Garfield’s shelter and 
repairing Gentian, I was able to look at Ethan differently. On a site visit with 
Beau, we looked at the platforms, the outhouse, and then the shelter itself. I 
looked closer.
“It’s not leaning; it’s twisting,” I said.
The vertical logs were wracking out of alignment. The structure looked 
like it leaned to one side when viewed from the front, but it was twisting 
throughout. The back logs leaned in a different direction than the front 
ones did. I placed my hand on the soft, worn logs, not fully understanding 
how they fit together. I saw the hand-hewn notches, the dowels plugging up 
holes, and the glowing honey brown of the healthy spruce logs. If we could 
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straighten the shelter by incorporating angles of stability, we could, for a bit 
longer, hold on to the history of the AMC trail crew’s handiwork with skinny 
logs left from a timber project, back in 1957.
Our pathway to designing Ethan’s reconstruction was long. After the 
first field visit in 2012, we waited two years before the U.S. Forest Service 
approved the straightening project. In 2015, we planned the work on the 
shelter and replacement of the nearby tent platforms. In the in-between years, 
my coworkers in the Trails Department and I visited Ethan Pond. We also 
completed two different shelter restoration projects with the USFS on its 
shelters. Doing that work, I paid attention and learned how to fix Ethan. 
From Mountain Pond Shelter (in the Saco District), a structure twist-
ing with vertical logs, I pulled the idea of bracing the corners. From the 
Perch beneath Edmands Col, I pulled the idea of anchoring with a Griphoist 
(a manual hoist). From Montana came the attention to historical detail, of 
plugging the holes drilled. In each shelter project, especially when I was a 
simple crew member, I learned to reach for the right tools. 
On that sunny September day in 2015, I crossed the outlet 
of Ethan Pond. Clear, glass-blue water on my left, and the rocks under my 
feet. I still wondered at the silence, where the crew was and what they were 
doing, how I would need to behave and act when I arrived.
I entered the woods at the edge of the pond and still saw no human activ-
ity, heard no noise, and saw no tools or cuts or rigging. As I climbed the 
last pitch, Ethan Pond Shelter came into view. I found myself staring at 
those familiar wracking logs, wondering where my crew was and why they 
weren’t working. 
Eventually I found them in the cooking area, three guys sitting and stand-
ing and eating.
“What’s going on?” I asked. “Why haven’t you started the shelter 
work yet?”
“We were waiting for you,” they said. “We don’t know what we’re 
supposed to do.” 
To me, the project was simple. We’d discussed and debated and developed 
it for years. Wrap the shelter with iron rope and then hoist it back into plumb 
with a Griphoist. Next, eight pieces of bracing would hold the alignment, in 
each corner. Then release the iron rope and Griphoist, and the shelter would 
stay. I had cut the trees for bracing the year before, and the summer caretaker 
had peeled the bark. 
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In a few rapid minutes, we had the rigging set up. We positioned a 
Griphoist in line with the side of the shelter that was wracking away, and we 
cinched the entire shelter with the rope, wrapping it around twice and then 
anchoring it to that Griphoist. We set up a second Griphoist as a static hold 
on the front post, to keep the shelter from sliding off the foundation as we 
pulled on it from the side. The iron rope we used looked as thin as dental 
floss in proportion to the shelter itself, but I knew from experience that it was 
very strong.
Directing the crew—Joe, James, and Declan—I adapted as we went. 
There was a general plan of how it was going to work, but that always plays 
out a little bit differently on the ground. The trees are never in exact places, 
the ground is uneven, and some piece of gear always seems to be missing. 
With each adaptation, I felt the crew members solving problems on their own 
but also looking to me for assurance. I could sense their uncertainty as they 
picked up tools, doing things like trying to cut the iron rope with a pair of 
brush clippers. 
I had hired and trained these three, who had a combined knowledge of 
more than twelve years’ time in the woods, building trails. And they had been 
waiting, not knowing what to do in their work, for the woman—me. My 
hands had held many tools without knowing how to wield them. It was a 
surprising feeling, being awaited. 
I stood in front of the shelter, took one last look at the ropes and 
Griphoists and the three-man crew, and gave the command, “Tension.”
 
Watching the shelter come into alignment was like watching 
a flower bloom. The Griphoist pulled slowly, subtly, and powerfully. When 
I closed my eyes briefly and looked back, I noticed the difference and the 
gentle movement. Occasional pops and cracks alerted us all to the gravity of 
the work and the seriousness of the task. And then, the shelter was straight.
I had not planned on spending a late and long day with the crew, and I left 
them to tackle the work of matching logs to corners in the areas and locations 
that I had laid out for them. One of the crew members kept asking clarifying 
questions, worried about getting it right; another nodded when I pointed to 
a corner, his mind working through the mechanics. The giddiness of seeing 
my guesswork play out flushed through my veins. I was happy. 
As I got ready to go back down to the road, I tried to inspire in them 
that thing that took me so long to understand: that the task of straightening 
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an old and dear shelter is not one of total straight lines, of measured Speed 
Square angles or of engineered perfection. I tried to inspire in them trust in 
their skills.
I wanted them to set aside any contrived measurement, to begin to see 
what I had slowly learned to see over the years, the breathing logs, the angles 
that create stability, and the movement needed to put things in place. The 
artistry that emerges from guesswork and trusting your own steady hand and 
the tools it holds. 
This unleashing of trust took me ten years. For some, it is faster; for some, 
it might never happen. I give thanks that it happened, for me, at all. 
Sally Manikian of Shelburne, New Hampshire, formerly coordinated shelters and 
trail work for the Appalachian Mountain Club. She now works as the Vermont and 
New Hampshire representative for The Conservation Fund.
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The Gift
A father’s legacy, “free man past Monday”
Michael Keck
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My father took me into my first wilderness, the Adirondacks, when I was 7 years old to learn about brook trout. It was 1957. I went 
with my two brothers. He also showed us how to make a set for bobcats, 
using a sandbank and a can of sardines. He told us stories about trapping as 
a child, after his own father died in a paper mill accident when he was 12. 
We went with him again to learn how to hunt deer in the big woods. How to 
take care of a deer hunting camp. How to get along with other men. In many 
ways, I would never leave those woods. 
I would go on to fashion myself into a backpacker after reading Colin 
Fletcher’s classic book The Complete Walker (Knopf, originally published in 
1968). At the time, I was teaching in the Richmond, Virginia, public schools. 
I made Shenandoah National Park my backpacking home. There, wilderness 
can be less than a mile wide. While hiking the Appalachian Trail during the 
winter of 1979–80, there were places where I learned as much about blacktop 
as mountaintop.
People asked me why I was hiking the entire Appalachian Trail. I made 
up a glib answer that this was sort of a midterm exam for backpacking, a test 
of sorts, but truthfully, I had no idea. The reason had more to do with my 
father than I had cared to examine. The fact that I had moved back home to 
northern New York created a gap in my work life that allowed me to try it.
Nowadays, the question has become, “How old are you?” I still hump a 
pack into the mountains. I still portage into remote lakes with a solo canoe. 
I fish for trout. Hunt deer in big woods. Ever since my college days, I have 
been engaged in learning the craft of writing. I thought that I could use my 
time in the woods to write something about it, maybe encourage others to go 
there, to become engaged to rock and river.
By going alone into the woods, I have developed a great deal of self-
confidence. I have had to rely on myself in the moments of adversity that 
wilderness settings present. I could map out my trips to coincide with only 
positive forecasts. Traveling with my wife or friends teaches me the same 
things but, alone, I learn faster. As I learned how to cope, I learned how to 
settle in with being alone. I got comfortable with it. I grew to rely on my 
own efforts. 
I have had my moments. On the Appalachian Trail, I was lost for four 
days in blizzard-like conditions near Mount Rogers, in southwest Virginia. I 
kept finding the peak but could not find my way off it and back onto the trail. 
A portrait of Michael Keck, by his sister.  KATHLEEN KECK
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After I ran out of stove fuel, I got out my compass, took a bearing south, and 
plunged into the white. Once I found a (still unplowed) road, I walked on it, 
through the night, into Damascus, where I rested for three days. 
On another trip into the Adirondacks one spring, looking for ice-out 
trout, my Alaskan malamute Sydney and I backed away from two bear cubs 
and a mother doing her job. I raised my hiking stick over my head to appear 
larger and began speaking softly to Syd, to calm her, as we backed up. When I 
am alone, I find that I can control my actions through my experience. I used 
this same thinking to serve me well in the work I did after the trail, helping 
those who live with physical and intellectual disabilities. And now, my solo 
hiking skills help me face retirement.
Any woods, even my backyard, can support me for an overnight or a 
weekend trip. I still enjoy the woods for the opportunity to see myself in a 
different setting. Part of this fights the tedium of living anywhere longer than 
a few years. Another part of the allure may be fundamental to the human 
spirit. That of traveling. I like the process of planning and pulling off a hiking 
trip. Rather than going to the woods to find myself, doing so has helped me 
create a new self.
Here in the Northeast, our wild lands are vaster than many think. Other 
than a few big bridges, looking east from New York State through New Eng-
land and into Canada, I can still find places where I can step off for a week 
or longer without ever finding the track of another person. These areas claim 
people’s lives. Many of those who perish in the eastern backcountry probably 
underestimated the eastern mountains. They might not understand wet snow.
Exploring this vastness of the East has created a persona for me that I call 
“a free man past Monday.” By this, I mean staying out past Sunday. Once 
Tuesday rolls around, I know what the food left really means. I recall the wis-
dom that says a backpacker is more likely to fall at the end of the day, going 
downhill toward a campsite, than at any other time. I get to understanding 
time differently as I slow down to a pace directed by the weather, my load 
going through it, and how I found the land that day. There is less clutter in 
my pack and my life. 
Spending my time in the woods and on mountains has helped me pay 
better attention. It is not just about looking around more but about under-
standing what it is that I am looking at. Take weather. Traveling in the wild 
lands, I am constantly noting the time, conditions, wind direction, and how 
much light is left. I measure these against my drinking water, the food in my 
stomach, and a hot spot on my heel. I pause to “catch myself ” before taking 
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the first step down a long hill. I stop for another drink. Even on a wilderness 
canoe trip, I still practice Fletcher’s rule of ten minutes off for every hour. 
It clears my head. I worry about the wind more than I do if I will be wet in 
it. After checking for branches that could fall overnight, I make my camp 
with the wind in mind, not just the evening one but how the morning will 
greet me.
Wilderness is a great teacher. Good gear can only go so far to create a mar-
gin of safety in wild lands. The experience from common sense, from having 
been there before, is the real value of going back, over and over. I have seen 
a six-foot-tall rock cairn pass out of view in blowing snow above treeline in 
the Presidentials of New Hampshire’s White Mountains. I have erected my 
tent in blowing snow near Mount Guyot. I have learned to let go of my ego.
When I left the Appalachian Trail in 1980, I established a goal of going on 
10 wilderness trips each year. Since then, I’ve taken between 6 and 22 per year. 
Statistically speaking, I might need a rescue some year. Going alone and at 65 
years old can only add to this prediction. But I like how wildness has gnawed 
at me. I like finding chickadees next to my campsite.
My father left when I was 11 years old. I would spend the rest of my life 
looking for him and the relationship we never had by traveling in wild lands. 
Hiking on the Appalachian Trail in winter and alone was not the first aspect 
of that quest for him. I once told my grandmother that the only gift my father 
ever gave me was the woods. It has been enough.
Michael Keck is a writer who lives in Black River, New York. He worked for many 
years as a teacher. He spends much of his time in wild places.
Michael Keck after a fishing trip in the 1990s.  COURTESY OF MICHAEL KECK
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Lady and the Camp
A lost uncle and the found wilderness
Erica Berry
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Anna’s braces fell off after breakfast on the fifth day. I was rolling my rain jacket into my backpack when she came up to me, 
clutching them in her rosy palm—tiny metal pieces that had once been on 
her tiny ivory teeth. “Cricket,” she said, “they’ve been loose for a while. I 
think we need to go to an orthodontist.” Part of the chain was still in her 
mouth, and she cocked her head at me, smiling through wire and chapped 
lips, her cheeks a sunburned topography of mosquito bites.
I was leading a backpacking trip for middle-school girls through the 
alpine streams, granite outcroppings, and Indian paintbrush meadows of the 
Centennial Mountains of Montana.
At around 4 o’clock that morning, my co-guide had left on horseback 
to evacuate the ever-vomiting Mary. When I awoke, sweat-drenched, a few 
hours later, I was clutching my bear spray like a talisman in the mesh cave of 
my tent.
Now a pair of alien hands rummaged through my pack: dirty fingernails, 
swollen knuckles, bug-bitten palms, branch-scratched wrists, a rainbow of 
friendship bracelets. I put Anna’s braces in a Ziploc bag, telling her we would 
call for advice when we got back to the van.
I told her I had once accidentally thrown my retainer away with a paper 
plate, and finding it had required a dive through a dumpster full of pizza 
crusts and used napkins. She laughed behind wet eyes.
Propping my hulking backpack against a tree, I wiggled into the straps. I 
had just finished my freshman year of college in Maine, where I considered 
myself a comfortable outdoorswoman. I had learned how to dig a shelf for 
a tent in a steep snowbank. I trusted the rope when rappelling backward off 
cliffs. I swam through rock-choked rapids when pitched out of a canoe. I 
felt my torso scrape gravel as a flipped kayak dragged me downstream. Now, 
being responsible for the girls had let me relearn my fears. Nausea swelled 
when I ran through the mental checklists of daily to-dos and to-avoids. When 
I thought of grizzlies and lightning and rattlesnakes and rockfall and bee 
stings causing anaphylactic shock, I thought immediately of the girls: their 
gap-toothed smiles, their miniature hiking boots, their laughter at learning 
to poop in the woods. I also thought of their parents, sitting on sunporches 
around the country, gripping their smartphones, and waiting for camp 
blog updates.
Girl campers explore Montana on horseback.  ERICA BERRY
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Ahead of me, twelve faces peered through pine needles and sunlight. The 
girls were grinning, kicking their feet like ponies in the trail. Behind them, 
above the horizon, a knot of black clouds shadowed a row of snowy summits. 
I wondered if I was living up to my camp name: Cricket, stolen in a crunch 
of indecision from our family’s miniature Australian shepherd. After two ses-
sions, I could almost forgive myself for answering to it. We had named her 
the first day we got her, after watching her hop through a meadow of thick 
grass that towered above her head. Her inability to know where she was going 
did not stop her from vaulting forward. She was an ankle-nudger, a gentle 
herder. She perpetually wagged the tail that she did not have.
“All ready, crew?” said a strange, strong voice beneath my ribs.
“Come on, Cricket,” Astrid said. “We’re following you!”
A few weeks after Christmas 1985, my mother’s younger brother 
shot himself in the head. He was not yet my uncle—20 years old, while my 
mother, at 22, was just younger than I am now. He exists only as a photograph 
for me: a silent, floppy-haired Brady Bunch boy, flannel-shirted, outdoorsy. A 
year before his death, Ladd had cut many of the ties to his parents and flown 
to Alaska, where winter meant a weak, bleak five hours of light a day. Some 
weeks after his death, my mother received a package from his friends in the 
mail. Among the odds and ends were two postcards with her name on them. 
They were not dated, and his handwriting fell across the body of the cards 
leaving no room for an address. “I’m doing very well,” he wrote. It seems clear 
that he did not intend to send them. His friends arranged his funeral, and 
neither my grandparents nor my mother ever saw that town of Dillingham, 
Alaska, where Ladd had spent the last eighteen months of his life.
Growing up, Alaska was almost a non-word in my house. When Sarah 
Palin came along, I secretly thanked her for giving us a new way to talk about 
the state. It was easier to say the name with a caricatured drawl. It was easier 
to marvel at the escapades of her Wasilla family than to think about our own 
links to that frozen appendage of the continent. The outdoor camp for girls 
that I worked for ran one session each summer in Alaska, and the description 
used words like rugged, truly competent, rip-roarin’, and adventuress. When I 
learned I had been assigned the Montana sessions instead, I couldn’t decide if 
I felt relief or disappointment.
In high school, on a backpacking trip with friends, I read Jon Krakauer’s 
Into the Wild (Anchor Books, 1997), the narrative of college graduate Chris 
McCandless, who donated his life savings to charity, hitchhiked the country, 
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and was found dead in a rusted blue school bus in Denali National Park. The 
weed-snarled vehicle has become a sort of shrine in Alaska, and at least one 
person has drowned in the roar of a snowmelt river trying to tag it. Among 
my guy friends, the book circulated like a dog-eared bible, tucked in back-
packs next to Jack Kerouac and John Steinbeck. It is impossible to separate 
the story of McCandless’s adventures from the story of his death, but the line 
between reverence and repulsion is blurry. He followed his dreams. He found 
salvation in the wilderness, and then it killed him.
The McCandless fantasy is especially easy for young men. Perhaps this 
is because, unfortunately, solo travel is harder for women. It is tempting to 
fantasize about burning your credit card, hitchhiking through the desert, 
reading Edward Abbey, letting facial hair sprawl across your boy-man face. 
The difference, of course, is that, unlike McCandless, you could do it right. 
Call your parents from truck-stop pay phones every few weeks, weather the 
winter with large supplies of lentils and oats, know how to carve and cure the 
animals that come across your path. You would not die. You would become 
a legend, not a parable.
Returning from the backpacking trip, I struggled to tell my mother that 
I, too, had found myself absorbed in McCandless’s story. “I just have no 
desire to read it,” she told me. “It’s too sad.” McCandless died a different 
death than Ladd. He was sick, starving, 
and solo, though the controversy over 
his cause of death lives on. His story 
was part Jack London and part Greek 
tragedy—McCandless’s hubris, his 
unfounded confidence in his primitive 
survival skills, betrayed him. And yet, 
there are some similarities between him 
and my uncle. They were born within 
four years of each other, and they both 
died, alone, in the cold darkness of an 
Alaskan winter twenty-some years later. 
Both left their families, and neither 
wrote nor called. “Some people feel like 
they don’t deserve love. They walk away 
quietly into empty spaces, trying to 
close the gaps of the past,” McCandless 
wrote in his journal. In photos I have 
Ladd Carlson, who would have been 
the author’s uncle, but who committed 
suicide before she was born.  COURTESY 
OF BERRY FAMILY
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seen of Ladd and McCandless, they are each wearing green-and-black-check 
flannel shirts.
There is something masculine about going off the map, a desire for 
Thoreauvian self-reliance best discovered beneath the pines, within the proud 
drum of your own heartbeat. After McCandless’s death, Chris Medred wrote 
in the Anchorage Daily News, “The Alaska wilderness is a good place to test 
yourself. The Alaska wilderness is a bad place to find yourself.”
Our society loves narratives of wilderness redemption. The stories go 
like this: Run away from something that scares you, and you will run into 
something better. There is a brutal, literal logic in this. When I applied for 
the summer wilderness guide job, I did it because I, too, wanted to escape 
from zippers of red-light traffic and the blur of mindless social interactions. 
I wanted to breathe sage and cedar, see the West, and trust the sinews of 
my legs. But if I went into the wild to uncover something just as primal as 
McCandless, it was not about being alone. I did not want to disappear, and 
I did not think I would find myself. I just wanted people to rely on me, and 
I wanted to show them they were right to do so. I wanted to practice being 
a mother.
On family backpacking trips, my father used to crawl from 
the tent to boil water for us in the predawn birdsong. When the water was 
hot, he would unzip the tent flap and hand my mother, sister, and me coffee 
or hot cocoa in blue-and-white-speckled tin cups, singing his good mornings. 
He is not a man who talks very much about what spins through his head— 
he is slow to share both frustration and praise—and this particular action 
stands out to me as particularly character defining. It reveals a tenderness 
that, while far from dormant in the city, swelled in the mountains.
Later, when my sister’s and my feet would slow under the weight of our 
packs, he would slither a lemon drop out of its plastic wrapper, coaxing us on. 
This was not a gendered caring—it was not because we were girls—but it was 
a parent’s caring. I don’t know if I knew it at the time, but it made me want 
to be a better person. It did not take long for my appreciation of the wilder-
ness to blur with my appreciation for those glimmering versions of ourselves 
it offered back to us.
We refer to “human progress” as that trajectory of inventions to make life 
easier. We want to eat, drink, travel, and sleep better. We also want to love 
and communicate and die better. Capitalism assures us that these two aims 
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are tied: Buy this new potato peeler, and you will become a better mother. 
The mountains do not promise this. They ask a lot: competence, reverence, 
humbleness, and curiosity. In return, they blister and bruise and burn us, and 
somewhere—in that economy of dry oatmeal and the Milky Way, thunder, 
and a hawk’s solemn flight—they thrill us.
We talk about “re-wilding” our landscape: digging up fields, planting 
trees, bringing back wolves and owls. We also talk about re-wilding our diet: 
Paleolithic posturing, forgoing tortillas and oranges. But re-wilding our lives: 
What does that look like? I am wary of romanticizing the prehistoric, prein-
dustrial, pre-Apple eras because life is better now, for many more than me.
But each time you embark on a new adventure outside, you are given a 
chance to recalibrate yourself. There is something quietly invigorating about 
finding your bodily limits—wet feet, gnaw of hunger, a no-see-um bite. You 
pinpoint discomfort, and then you decide whether or not you will ignore it. 
Outdoors, you do this over and over again.
In high school, armed with an ice ax in an outdoor group 
full of adolescent boys, I learned to ignore more than just physical pain. I 
recalibrated myself socially, trying to compartmentalize gender. I was pale 
and scrawny, with fears of heights and snakes and hypothermia, so I picked 
my battles. As the male majority jostled to out-hike and out-joke one another, 
I joined in. I had never had brothers, and I liked this new sort of companion-
ship. If I was lonely, I convinced myself I was not. I perfected a five-second 
pee behind bushes and rocks and in wetsuits. Once, after contributing to a 
post-curry burping contest, a friend remarked that I had “really let myself go.”
He said it with mock horror and an appraising grin. What he meant, of 
course, was that after our time in the mountains, I had let the “feminine” go. 
My hair was twisted into week-old braids, and my face was wind-chapped 
and makeup-free. I remember feeling unsure about whether I should feel 
proud or insulted. In letting myself go—in leaving the performance of con-
ventional girlhood back in the city—I wondered if I had lost something.
The camp I guided for in Montana embraced girlhood at 5,000 feet above 
sea level. Each night before bed, we gathered in a circle with a rainbow of nail 
polishes, awarding various “nails” to different girls: accolades for extra help, 
extra toughness, extra-good jokes. We had impromptu dance parties on dirt 
roads, stopping the car and putting on tutus and crowns to dance to Taylor 
Swift on a barbed-wire stage. We howled at the top of summits, and we sat 
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in daisy meadows fielding the girls’ questions about boyfriends in the “real 
world.” I was surprised how little I missed the low-voiced chuckles of my 
male hiker friends from college and high school.
Before this, I had camped with an all-female group only once—when I 
was 11 years old, at a weeklong “empowerment” camp on a plot of forest and 
meadow in western Oregon. One morning, we stared at a tampon dissolv-
ing in a bucket, and then we bird-watched while the counselors shared livid 
descriptions of ob-gyn examinations. The director—a woman who walked 
in a halo of patchouli and wild gray hair—warned us to carry pepper spray 
whenever we were with men and sent us into the forest to glean wisdom from 
nature’s goddess. I remember crouching against thick bursts of ferns, nested 
beneath a blue sky cut from the pine branches, waiting for my spirit animal 
while I tried not to cry. Needless to say, I did not leave with a deeper love for 
the trees, the eagles, or myself.
During one of my last days guiding in Montana, Jill, who was just a 
few years younger, broke down. She had attended the camp once before 
and had been slotted to become an intern the following summer, but she 
Erica Berry on the trail.  COURTESY OF ERICA BERRY
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was ready to go home. She missed her boyfriend. The hiking hurt. The 
guides were not allowed to be one-on-one with a camper unless we were 
in sight of the rest of the group—a lawsuit-preventative measure that I 
always heeded with another paranoid twist of fear—and I remember the 
two of us, sitting in soft pine needles by the side of a stream, watching as 
the other girls screeched and bucket-washed their hair in winter snowmelt. 
We joked, and we compared bug bites, and then we talked about our hike 
the day before: big summit, big views. She admitted she had been pleased 
with herself.
“But I could never do what you’re doing,” she said. I had laughed. I could 
only make sense of my summer in superlatives: It was the most rewarding 
thing to watch teenage girls learn to love the mountains, and learn to love 
themselves. But I was a teenager too then. It was the hardest thing to worry 
about whether I trusted myself shepherding them. I told some watered-down 
version of this to Jill, and she laughed at me.
“Oh, Cricket, that’s not even what I mean,” she said. “Really, it’s just your 
feet! They’re disgusting. A whole summer! I could never do it.” I followed 
her eyes down my bug-bitten legs all the way to my feet: zig-zagged with 
Chaco tans, the heels raw with shrunken blisters, toes wrinkled from sweat-
soaked hiking socks, nails broken and purpling from boot pressure, echoes of 
chipped nail polish. They hadn’t even registered with me. Suddenly we were 
laughing, both of us, doubled over in the late-afternoon sun, until our eyes 
pooled and our bellies ached.
That night, I would sit cross-legged with the girls and coat my toenails in a 
garish shade of glitter polish. The next morning, I would pull on wool socks, 
easing my feet into leather boots. We would put our lives on our backs and hit 
the trail, telling jokes extra loudly to warn the bears. Afternoon clouds would 
form, and they would thicken or disperse. And if the path got steep, and I 
heard the first whines of doubt, I would reach into my pocket, searching for 
the hard, slippery plastic of a lemon drop.
Erica Berry lives in Minneapolis, where she writes essays and reports for the Food 
and Environmental Reporting Network.
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The Old Bridle Path
“It is solved by walking”
Caroline Santinelli
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Look down at your thumbnail. Now imagine a flower—small, yellow, and delicate—that could fit there on the end of your 
finger. Dwarf cinquefoil blooms in early June for only three weeks on the 
treeless Franconia Ridge in the White Mountains, one of only two places in 
the world where it grows. The name references the clusters of five small leaves 
on the plant. Cinquefoil is French; cinque means five, and foil means leaf. 
Although a dwarf in size, this tiny wildflower can withstand temperatures of 
–40 degrees Fahrenheit.
It goes relatively unnoticed. Many down in the valley probably do not 
know that dwarf cinquefoil exists.
Nonetheless, when the federal government placed dwarf cinquefoil 
(Potentilla robbinsiana) on its endangered species list in 1980, scientists and 
hikers set out to save the delicate plant that many trampled because they didn’t 
notice it. Alpine plants withstand harsh, freezing winters on the ridge, but 
boot soles and time were enough to send dwarf cinquefoil nearly to its grave. 
Together, the Appalachian Mountain Club, the New England Wild Flower 
Society, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U.S. Forest Service began 
a successful propagation program. They transplanted it off the trails, away 
from wandering hikers. In 2002, dwarf cinquefoil was determined recovered 
enough so that it was taken off the endangered species list.1 
People’s connection to the White Mountains moved them to advocate for 
a seemingly insignificant flower. What started small grew bigger than most 
could imagine. AMC researchers and USFS employees hiked to some the of 
tallest parts of New England, crawling over rocks on their hands and knees, 
to collect data on the plant. The AMC organized trail workers and volunteers 
to reroute major hiking trails out of the plant’s chief habitats. The species was 
part of their place. And what seemed to be a single insignificant plant became 
a network of people, engaging with the land and with each other.
I am lucky. I have seen dwarf cinquefoil in bloom. In the summer 
of 2013, I lived and worked for three months at Greenleaf Hut, just 1.1 miles 
below the summit of Mount Lafayette—the northernmost peak on Franconia 
Tiny dwarf cinquefoil leaves and flowers survive frigid alpine temperatures.  UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
1. Nancy G. Slack and Allison W. Bell, AMC Field Guide to the New England Alpine Summits, 
2nd edition (Boston: Appalachian Mountain Club Books, 2006, pages 91–93). 
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Ridge. When the last snow melts from the summits in June, until the first 
snows of the new winter in October, visitors pay to stay in the huts—enter-
tained and fed by the crew, or “croo” in hut parlance, of young people who 
live in the mountains.
On warm June days, my croo mate Abagael and I snuck up to the ridge 
on our afternoons off to see the small patch of dwarf cinquefoil that grows 
not far from the summit of Lafayette. Dressed in our finest hiking gear (tutus 
and head scarves from the hut’s costume bin), we ducked left off the summit, 
feeling the breeze rustle the tulle around our waists. In front of us, the ridge 
opened up to the Pemigewasset Wilderness, and we saw the crooked tip of 
Galehead Mountain leaning into the clouds.
Those afternoons on the ridge reminded me of childhood summers 
in Sudbury, Massachusetts. After our baths, my brother and I tugged our 
pajamas over our heads and rushed outside to the rolling, green lawn. As we 
enjoyed the last hours of sunlight, dirt crept back under our fingernails and 
streaked our cheeks. Dad and Mom, with our baby sister asleep in her arms, 
sat on the stairs watching us run in circles. 
Directly behind the house stood the swing set. A blue and red swing 
dangled below monkey bars, attached to a small hut. The complex was our 
time machine, our pirate ship, our spaceship, and sometimes just our tree 
house. No matter what game we played, our imagination cast a spell over the 
yard and the woods beyond. At age 5, I knew that piece of land better than my 
ABCs. I could walk the path in the woods in bare feet with my eyes closed, 
stepping carefully over oak roots. I knew exactly which tree you could peel a 
twig from and suck on like a lollipop because it tasted like root beer. I never 
twisted an ankle in the nearly invisible grassy ditch between the house and 
the swing set.
As I fell in love with the outdoors over the years, my feet 
carried me from evenings in the yard to the tops of the earth, and as I stood 
on that ridge with Abagael, looking out at the Pemigewasset Wilderness and 
Franconia Notch, I realized how privileged I was to walk among the dwarf 
cinquefoil in my new summertime backyard.
The writer and activist Rick Bass takes readers on a walk through his val-
ley, the Yaak Valley, in The Book of Yaak (Houghton Mifflin, 1996). “Is it too 
much to imagine that the pulsings of our blood and our emotions follow the 
rough profile of the days of light in this valley? . . . the play of light in these 
strange forests and even the sound of its creeks, somehow a place and sound 
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that has almost always existed, which mirrors the sounds and rhythms inside 
us?” Bass highlights a poetic sense that directed many decades of nature writ-
ers who mapped their beloved places on the page. When I read Bass, I picture 
Franconia Notch. I drive north; the mountains pile up on either side; thick 
coats of yellow birch, mountain ash, fir, and red spruce rise on the steep gran-
ite faces. I feel the hot summer sun on my back. I smell bread baking in the 
hut kitchen. I watch my friends jump into the icy swimming hole off Cascade 
Brook Trail. I feel the breeze on the ridge rustle my tutu. 
I remember the morning I hiked down the Old Bridle Path for the last 
time as a hut kid at Greenleaf—hesitant to give it up. It seemed so unfair to 
relinquish the ownership I felt over those few miles of rock and dirt. That 
trail was my way home, and it felt like home. But we borrow those mountains 
for the summer, we hut kids. We know that land better than most people in 
the world. Yet, as much as we claim or wish that it belonged to us, we leave it 
for others at the end of the season, when we return to the valley. On that last 
day, as the late August sun crept through the birch and ash on the last mile, I 
realized that responsibility, not ownership, is the true mark of belonging to a 
place. I knew that my responsibility would be to mapping my beloved places 
across the page, inspiring something greater.
The Old Bridle Path (OBP, to those in the know) runs 2.9 miles 
from the parking lot opposite Lafayette Place, off Route 93, to Greenleaf Hut. 
The path wanders toward Walker Ravine, then bears north onto Agony Ridge 
before climbing to the hut.
For decades, travelers rode OBP on horseback. Hotel owners Richard 
Taft and Charles Greenleaf commissioned the trail construction in 1852. 
It served as a horse trail for Profile House guests to a summit shelter on 
Mount Lafayette.2 
As I fall asleep at night, I hike OBP up to Greenleaf Hut like I’m counting 
sheep. Every rock, root, and tree is tattooed in my memory. I close my eyes, 
and it’s June again. I am packing up to the hut.
I stand at the base of the trail. Fifty-two pounds of lettuce, cucumbers, 
peppers, strawberries, and a foot-and-a-half-long shank of pork are stacked in 
2. Built in 1853 by Richard Taft, the Profile House began as a “simple” three-and-a-half story 
building but grew into a small empire for wealthy urbanites. The hotel owned 6,000 acres 
of the surrounding mountains. After the addition of twenty cottages in 1868—where regular 
summer guests could spend their whole summer in private housing—the hotel could accom-
modate more than 500 guests.
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boxes and strapped to my packboard with an old twine rope. The packboard 
looks like a medieval torture device. Depending on the day, “torture” is less 
of a description and more of a reality. The leather straps of the board dig into 
my shoulders, and sweat pools where the canvas covering the wood beams of 
the board pushes against my back. Torment.
As I enter the woods from the parking lot, the churn and tumble of rush-
ing water echoes through the trees and fills my nose with beady vapor. Those 
first few steps into the shade of the canopy by the water calm my anticipa-
tion of the heavy hike ahead, a short-lived piece of heaven on a hot summer 
day. Beyond the stones, the cool sanctuary fades back into thick, humid air, 
and my breath deepens with every step. If I forget to duck a bit to the right, 
branches of hobblebush twist and shred between the hooks of my packboard.
Flat-topped clusters of snowy white flowers bloom along the thin hobble-
bush branches. Deceptive to the unknowing eye, the larger petals are only 
for show. They draw insects close enough to pollinate the smaller flowers 
inside of the clusters. Large, heart-shaped leaves dot the rest of the branches 
in pairs. These leaves budded in early spring, when slushy snow still caked 
the ground. Hobblebush withstands some of the colder temperatures in the 
northern boreal forests. Hobblebush leaves don’t freeze until it’s below freez-
ing: about 23 degrees Fahrenheit. The drooping branches take root on the for-
est floor, adding to the shrub’s bed-head look. By August, most of the leaves 
Partway up the Old Bridle Path.  JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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on the trailside part of the shrub are gone. I partially blame myself; the large 
flat leaves make excellent backcountry toilet paper.
The trail winds on, gently sloping up, flat by White Mountain standards. 
I round a small bend where an old yellow birch guards the edge of the woods. 
Three feet from the dirt, its trunk splits in two, one end descending straight 
into the earth and the other arching through the air before rooting down, 
hugging an invisible boulder.
A few yards ahead, two birch logs rot on the left side of the trail. Beyond 
the birch logs, the real hike begins. Small stones grow into big boulders, 
exposed over the years from thousands of boots weathering the sandy dirt. 
My steps become quick and purposeful; building momentum is critical. One 
missed moment turns one-and-a-half hours of carefree hiking into the most 
heinous three hours of your life. Cold, salty water drips down my back from 
the pork shank. This is when I’m relieved I don’t work in Wyoming or Alaska, 
because I would be one tasty grizzly bear snack.
I hoist the packboard up with my palms, gripping the ends of the wooden 
planks that hang down by my thighs. Air sweeps through the momentary 
gap, and I feel it cool my back, accentuating the soggy patch of sweat and 
pork drippings on my shirt. Suddenly a stream of freezing water tickles my 
smallest right toe and meanders down into the heel of my trail runners. Even 
after days of sweltering heat, this section of trail stays saturated. Small chan-
nels of water braid through the sandy dirt, collecting in pockets along the 
trail. I plough ahead, cursing at my wet socks.
Up ahead the trail widens, pressed completely flat for twelve feet. Two 
slender tree trunks flank the brief break. The earth rises back up fleetingly 
and then flattens again for the last time until the hut. I cruise through the 
trees. Yellow birch, ash, and pine fly by out of the corner of my eye. Every 
stride I take, my eyes stay transfixed at the dusty floor, careful not to trip on a 
rock or root. The canopy gaps above the trail, and sunlight pours through the 
rift. Dancing between the rocks, my feet thud down the trail, my packboard 
bouncing off my back. A small bead of sweat spills from my hairline, between 
my eyes, and down to the tip of my nose, where it hangs, waiting to bounce 
off with my next crashing step.
The sound of water rushes back into earshot, hurling down the mountain 
to where the trail begins. This section of the trail and I have some beef.
A few weeks earlier, I had hurdled down the trail with bags full of trash 
strapped to my packboard. We were rushing to meet the truck that took away 
our trash in return for the next few days’ food and supplies. We were late. 
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(OK, I was late.) My feet skipped rapidly between rocks, carefully avoiding 
the patches of dirt where I was more likely to slide. My feet moved instinc-
tively, picking up speed in the flatter sections and slowing down as I navigated 
over a steeper rock face. I rounded the corner where the water rushes into 
the valley. Gravity carried me down, down, down, when down into my hand 
plopped a pea, a carrot, and a piece of wet turkey. Then, cascading onto my 
thigh came a stream of turkey soup, lasagna, and coffee grounds. The sloppy 
food spattered into the dirt. I sat down on the dirt, scooped up the alphabet 
soup, tied up the trash bag, and cried.
Weeks of footprints and rainstorms have washed away any evidence of the 
spill, but I no longer stop to listen to the water as I pass. Up around the bend, 
two rocks lie across the trail. Some days I try to squeeze my foot between 
them, but the faster way is to hoist my weight up on the right rock with one 
leg and grab on to the tree trunk next to it with my left hand for balance.
I feel a sticky patch of sap peel off the bark onto my hand as I release my 
grip on the tree. It’s a young ash, the bark still smooth to the touch. These 
hardwood trees tower above the trail, but a mile or so up they disappear, 
replaced by red spruce and fir. Only evergreens wrestle through the freezing 
temperatures and blasting winds of the cold winter months on the summits. 
They thrive on the highly acidic, nutrient-poor soils that coat the granite 
bedrock. Even so, these alpine survivors crawl through the high elevations, 
twisting and knotting low to the ground. Regular exposure to fierce, freezing 
winds stunts and deforms the trees. These sections of vegetation, known as 
krummholz, blanket the mountainsides higher up OBP. The word derives 
from German: krumm meaning “crooked, bent, and twisted,” holz meaning 
“wood.” Often trees known as “flag” or “banner” trees indicate the first signs 
of krummholz—their needled complexions completely worn off the wind-
ward side of the tree, where strong winds and rime ice abrade the branches.
The sap on my palm adheres my skin to the grips on my packboard. Every 
time the weight on my back shifts, I feel the wooden beam adjusting in my 
sticky, blistering hand.
Finally, I reach the stone staircase—the Stairway to Heaven. The sound of 
rushing water streams back into earshot. This spot is the last one where the 
trail veers close enough to the runoff to hear it, but I am still slightly less than 
halfway up OBP. One stair after another, I climb the steep, stone steps, pain 
searing through my calves. Around the corner, the trail flattens a bit until it 
reaches a three-to-four-foot-high boulder.
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I prefer to do this part with no one watching. Without a packboard, the 
rock is easy to climb. Above the rock, a tree limb extends out just low enough 
for the top of the packboard to catch, sending me ricocheting backward on 
more than one occasion. It’s also a rather large step for a 5-foot-6-inch-tall 
woman to leverage. I imagine I look like a baby giraffe, neck swinging to 
avoid decapitation, while scrawny legs wobble anxiously, begging to find 
a long enough moment of stability to hoist up—all together, a strikingly 
embarrassing sight.
I teeter for a moment on the edge of the rock, bracing myself for a som-
ersault backward. Rocking a little, I stick the landing, but it's definitely time 
for a short break. Just ahead is my favorite “crump” rock. Crumping is the 
act of resting during a pack carry. To crump involves much more than simply 
sitting down. It is an art. There must be a rock, not too high, not too low, but 
just right for balancing the wooden beams of the packboard evenly to relieve 
aching shoulders. One wrong move, and the next thing you know, a group 
of bucket-hat-wearing tourists are hauling you up by the arms in a panicked 
chorus of, “Are you OK?”
The phrase dates back to the 1920s. According to one former hut croo 
member, it’s a made-up word that combines “crumple” (as in, to crumple to 
the ground) and “crap” (because these rest stops were often where you relieved 
yourself—I say that in the past tense because I do not know anyone who has 
accomplished such an amazing feat in this decade).
Crump is both a verb and a noun. For instance, “I was so tired today, I 
crumped five times.” Or, “My favorite crump is the boulder at the end of 
the third switchback.” Old hutsmen and women respect the idiom so much 
that Solvitur Crumpus became the motto of the OH, the hut alumni orga-
nization that used to be called the Old Hutsmen Association. Crumpus is 
a fake Latin word for crump, but solvitur is the beginning of the obscure 
Latin quote, “Solvitur ambulando,” which translates to, “It is solved by walk-
ing.” The phrase originates from the fourth-century-BCE Greek philosopher 
Diogenes’s response to the question of whether motion is real—he got up 
and walked. Substitute crumpus, and the motto becomes, “It is solved by 
crumping.”
We pass down these tales and tidbits, both our own and those 
we’ve heard, and the OBP grows, extending beyond 2.9 miles of rock and dirt. 
It bridges gaps between generations of hut kids. The trail was our triumph 
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and, on some days, our failure. It gave us our fondest memories and our worst 
moments. It was the secrets we shared—a hidden trail, a favorite crump, a 
patch of dwarf cinquefoil in bloom—that kept us connected. We broke our 
backs. We callused our hands. We rolled our ankles. We wore through our 
shoes after just three months. Yet whether the views were alive with fiery 
mountain ash or blanketed by fog and thunder, we hiked.
Through their teen years, early twenties, and perhaps even beyond, many 
people barely pay attention to the ordinary routes of the day, like the trip 
from the local coffee shop to the office. If asked to recount a memory or a 
story, a reason that their space exists in a certain way, what it once was, or how 
it came to be, many might swear they will look it up. They might. Yet more 
often the sudden burst of intrigue fades and people go back to their routines. 
Those people never worked in the White Mountains.
Connecting to that trail, that land, a crump rock, the dwarf 
cinquefoil, the painful packs, and the final fall into the back door of the hut 
kitchen, we build not only a love of the White Mountains but also a com-
munity that sustains it. The beauty and memory of the OBP survives as long 
as we continue to share in the tradition of those 2.9 miles.
As you fall asleep tonight, try wandering Old Bridle Path, getting caught 
in a thunderstorm, or crumping at an awe-striking view. Find a place you 
know well and explore it. In the words of Diogenes, “Solvitur ambulando.” If 
nowhere comes to mind then start walking.
Caroline Santinelli is a teacher and a storyteller living in Colorado. Her 
writing and video work has been featured in Outside Online and National Geo-
graphic Online. Her first story for Appalachia was “Timber Kings” (Summer/Fall 
2014, 65, no. 2), about girls on the Franconia Ridge. While a student at Middlebury 
College, she worked in the AMC’s hut system in the White Mountains.
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April in the Arboretum
A prairie night, full moon
shadowing the field,
where turkeys suddenly 
flap, rise, lurch, fall
into perches in the nearby oak.
Two great horned owls
settle silently in distant trees,
and we still stand, shivering
in fleece and wool caps,
still listening for the nasal
neep neep of woodcocks
courting—then the male’s
rising flight and fall,
his twittering wings
arcing the night—Orion
rising, and four of us
below, holding binoculars
up to the sky.
Robin Chapman
Robin Chapman is the author of nine poetry books, most recently Six True Things 
(Tebot Bach, 2016). She is the recipient of Appalachia’s 2010 Poetry Prize. Her poems 
have appeared recently in Flyway, Poetry East, and Terrain, among other journals.
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The Retired Fire Warden
On finding purpose
Elissa Ely
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When you have been indoors all winter, the first hike of spring can tax self-esteem severely. Small August slopes rise into 
April peaks, as if some great ladder had hoisted them hundreds of feet higher 
on purpose.
Our first hike was a starter, just an appetizer. It was like an amuse-bouche: 
nothing more than 2,030 feet, quick and tasty, along the Red Hill Trail, over-
looking Squam Lake in central New Hampshire. The route should have dis-
appeared in two bites. 
Instead, it took much of the morning. The trail began easily, yet soon we 
were breathing harder. It was the slope. It was the backpack. It was the wind. 
It was the new shoes. Certainly it was not the age.
A steady hiking pace is helpful for big-project planning. Back in the liv-
ing room at home (the room that had encouraged such pleasant inactivity all 
winter), I had been reading a book about life stages. Its retirement chapter did 
not beat around the bush; advice was specific. When entering this life stage, 
one grapples with an existential dilemma: Who will I be, if not who I have 
been? The book said we know ourselves only through meaningful activity. 
But the book did not say what meaningful activity was.
On top of a final clearing, we came to a fire tower. Its rusting stairs 
looked little used, although a small flag hung from a window. I climbed the 
flights—just for the sake of technical completeness—and came to a trap door. 
Uncertain of protocol, I knocked.
“Come in,” a voice said, and the floor, which was also a ceiling, flew up. 
There were windows all around; a radio, set low to some talk station; 
the day’s weather report taped to a window; a captain’s chair with a dented 
cushion; a lunch box. Its owner was large and bronze. I had walked into his 
living room, his kitchen, and his cave. I felt I ought to guarantee I was not a 
solicitor. 
But he was a genial host, accustomed to questions he must have heard 
hundreds of times, like an astronaut facing one more child: Where is 
the bathroom? Are there any pets? No mini-fridge? He didn’t mind.
—Ask me anything, he said expansively. —All these questions are old to me, 
but new to you. 
Because there was only one chair, we stood. He swept his hand across the 
vista. For 27 years, he said, he had worked as the fire warden in this room; it 
Standing one’s own company, on the top of a fire tower. (This one is in Ludington,  
Vermont.)  JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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was one of 16 lookouts from below Canada to above Nashua still manned. 
By now, he was a specialist; he knew where there should be smoke and where 
there should not. It’s easy to spot a fire, he explained, but almost impossible 
to spot a fire-setter. He also knew, when a new warden started, whether he 
would last years or days. It had to do with standing one’s own company.
He pointed at the flag. When he was younger, it used to fly from the roof, 
but he couldn’t climb the extra 15 feet safely anymore, so he raised it out of 
the window instead. Summer inside the station was hot, over 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit. There was no fan and no electricity. For the first two decades, he 
had lugged up a 42-pound propane tank from the trailhead. These days he 
cheated and used an ATV. But each day, he still climbed with a lunch box. 
We were well into the visit, past the facts, when he said there was a bit 
more to the story. After 27 years, he had retired. But the truth was, the view 
had never grown old; he had never stopped loving it, and—destiny colluded, 
here—there weren’t enough volunteers to staff the tower in his absence. So 
recently he had came back to work, like a kind of substitute teacher, until the 
town voted money to support him. They needed him. But at the same time, 
it turned out he couldn’t stay away. 
My book on life stages had plenty of advice about endings. But it had no 
chapter on the joys of non-endings. For the lucky, intentionally or otherwise, 
the person you have meaningfully been is the one you will continue to be.
First hike of the season: a little arduous on the way up, a little revelatory 
at the top. Coming down was straightforward but full of thought. Who will 
I be, if not who I have been?
Elissa Ely is a Boston-based psychiatrist and writer. 
 
Editor’s note: Fire towers are coming back. To read about how Pennsylvania 
is reintroducing mountain fire towers, see Darrin Youker’s article from the 
January/February 2016 issue of AMC Outdoors: outdoors.org/firetower.
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Rain in Jatibonico, Cuba
The bus rocks along
on tough shocks, 
a boat at sea.
But my breath





a pair of nesting
yellow warblers




a flight of skimmers
over the bay’s
shimmering waves,
and the taped call
of the Zapata rail
blasting on the bus,
its taunting cry
over the rain, 
goodbye, goodbye.
Marcyn Del Clements
Marcyn Del Clements has contributed to Appalachia for many years. In 2013, she 
traveled to Cuba as a citizen scientist to study its plants and animals, including the 
smallest hummingbird in the world, the bee hummingbird, which is less than two 
and a half inches long.
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Singing Waters
Unplanned conservation on four northern Maine rivers 
Lloyd C. Irland 
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Perhaps our grandsons, having never seen a wild river, will never miss the 
chance to set a canoe in singing waters.
       —Aldo Leopold
 
In summer 1967, I was in high school in Illinois. I planned a trip 
on the Allagash River with my brother. We didn’t end up going. We didn’t 
have the time. So we hiked a piece of the Appalachian Trail. Today I ask 
myself how two Illinois teenagers, in 1967, even knew of the Allagash, an 
obscure river 1,200 miles away. Somehow the news in 1966, the year Maine 
created its Allagash Wilderness Waterway, had gotten to us. And it inspired 
me for a lifetime. 
I eventually moved to Maine. Over the years, I’ve canoed or fished parts 
of the Allagash and other Maine rivers. In my professional life as a forestry 
researcher, I have flown over and studied the entire region. Last year’s 50th 
anniversary of the waterway designation inspired this reflection on its impor-
tance as a wild river and as a force for the value of wildness in our lives. 
As I consider the hold the Allagash maintains over me and others, I will 
compare it with three other rivers. The waterways I’ll talk about here are the 
Allagash, from its source in Churchill Lake, northwest of Baxter State Park, 
100 miles to the Saint John River; the Saint John, from the Saint John Ponds 
(several shallow lakes) 150 miles to the town of Fort Kent; the West Branch 
of the Penobscot, above Ripogenus Dam; and the rugged East Branch of the 
Penobscot, which flows more than 75 miles north of Katahdin. 
In the 1950s and 1960s, northern Maine began to receive public attention 
with campaigns to preserve the Allagash. The Saint John saw a controversy 
over the Dickey-Lincoln Dam, but since that project was canceled in 1984, it 
has garnered little further conservation interest. In this complex history, ques-
tions emerge. How did the current, irregular pattern of “protections” for these 
rivers emerge, and why? Why did the Allagash but not the other two become 
a Wild and Scenic River? In the end, what was protected and what was not? 
As I considered these questions, I ran into tension over federal and state 
roles. The federal government gave the Allagash further protection under its 
Wild and Scenic Rivers program in 1970. Soon after, a proposal to designate 
the Penobscot as a federal Wild and Scenic River surfaced but went nowhere. 
The Saint John River near the village of Allagash, Maine.  JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ 
ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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Other themes running through this story’s currents are energy policies, com-
peting needs and interests of river users, novel modes of river protection, 
divergent readings of the concept of “wilderness,” the changing landscape 
of nongovernmental organizations, and influential personalities. I have con-
cluded that the political culture in Maine and the patterns of land ownership 
drove the way the state has protected its rivers, and that people’s fears and 
even literature affected the choice of which of the four rivers to protect and 
how to do it. 
The Rivers
The Saint John originates in the Saint John Ponds, in northern Maine. Some 
canoeists begin their trips on one of these lakes, but many others start at the 
Baker Lake Outlet or at road crossings downriver. At its most northerly point, 
the Saint John is a wide stream flowing over boulder riffles. The watershed’s 
topography is modest. For this reason, energy developers did not propose 
hydroelectric projects for the Saint John until the 1950s. Likely because of its 
remoteness, the Saint John was not on the list of the four major canoe outings 
in the 1937 Works Progress Administration guidebook of Maine. But today, 
many endorse the Saint John as the premier wild canoeing river in the East. 
The Allagash canoe voyage once began at Greenville, requiring two 
arduous carries before putting a canoe into Chamberlain Lake. Purists 
observe that Henry David Thoreau, on his 1857 canoe trip, never reached the 
“Allegash” (his spelling) proper, as he turned southeastward toward Webster 
Lake and the East Branch. All agree that the river is one of the few free-flowing 
streams of any length in a wilderness setting in the United States—ignoring, 
of course, the Telos Dam at Chamberlain and the low dam at Churchill Lake’s 
outlet. Although they interfere with the natural flow, both dams hold back 
water and extend the canoeing season compared with that of the Saint John. 
The wilderness qualities of the Allagash are so outstanding, and so impressive, 
that these minor intrusions can’t dilute the overall impression. No wonder I 
dreamed of the Allagash as a teenager. This was Thoreau’s “damp and intricate 
wilderness.”
The Penobscot and its West Branch. Stretches of this waterway up to 
Seboomook Lake have been dammed for generations; no one can recall what 
this “archipelago of lakes” (as the waterway has long been called) looked like in 
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Thoreau’s time or even in 1900. The terrain is low to moderately rolling. Much 
of this area is now overlain by conservation easements held by several parties. 
Road access is by gravel roads with good surfaces from several directions. In 
1976, conservationists supported a federal Wild and Scenic River designation 
for 295 miles of the East and West branches, a total of 164,000 acres of land, 
with 12,000 acres of public land acquisition. The designation never came. 
Since the early 1980s, a zoning rule under Maine’s Land Use Regulation 
Commission and a conservation easement along the river on land formerly 
owned by the Great Northern Paper Company protect the immediate river 
corridor. More recent easements and fee acquisitions were aimed largely at 
other goals. From viewpoints along those two branches, the great hulk of 
Katahdin looms impressively on the horizon, forming a centerpiece of the 
visual spectacle.
The East Branch of the Penobscot. Several traditional routes into Baxter 
State Park cross this river. The lands between Baxter’s east boundary and 
the river were never a focus of conservation concern until recently. In the 
absence of threats from dams1 and the lack of a strong canoeing constituency, 
the East Branch flowed peacefully for half a century after the Allagash was 
nationally designated. The 1937 WPA guide described the trip as starting at 
Greenville with an interval on Chesuncook Lake by motorboat. “For those 
who want an exciting voyage through the wilderness, the East Branch canoe 
trip is suggested,” the WPA writers advise on page 422. “The journey is so 
difficult, with its carries and rapids, that few guides care to make it; some 
persons consider it the wildest canoe trip in the Maine woods.” A portion of 
this area, about 87,500 acres, became part of the Katahdin Woods and Waters 
National Monument in August 2016 after a long quest by Roxanne Quimby, 
the philanthropist and founder of Burt’s Bees, to donate the land.
Maine’s Political Character
Maine’s political genes contain strong antibodies against direct federal 
involvement in the state—except when it comes to supplying money. 
One catalyst to placing Katahdin in a state park was to prevent the federal 
1. The dam at Grand Lake Matagamon goes back to the 1840s and was present in Thoreau’s 
time. It has been rebuilt several times and now needs major repairs.
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government from creating a national park, which Maine’s own congressional 
delegation had proposed. Acadia National Park, the coastal national park, 
originated as a private donation. The early state park system was built around 
donations, too. Local interests opposed attempts to expand Acadia in 1978 
and 1979; conflict over acquisitions and management has continued. 
By the time of the New Deal in the 1930s, public ownership in Maine 
accounted for roughly 2 percent of the land. Proposals in the 1950s and 1960s 
for a federal North Woods National Park and later a National Recreation Area 
were strangled at birth. State management of the Allagash Wilderness Water-
way was intended to forestall direct federal action. Later, the proposed Wild 
and Scenic River designation for the Penobscot vanished with hardly a trace. 
Federal dollars for acquisition, however, are most welcome; many important 
conservation projects have been aided by federal earmarks. 
Conservative Mainers and landowners were not the only skeptics of 
federal involvement. Wilderness lovers mistrusted the government’s motives. 
The environmentalist William O. Douglas said, “The prospect of making 
the Allagash another Yellowstone Park is sickening to many who know the 
wonders of this wilderness waterway.”
Dams and Energy, Shifting Approaches
The major dams on these rivers have been in place so long that their flowed 
lakes have become important recreational resources. But building new dams 
always upsets people. In the 1950s, the proposed Rankin Rapids Dam sparked 
new conservation interest in the Allagash. Rankin Rapids was canceled, but 
soon another project, the Dickey-Lincoln Dam, was announced. The U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers, which had never built a dam in Maine, planned 
this one. The project’s sheer immensity was threatening in itself, comprising 
two miles of earthfill dam, many miles of transmission lines, and an 80,000-
acre lake. Until then, the four rivers’ remoteness had seemed to protect them 
from hydro development.
Other energy projects took the focus off rivers for a while. Maine Yankee 
Nuclear Power Plant in Wiscasset increased Maine’s electricity supply from 
1963 through the early 2000s. In the 1960s, planners expected a large coal-
fired station on Sears Island in Penobscot Bay. That plant would have elimi-
nated a need for large hydroelectric projects. But Sears Island was never built. 
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By 2014, hydroelectric constituted 28 percent of Maine’s power generation; 
nuclear, nothing; and coal, only 1 percent. Other renewables, mostly wood, 
accounted for 41 percent. Today, future growth in New England’s electric load 
is expected to be modest, according to the regional transmission authority, 
ISO New England. 
In a world of wholesale power markets and a volatile oil market, the appeal 
of river power looks very different than it did in 1960, especially with growing 
concern about carbon emissions. But in 1983, Maine’s legislature passed a riv-
ers bill banning dams for selected reaches of wild streams, and a movement to 
remove marginal hydroelectric dams and restore river ecosystems and fisheries 
now is gaining ground. So, the energy-policy aspect of river conservation has 
grown more complex than it ever seemed in the 1960s. 
Recreation on the Wild Rivers
Visits to the four rivers grew with the massive increase in outdoor recreation 
nationally in the 1950s and 1960s. Lawmakers in Washington, D.C., took 
note. The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission spawned a 
new Bureau of Outdoor Recreation. Interior Secretary Stewart Udall pub-
lished the bestselling book The Quiet Crisis (Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 
1963) that examined Americans’ attitudes toward preserving natural land. (It 
appeared with a foreword by President John F. Kennedy the same month 
Kennedy was assassinated.) Federal programs geared up to fund recreation 
land purchases and developments. 
Access for recreationists has changed dramatically. After the early 1970s, 
logging companies shifted timber routes from the rivers to the new roads, 
enabling visitors to easily reach remote areas for the first time. By the late 1970s, 
I-95 had been widened to four lanes from the Medway area north to Houlton. 
New types of outdoor users appeared, including snowmobilers. Not all of the 
old-timers, whether woodsmen or canoiests “from away,” applauded these 
developments. When the Allagash Wilderness Waterway first was created, 
visits rapidly increased. By the late 1970s, northern Maine landowners and 
the state had created a cooperative called North Maine Woods Inc. to control 
use, manage campsites, recover costs resulting from visitor use, and charge 
fees for the use of private roads. 
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These days, many visitors stay only a few days, not the two or three 
weeks of yore. Since the peak in the 1980s and 1990s, river use, measured by 
camping nights, has been declining. On today’s roads, access is easy enough 
that, from 2010 to 2015, day use averaged 26 percent of total visitor days 
on the Allagash.
Divergent Readings of the Term Wilderness
There are several categories of river users. One is the wilderness seekers, some 
of whom visit for one expedition and rarely return. To this group, wilderness 
usually means “quiet, pristine, free of motors, devoid of human influence.” 
Other visitors return annually for a nonmotorized refresher in the wilds. 
Another group consists largely of local residents, who use the roads and 
rivers to get someplace; many enter the wilderness frequently every year by 
motor vehicles. To this group, wilderness means “far away from town, where 
I go fishing.” 
Agreements to designate riverways, parks, and public land units are not 
drafted in quiet monasteries but emerge from negotiations among parties with 
different interests, needs, values, and goals. “Agreements” that are reached 
often include terms whose meanings are left vague and that may be read very 
differently by later parties. Over the years, these groups have clashed numerous 
times. These debates continue to fester, continually preventing compromise. 
For years after the Allagash was designated, old-timers bemoaned it, saying 
with all the additional use the place was “ruined.” Perhaps its solitude was. It 
has proven easier to designate a river as federally Wild and Scenic than it is 
to get all of the various users to agree on what wilderness means and on how 
it ought to be managed. 
Environmental advocates and wilderness users include numerous skilled 
writers. They draw on a pool of cultural ideas. Following the ideas of Richard W. 
Judd and Christopher S. Beach in their book Natural States: The Environmental 
Imagination in Maine, Oregon, and the Nation (Resources for the Future, 
2003), one can tease out the cultural roots of wildland conservation. Mainers’ 
attitudes bound them to their land years before that became a national idea. 
In their attitudes about wild rivers, we find traditional pastoralism, literary 
pastoralism, nostalgia in a conservative literature of place, political advocacy 
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of ecological integrity, and appreciation of recreation as sanctified activity—
superior to other activities and a source of well-being.
The Changing NGO Landscape
Large nongovernmental organizations emerged in the 1970s and 1980s and 
now mediate many conservation deals. The NGOs bring expertise and 
funding. They are well versed in managing opinion campaigns2 and often 
funnel support from private families and foundations. They pursue projects 
for land that buffer river corridors, going beyond previous “waterfront 
strip” conservation. They are skilled at mobilizing federal and other funds. 
They understand exotica like carbon credits. The multiple funding sources 
involved require extensive negotiations, compromises, and finely honed legal 
and technical skills. Protecting land through easements did not exist in the 
1960s. The practice is now a major conservation tool, like it or not, and not 
everybody likes it.
The Old-Fashioned Conservation Way: Donations
Governor Percival Baxter’s magnificent donations for Baxter State Park 
remain distinctive nationally. Rockefeller money funded a major study of 
conservation options for the Allagash. The conservation easement donated 
by Great Northern Paper Co. along the Penobscot is largely forgotten today, 
but it represented a significant step at the time. Donations initiated several 
of Maine’s popular state parks, as well as Acadia National Park. And in recent 
years, Roxanne Quimby struck out on a totally different path. Baxter opposed 
national park status for Katahdin, but Quimby set out to create one. This may 
portend a shift in the politics of federal involvement in the Maine woods. 
Have the priorities of a few wealthy families and individuals affected their 
choices of areas to conserve and their influence on management? Perhaps. 
But in this instance, it is hard to argue with the conservation achievements. 
Try a thought experiment: Would a centrally planned effort by technocrats, 
with all of their maps and geographic information systems, have chosen 
2.  A short list would include The Nature Conservancy, the Forest Society of Maine, the 
Appalachian Mountain Club, the Trust for Public Land, and the New England Forestry 
Foundation. North Maine Woods Inc., which conducts much of the management on these 
rivers, is also an NGO, though not often thought of as such.
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different conservation targets in the North Woods? Would they choose the 
same priorities?
Another Conservation Method: Regulation
In a privately owned landscape, a key government role is regulation of private 
land. Such was advocated by the first Allagash Authority in 1965. This was the 
origin of the one-mile strip within which logging practice was to be regulated 
by the state. The environmental impact statements on the proposal to name 
the Penobscot a Wild and Scenic River also recommended regulation; acqui-
sition was to be highly selective. 
Then-Senator Edmund Muskie, second from left, and then-Secretary of the Interior 
Stewart Udall, second from right, visited with woodlands managers of International 
Paper and Great Northern Paper companies.  LLOYD IRLAND COLLECTION
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By the 1970s, logging was being conducted in the snow-free seasons, and 
rivers felt the impact. Every spring, brown water surged to the lakes and 
streams. Several years of debate, adoption of “best management practices,” 
zoning adopted in the 1970s, and an improved attitude toward water protec-
tion all made for important progress. 
From the beginning, regulation was controversial; it was accompanied 
by prolonged controversy and resistance, culminating in major reforms of 
the Maine Land Use Regulation Commission process in 2012. Reluctance 
to regulate reflected the Maine state government’s passivity until the Curtis 
administration in the early 1970s. Jerome Daviau’s book Maine’s Life Blood 
(House of Falmouth, 1958), Ralph Nader’s 1970s study called the Paper 
Plantation, and the 1973 memo on public lands from Maine Attorney General 
Jon Lund to the governor all showed that state government was determined 
to do nothing on any of these matters unless pressed very hard. 
Public Land Acquisition
Any conservation program in a privately owned region must minimize 
outright government purchases of land. From the turn-of-the-twentieth-
century conservation movement through the 1930s, Maine was passive in its 
public lands policies, while other Northeastern states were creating extensive 
systems of forests and parks. Maine’s aversion to public ownership grew from 
many sources, including interest group pressures by powerful lobbies. But 
many Maine citizens resist public ownership and regulation, and their attitude 
helps explain why early river activists focused strongly on the immediate 
waterways and not the wider landscapes. Protective corridors, such as along 
the Appalachian Trail and the Allagash Wilderness Waterway, attempt to 
protect rivers and trails with minimal land acquisition. They do not really 
protect wilderness in a landscape sense and were never intended to.
One theme pervades: Since the original Allagash bond issue in 1966, the 
state has been reluctant to spend any of its own cash. This probably reflects 
the narrow base of political support for wilderness in Maine. It may have had 
a useful effect, however, by stimulating innovative approaches to conservation 
that nobody envisioned in 1966. 
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Personalities and Writers
Presidents John F. Kennedy and Lyndon B. Johnson’s programs responded to 
the upswing in outdoor activity and travel of the 1950s and early 1960s. Inte-
rior Secretary Stewart Udall was a major public advocate for conservation. 
Major new designations for parks and monuments were made; entirely new 
types of conservation units emerged, notably, Wild and Scenic Rivers. 
Maine governors influenced conservation in their own ways, by their own 
ideas, by their appointments, and by choosing what to support and what 
not to. Governors Edmund Muskie, Kenneth M. Curtis, James B. Longley, 
Joseph E. Brennan, John R. McKernan, Jr., Angus King, and John Baldacci 
all supported wild rivers. Literary lions since Thoreau have included William 
O. Douglas, John McPhee, and Udall. Writing by Richard Saltonstall, Dud-
ley Cammett Lunt, Dean Bennett, Lucius Hubbard, Lew Dietz, and J. Parker 
Huber created a special aura around the Allagash. 
Beyond the federal officials, writers, landowners and their representatives, 
environmental and outdoor advocates, and governors, a long article could be 
written about the many personalities, activists, state officials, and landowner 
representatives involved. Active coverage by local journalists, especially for the 
Maine Times and the Portland Press Herald, contributed notoriety to the steps 
along the way.
What Was Protected
Acquisitions for the Allagash Wilderness Waterway, and easements along the 
Penobscot, protected these rivers from becoming avenues of camps or routes 
through subdivisions. Easements included the huge Pingree conservation 
easement, signed in 2001, which protected more than 762,000 acres of forest-
land and riverfront (some along the Saint John) in six counties. The Nature 
Conservancy’s 1998 acquisition of some 185,000 acres along the Saint John 
protected 80 miles of river. The township at Round Pond on the Allagash was 
obtained in a trade in the 1980s. Much of the Penobscot is protected by an 
easement and regulations. The rivers appear to be secure from further hydro-
electric dam construction, even after the closing of Maine’s nuclear power 
plant and the age of carbon consciousness and costly oil.
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And What Wasn’t Protected
For all the good that activists and officials have brought to Maine’s wild rivers, 
some things remain vulnerable. First, the water volume. “Climate change 
has had significant impact on Saint John River canoeing, as the peak runoff 
period has been moving earlier in the year,” Al Cowperthwaite, the executive 
director of North Maine Woods Inc., told me. He said this means that one 
can’t predict when there will be enough water to support boats. “In the 1970s, 
adequate water for canoeing was usually predictable until the first of June,” 
he said. “There have been years recently when the water has been too low the 
first of May.”
The forest had changed by the 1970s. With the new roads, the riverways 
were no longer entirely silent, flowing through unsettled forests. Canoeists 
coming into the region noticed damage by the spruce budworm, a native 
insect that can defoliate entire trees, and related clear-cutting. And visitors 
could often hear the rumble of log trucks.
Wilderness purity along the rivers was not fully protected. As river traffic 
increased, more motors appeared in different seasons, and pragmatic Maine 
river managers ignored the protestations of “purist” recreationists. Apart from 
occasional hand-wringing following one crisis or another, the federal wardens 
of the Allagash seem to have been content to stay out of local battles.
Since Thoreau’s time, catching a wild trout has been a key part of the 
wilderness mystique. None of the conservation steps, though, could protect 
the prime native brook trout fishery of the Saint John from invasion by the 
muskellunge, or musky—the giant pike introduced into the Canadian head-
waters in the 1960s. Nor could they reverse the effects of predicted climate 
change on water temperatures.
Finally, residues of various pollutants have turned up in fish samples in the 
Allagash. Remoteness has not protected the rivers from the region’s “chemical 
climate.”
History Lessons
Private landowners tend to resist grand plans. Had the present level of 
conservation along these rivers been proposed in one package in 1965 (or even 
1995), it would have stood no chance of adoption. The history of the four rivers 
illustrates how uncertain and contingent the present level of protection has 
been. Given the ownership, financial, management, and political constraints, 
could some large-scale, technically driven planning exercise have done better? 
Are there gaps and loose ends? Surely. 
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Each river is protected in ways different from the next. As varied as this 
conservation landscape remains, could the average canoeist run all four of 
them and then tell you which one is a federal Wild and Scenic River? Visitor 
surveys on the Allagash in 2003 reported high levels of satisfaction. This seems 
inconsistent with the long lists of complaints by purist factions. And it reflects 
how different various river users are and how their expectations vary.
Wealthy people have usually preserved land in Maine. But along the 
Allagash, river recreationists allied with wide groups that included the wealthy. 
Together, they created a conservation program that used federal government 
aid. The movement preserved, however imperfectly, an icon of the Maine 
woods and its culture. Succeeding efforts on the other three rivers have also 
made significant accomplishments in the long-term public interest, though 
in different ways. 
The Allagash corridor and the Great Northern Paper easements on the 
Penobscot prevented major land sales that few could have predicted. But 
change was on the way. Industries were changing, and waves of subdivisions 
threatened to gentrify and fragment the North Woods. The future will 
be different. We can’t be sure that muddling through, so to speak, taking 
conservation one small step at a time will work from now on. Understanding 
this past experience does not mean recommending we always do things the 
same way. But in a largely private landscape, conservationists must still sense 
the opportunities for incremental change.
The epigraph to this article is from the conservationist Aldo Leopold’s 
reflections after a favorite canoe stream—Wisconsin’s Flambeau—had been 
dammed. In contrast, planned or not, extensive reaches of these four Maine 
rivers still sing.
Lloyd C. Irland is a forestry consultant whose distinguished career has 
included directing Maine’s Bureau of Public Lands and, as Maine’s state econo-
mist, researching forest inventories. He also was a senior research scientist and 
lecturer at the Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies and is the 
author of several books, including The Northeast’s Changing Forest (Harvard 
University Press, 1999). This essay is adapted from a book he is writing on 
Maine’s wildland rivers. 
 
This article is dedicated to the memory of the conservationist Clinton B. “Bill” 
Townsend (1927–2016). Maine’s rivers have had few better friends.
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Elk in the Smokies
Adventures with a reintroduced herd
Lisa Densmore Ballard
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Exploring stretches of the Appalachian Trail in my late teens, circa 1979, I would have laughed at the thought of seeing an 
elk. Elk were iconic western ungulates that roamed the steep clearings and 
loosely timbered ridges of the Rocky Mountains and Pacific Northwest. If 
you wanted to see wild elk, you had to travel to places like Yellowstone or 
Rocky Mountain national parks. But had I been an early pioneer, pushing 
into the great eastern hardwood forests, I likely would have seen elk, also 
called wapiti (Cervus canadensis).
The Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation, a nonprofit dedicated to conserv-
ing elk habitat and returning elk to its original historic range, estimates about 
10 million elk roamed much of the Lower 48, except for extreme desert and 
immediate coastal areas, in precolonial times. By the end of the Civil War, 
however, unregulated hunting and loss of habitat to agriculture and human 
settlement nearly extirpated these large antlered mammals. By 1900, only a 
few remnant populations remained in the less hospitable terrain of the Rocky 
Mountains and Sierra Nevada.
The formation of Yellowstone National Park in 1872, followed by other 
large-landscape national parks in the western United States and the National 
Elk Refuge near Jackson, Wyoming (1912), played an important role in con-
serving the few elk that remained. Elk from these wildlife sanctuaries became 
the breeding stock that the federal government, state conservation agencies, 
and the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation used to build the herds.
Today, about a million elk inhabit the protected timber and prairie regions 
of the West. In the East, a few small herds have been reintroduced and are 
gaining traction, most notably in Kentucky and Pennsylvania. The herd 
in the southeastern part of the Bluegrass State is by far the largest east of 
the Mississippi, numbering more than 10,500. Michigan is a distant runner- 
up with about 1,400 elk, and appropriately named Elk County on 
Pennsylvania’s Allegheny Plateau has about 1,000 elk. But Great Smoky 
Mountains National Park?
Was I surprised when an invitation came from the elk foundation to see 
elk there! Granted, Great Smoky Mountains National Park is known for its 
plethora of flora and fauna. It’s the most biodiverse unit in the national park 
system. This 800-square-mile patch of lush temperate forests, steep-sided 
mountains, and verdant valleys straddling the Tennessee–North Carolina 
Typically hidden among the forests of Great Smoky Mountains National Park, a member 
of a reintroduced elk herd shows itself.  LISA DENSMORE BALLARD
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border is home to more than 19,000 documented species of plants and ani-
mals. Scientists believe there may be another 100,000 species living there, still 
undiscovered, but one would think it’s hard to miss a 600-pound elk.
“Actually, it’s tricky to see them in heavily forested, mountainous terrain,” 
Joe Yarkovich, a wildlife biologist at the park, told me. He said that in the 
West, where the trees are not so dense, managers count elk from the air. 
“We’re developing counting methods on a regional scale using fecal DNA, 
but we don’t have results yet.”
Elk did live in the East. They were extirpated from North Carolina dur-
ing the 1700s and from Tennessee in 1865. When my husband, Jack, and I 
planned a June trip to the Smokies, it was mainly to hike to at least one of the 
famous balds, stand atop Clingmans Dome, and trek through the wild rho-
dodendrons and azaleas on the Appalachian Trail. Elk were not on my radar, 
until I got the invitation to see the results of the reintroduction.
On June 22, 2015, we flew to Knoxville, Tennessee, then drove to Gatlin-
burg, entering Great Smoky Mountains National Park by the Sugarland Visi-
tor Center on the north-central side. We had a day before our elk outing, so 
we decided to check out some of the historical sites in the park and do a little 
hiking.
Clingmans Dome
Whenever I head into new mountains, my immediate reaction is to get as 
high as possible to better understand the lay of the land. As a result, our 
first destination in the park was Clingmans Dome. At 6,643 feet, Clingmans 
Dome is the highest point along the entire Appalachian Trail. The mountain 
has an observation tower on its summit with a reputation for a hundred-mile 
view on a clear day.
Clingmans Dome was originally called Smoky Dome. In 1859, the geologist 
and geographer Arnold Guyot renamed it for his friend, General Thomas 
Lanier Clingman. Clingman had spent much of the 1850s exploring the area 
and believed this mountain to be the highest east of the Mississippi River. It 
turned out that a mountain then known as Black Dome and renamed Mount 
Mitchell (after Clingman’s teacher Elisha Mitchell) was actually 59 feet higher.
The route to Clingmans Dome extends a mere half-mile on a paved but 
steep path from a sizable trailhead parking lot. We followed the steady stream 
of visitors toward the summit. Within a half hour, the tower appeared out of 
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the clouds like an unidentified flying object. Unlike the fire towers one sees 
in New England—small metal cabins atop a dizzying matrix of steel scaffold-
ing—this one was a concrete disc atop a massive pillar. Rather than climbing 
vertical steps, hikers trod an arching bridge to the viewing platform, but, on 
that day, there was little to see. A bank of mountain smoke (clouds) clung 
thickly to Clingmans Dome.
Andrews Bald
We retreated from the fog-shrouded mountaintop back to the parking lot, 
then followed the Forney Ridge Trail from the same lot to Andrews Bald 
(5,920 feet), the highest bald in the park. Balds are high-elevation grassy 
meadows, but they are not alpine zones. They’re too far south. In fact, with-
out periodic maintenance by the National Park Service, the balds would be 
reclaimed by the surrounding forest.
It’s not completely clear how these mountaintop meadows were formed, 
but very hot fires that burned to the soil and clearing trees for farms probably 
contributed to the unique landscape. During precolonial times, grazing elk 
played a role in keeping them clear of trees. During the 1800s, domestic cattle 
played the same role. In fact, Andrews Bald is named for a local cattle herder, 
Andres Thompson, who summered his cows there during the 1840s.
After the establishment of Great Smoky Mountains National Park in 1934, 
which effectively ended domestic agricultural practices within the park, the balds 
began to shrink. By the 1980s, at the urging of visitors, the park service started 
to actively maintain Andrews Bald and Gregory Bald. Andrews Bald is the more 
accessible of the two, a 3.6-mile round-trip hike versus 8.8 miles round-trip to 
Gregory Bald. We opted to visit Andrews Bald because we were short on time 
and because the trail departed from the parking lot where we stood.
The route to Andrews Bald descends Forney Ridge, a high shoulder of 
Clingmans Dome, then climbs about 900 feet. The first part of the trail passes 
through a spruce-fir forest, typical of the higher elevations in the southern 
Appalachians. Requiring a cool, moist climate, dense spruce-fir habitats 
used to be widespread along the Appalachians during the last Ice Age, but 
as the climate warmed, only isolated islands survived at higher elevations. 
Unfortunately, many of the Fraser firs along the trail to Andrews Bald are 
dead or dying because of an infestation of the balsam woolly adelgid, an 
invasive species from Europe. This tiny, wingless insect releases a toxin in its 
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saliva as it feeds in cracks in the tree’s bark. Ninety percent of the Fraser firs 
in the park have succumbed to this deadly bug.
We found Andrews Bald to be more verdant and inspiring. From various 
vantage points around the several acres of grass, layers of blue-hued ridgelines 
spread to the horizon like choppy waves across a restless sea. We had timed 
our visit perfectly to see the annual blooms. The meadow was ablaze with 
stunning orange azaleas. In less than a day, I had already checked off three 
items on my wish list for the trip: seeing Clingmans Dome, a bald, and the 
rhododendron-azalea show.
Cades Cove
We finished our introduction to the Smokies by touring the 11-mile, one-way 
loop road to Cades Cove, an isolated valley in the western part of the park. In 
addition to an extensive array of preserved structures from the 1800s, the loop 
is known for its wildlife, especially black bears, wild turkeys, and whitetail 
deer—but not elk. Prior to the arrival of the first European settlers in the early 
1800s, Cherokee Indians hunted elk in Cades Cove, but as the population of 
pioneers swelled, both the Indians and the elk abandoned the valley.
The various cabins, antique farming equipment, and barns along the loop 
road transported us back to a time when self-reliance and grit were among 
the keys to survival in the remote, rugged Smokies. At one point, I stumbled 
upon the grave of one of those early inhabitants, Russell Gregory (1795–
1864), for whom Gregory Bald is named, behind a small white church. Like 
Anders Thompson, Gregory lived atop what’s now Gregory Bald during the 
summer, tending his cattle, but his main residence was with his family in 
Cades Cove. During the Civil War, Gregory, like most of Cades Cove, sided 
with the Union. Gregory Bald was named in his honor after he was killed by 
“Confederate rebels.”
The highlight of Cades Cove came at the far end of the loop, when I 
wandered down to the creek that turned the old gristmill wheel. Pale rosebay 
rhododendrons hung thickly over the shallow stream. After taking a few pho-
tos, I sat down on a log to savor the scene and a few tourist-free moments. 
As I turned to go, a coyote sauntered by, glancing casually my way. Then, as 
I walked back to our car, three whitetail bucks, their branching antlers in full 
velvet, appeared in the tall grass by the road.
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The Cataloochee Valley
Predawn the next day, we met Kim DeLozier, who manages the eastern pro-
gram of the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation and who drove us back into 
Great Smoky Mountains National Park, through the Cataloochee Valley gate 
in the eastern part of the park. Like Cades Cove, the Cataloochee Valley was 
originally a Cherokee hunting ground that became a farming community 
when European settlers arrived. In 2001, 25 elk from Land Between the Lakes, 
Kentucky, were released into this isolated valley surrounded by densely for-
ested hillsides. A year later, another 27 elk, this time from Elk Island National 
Park in Alberta, Canada, were released.
Our van rounded bend after bend on the narrow road, as we listened to 
DeLozier recount the elk project. “At first, the park service considered the 
reintroduction of elk into the Cataloochee Valley to be experimental,” he 
said. “But the elk survived and have nearly tripled in number, earning a per-
manent spot among wildlife here.” 
The first tendrils of the morning fingered their way into the sky. A mowed 
clearing the size of a football field appeared on our left. DeLozier suddenly 
braked. “There!” he exclaimed, pointing to a shadowy patch by the trees on 
the other side of the meadow.
I saw the movement before the animal. The elk emerged from the darkness 
as if the shadows had shed a piece of themselves. The large bull nibbled some 
grass, jerked its head up, then bowed again to the ground. We quickly took 
An elk crosses a meadow in the Cataloochee Valley.  LISA DENSMORE BALLARD
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some photos, keeping our distance. Although the twelve points of the bull’s 
rack were thick with velvet, they could inflict serious harm if the bull became 
annoyed or defensive.
The bull snapped its head up again and looked our way. Then it casually 
ambled farther and farther across the meadow in the direction from which we 
had just come. It crossed the road, then disappeared into the forest. A wild 
elk in the East!
We got back in the van, continuing a short way to a campground where 
we had arranged to meet some photographer friends who were also interested 
in elk. As we stood in a small circle making morning small talk, DeLozier 
motioned to us to follow him. We walked past several recreational vehicles, 
dark with slumbering campers, then paused at his signal. Another bull elk 
stood 20 yards beyond the edge of the campground, nibbling forbs on the 
forest floor. A second bull walked regally past the first, then began foraging 
for food. It was thrilling to see them and surprising for them to be so close 
to humans.
My elk encounter in Great Smoky Mountains National Park made me 
wonder again, could a hiker on the Appalachian Trail see elk? The question 
niggled at me, so I asked Yarkovich, the Smokies wildlife biologist.
“You won’t see elk on the Appalachian Trail in the park, but you might 
around Max Patch,” he said, referring to a bald mountain on the North 
Carolina–Tennessee border to the northeast of the park. “It’s a different herd, 
though.”
“Could elk eventually overrun the Appalachians?” I asked. “After all, adult 
elk don’t have any predators here.”
Yarkovich believed not. Some people think that because a national park is 
a protected environment, the elk population could get out of control, leading 
to overgrazing and damage to the forests and nearby croplands. “We’ve been 
proactive since day one, following vegetation monitoring protocols in both 
the grasslands and the woodlands,” he said. “We’ve got an adaptive manage-
ment plan, and we can catch changes early. Our models show a small but 
sustainable population over the next 25 years, which will slowly spread into 
new adjacent areas.”
To give elk a place to expand outside of the Great Smoky Mountains 
National Park, the Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation recently acquired seven 
parcels of land totaling 2,407 acres in the Maggie Valley area adjacent to the 
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Cataloochee Valley, a natural path for elk leaving the park. The tract will soon 
become a North Carolina state wildlife management area. Elk are already 
using the area for calving and because they are attracted to its open grasslands 
for food.
“Why reintroduce elk to Great Smoky Mountains National Park?” I asked.
“Why not?” replied Yarkovich. “We knew they were here originally. The 
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation offered funding, so the park did a suit-
ability study and disease risk assessment. It was an opportunity to bring back 
a native species to the ecosystem, which is part of the park service’s mission 
statement. And it’s good for the economy of the region. They’re a charismatic 
megafauna. People come to look at them.”
I had to agree with him. Next time I visit the Smokies, seeing more elk will 
certainly be at the top of my wish list.
A longtime member of the Appalachian Mountain Club, Lisa Densmore Ballard is 
an award-winning writer, photographer, and filmmaker. She splits her time between 
Red Lodge, Montana, and Chateaugay Lake, New York, when she’s not exploring a 
wild part of the world. Visit her at lisadensmore.com.
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The Guides All Knew  
Each Other
The West Branch of the Penobscot River, 1890 –1935
William Geller
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Editor’s note: With this story, we continue our series by Maine history enthusiast 
William Geller, whose unique research reveals the ways of life in Maine’s North 
Woods in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Imagine this: A young man jumped off a train at Norcross, Maine, on an early summer day in 1935. He shook hands with his guide, 
John Farrington. He took a room to freshen up at Fowler’s Norcross House, 
just as he had done with his father fifteen years earlier. He ate something 
before leaving on a seven-day journey by steamboat through the Lower Chain 
Lakes, followed by a canoe paddle up the West Branch of the Penobscot 
River. This would duplicate the route he’d followed with his father in 1920. 
His grandfather, too, had made several trips downriver in the late 1890s and 
early 1900s, and had told the family stories about great fishing, visiting caves 
with year-round ice, watching otter play among the river’s boom logs, and the 
antics of bears that visited the sporting camps.
This traveler, Jacob Wilmock, had no illusions that 1935 river life would be 
the exciting and bustling interaction among river residents and visitors that 
his grandfather and father had known. 
No, much had changed on the river. In 1934, a forest fire at Pockwockamus 
Deadwater had burned the last of the river’s sporting camps, Katahdin View, 
and its proprietor, Fred Pitman, decided not to rebuild. He had the financial 
backing of his longtime guest and neighbor, William Gannett, but business 
was waning. An era had ended. Wilmock hoped that by taking the trip one 
last time, he could etch its rich history in his imagination.
Farrington had guided Wilmock before and had a long history of leading 
trips. He’d started working at age 14, in 1912, in logging camps, then guided 
at one time or another for most of the sporting camps on the river. His two 
20-foot canvas-covered canoes provided all he needed for his guiding work. 
He was quiet, reflective, and inquisitive. He carried a microscope in his pack. 
In 1920, Norcross had been a busy place, a regular stop on the railroad 
with two morning trains and a daily steamer schedule. By 1935, Wilmock was 
the only sport (as recreational travelers were called) at the hotel. He arranged 
River guide John Farrington and his wife, Annie, who was a cook at one of the camps, 
married in 1936. They stand near the Penobscot River, not far from their farm in  
Lincoln, Maine.  COURTESY OF RALPH BOYNTON
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a steamer ride on Fowler’s Norcross Transportation Company’s last remain-
ing boat, the Rex. The boat took them twelve miles through North Twin, 
Pemadumcook, and Ambajejus lakes to the mouth of the West Branch, where 
Harry Cypher greeted them at Ambajejus Camps, just as Seldon McPheters 
had when Wilmock’s grandfather stayed there. McPheters opened in 1894, 
the year the railroad reached Norcross and sports started to flock to the area. 
Ambajejus Camps served as an information and supply hub for at least ten 
more sporting camps upriver. McPheters passed sporting camp supply orders 
to the boat captain, Albert Fowler filled them at his Norcross store, and the 
captain delivered them to McPheters, who stored them until camp guides 
picked up the orders. 
About midafternoon, Farrington and Wilmock paddled across to the 
carry (which, in Maine parlance, means the land over which one must carry 
[portage] a canoe to continue the river journey). No one waited with a cart and 
horse to take them and their gear across the short half-mile, as someone had 
for Wilmock’s grandfather’s first trip in around 1900. And in 1935, Wilmock 
and Farrington had to portage their own canoe; Wilmock’s grandfather had 
enjoyed the sporting camps’ earlier practice, leaving shared canoes at each end 
of the carries so that one rarely had to carry one across. 
Farrington and Wilmock paddled a short distance and heard Passamagamet 
Falls. Farrington steered the canoe into the cove on the river’s north-side 
carry. As the canoe lightly touched the bank, Wilmock envisioned Eugene 
and Hattie Hale coming down to help. They had run this camp between 
1917 and 1928. (A man named Parker [first name unknown] opened it in 
1899. Parker had run a toting service that probably closed before 1900, when 
loggers began using tote roads farther inland.) The Hales’ business began to 
decline about 1925, when a drivable tote road reached beyond Ambajejus Lake 
to Togue Pond, where a new hiking trail, the Saint John Trail, led to the top 
of Katahdin from the southeast. This new trail was an alternative to following 
the logging roads from Togue Pond into the Great Basin and to Chimney 
Pond and then climbing the mountain from the north side.
Farrington and Wilmock set up camp at about the midpoint 
of the carry and then paddled across the river into Passamagamet Lake to 
see what might be left of the old Elias and Gertrude Boyington homestead 
and sporting camp. Cecil B. DeMille and his family had stayed at that camp 
in 1911, when he was searching for and found inspiration for a new play. 
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The camp had operated between 1900 and about 1918 near the portage to 
the southwest corner of Debsconeag Deadwater. Wilmock’s grandfather 
had stayed here once when logs clogged the river above Passamagamet Falls. 
Farrington knew the sporting camp owners’ son, Ralph Boyington, who had 
run the Hale place in about 1915.
The next morning, Farrington paddled them upriver to a cabin of his 
friends, the Boynton family, on the Debsconeag Deadwater. The Boyntons 
had purchased it from Joe Francis in the early 1890s. River drivers often 
stayed there, but Farrington and Wilmock had the place to themselves. 
They unloaded and walked the beach to the first point to look around the 
abandoned site where Francis had run another camp after selling the first 
to the Boyntons. Farrington led Wilmock on to the second point a quarter-
mile up the shore, where his fellow guide, Joe Dennis, Francis’s son-in-law, 
had operated a sporting camp until about 1917. No one had taken over the 
operations of these two sporting camps.
That afternoon, Farrington and Wilmock paddled into First Debsconeag 
Lake and on to the Debsconeag Outing Club Camps, which opened in 
1900 and were abandoned in the mid-1920s. Farrington beached the canoe, 
and they hiked a path up a steep boulder-strewn hillside to caves where ice 
remained most of the year. Locals collected ice there during the summer to 
stock their iceboxes. Farrington and Wilmock returned and climbed to the 
top of the low ridge above their canoe to see the still-standing cabins and get 
a view of both the lake and Katahdin. To bring up water, the outing club 
had a unique system that was basically a bucket and a line on a pulley that 
one lowered down the hillside into the water and pulled back up. The outing 
An old advertisement for the store, where many visitors to the West Branch area bought 
their food and gear.  IN THE MAINE WOODS, 1903, PUBLISHED BY BANGOR AND AROOSTOOK RAILROAD 
COMPANY
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club was the site of the U.S. Post Office that served everyone upriver as far as 
Ripogenus Gorge until about 1913. Francis had delivered the mail three times 
per week. 
The next morning, Farrington and Wilmock found the wheelbarrow at 
Wheelbarrow Pitch, just below Debsconeag Falls, and used it to move their 
gear. At the carry on the west side of the falls, they paused for a moment at 
the old watchman’s cabin, Dennis’s occasional home in his later years. He had 
died in 1932, never having stopped guiding since he began in the 1890s. 
By midmorning, Farrington and Wilmock passed into an area that had 
burned in 1934 and soon docked their canoe at the old ferry landing, where 
water preserved the log abutment. The fire had destroyed the fourteen 
structures of Katahdin View Camps, Fred Pitman’s old place, and the nearby 
Roy Nelson family home, the Marcus Hanna family cabin, and the William 
and Guy Gannett family cabin. Wilmock’s grandfather had stayed at Katahdin 
View in 1898. The New York City artist A. D. Turner had built probably the 
first cabin on the site, in 1896, and he’d lived there for a year. Pitman had 
taken over the sporting camp in 1915. 
Many referred to the sporting camp as either Pitman Farm or Pitman’s 
Tavern. Fred and his wife, Margaret, grew vegetables that served them and the 
sporting camps at Hurd, Kidney, and Daicey ponds. Their milk cow grazed 
across the river in a swale with good grass. In the early evenings, crowds 
of locals, guides, and guests gathered in the main building. As many as 30 
people sat in overstuffed chairs and enjoyed their nightly cocktails. In the 
early years, the guides, all of them friends, included Joe Francis, Joe Dennis, 
Bill Moriarty, Ernest Mayo, Maurice York, Irving and Lyman Hunt, Charles 
Daisey, and Ralph Boyington. In later years, the group included Roy Nel-
son, Walter Dickie, Clint Boyington, Fred Daisey, and Denny Stevens. These 
men worked for every proprietor on or near the river at some point. They 
worked together and relied on each other’s help. No guide served only one 
sporting camp. Every one knew that good guiding led to return visits and 
strong advertising.
Guests included such notable individuals as L. L. Bean and members of 
the Hanna, Gannett, and Roosevelt families. William Gannett and his son 
Guy, outdoor enthusiasts and publishers, stayed at the sporting camp when 
Ben Harris was proprietor. The Gannetts later bought from Harris because 
they wanted the property to continue as a sporting camp. Gannett and 
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Hanna, the Cleveland industrialist, likely knew each other through either the 
publishing business or their participation in the National Republican Party. 
Back to that 1935 afternoon: Wilmock followed Farrington over the 
tote road to Hurd Pond so he could visit with Clint Boyington, who ran 
Hurd Pond Camps, previously the other Hanna site. Hanna had died a few 
years earlier, and the family wanted to divide its private Hurd Pond enclave 
among its guides. Boyington, who had grown up on Passamagamet Lake at 
his parents’ sporting camp, was the only one interested. 
As Farrington and Wilmock paddled past the nearby outlet from River 
Pond, they thought they might see someone coming through it from 
Pitman’s garage on the Millinocket Tote Road. From about 1905 on, people 
had sometimes caught rides with a logging camp teamster headed upriver 
from Millinocket. At Pockwockamus Stream, visitors got off the wagon and 
paddled through to the river. The trip was easier by 1935 because the Civilian 
Conservation Corps had rebuilt the road the year before.
The duo reached the carry at Pockwockamus Falls, and Wilmock 
remembered that his grandfather had found, chiseled in a rock near here, 
“Robert T. Cyr 1894.” They found it. Cyr had been a river driver. Above the 
next carry at Abol Falls, Farrington paddled them to Abol Point, where Sabat 
Shea, an American Indian guide and trapper, had built a cabin in 1894. The 
duo looked out over this area of the river, and Wilmock tried to envision the 
multiple parties camped there, some for as long as two or three weeks at a 
time. He could hear echoing conversations and see in his mind the canoes 
at the water’s edge, smoke rising from fires, and people paddling into Abol 
Stream to fish. Before about 1875, most people who were going to climb 
Katahdin came upriver to this point. The first guidebooks suggested a canoe 
route that went up Moosehead Lake to Northeast Carry and down the upper 
West Branch into Chesuncook and Ripogenus lakes, into the Lower West 
Branch to this spot, and then up Katahdin. Farrington noted that his guiding 
to this area had nearly ceased a couple of years prior, when the CCC had 
completed a drivable road from Ambajejus Dike to Katahdin Stream and 
Baxter State Park had opened. Back in August 1912, Francis counted 30 canoes 
a day passing his sporting camp. 
From this point, guide Peter W. Ranco and his sports had begun their 
hunting trips into the Klondike. The only guides willing to penetrate the 
exceedingly rugged area were the American Indians and one white guide, 
Ernest Mayo. Only Ranco and Francis, both members of the Penobscot 
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Nation, had cabins in there. Before 1899, Ranco had used tents or his trapper’s 
cabin, which he made out of tree bark. In 1899, he finally built a traditional 
log cabin, a six-mile walk from the mouth of Abol Stream. In addition to his 
guiding, Ranco was a lumberman, basket manufacturer, and representative of 
the Penobscot Tribe to the Maine State Legislature in 1913 and 1917. 
At Katahdin Stream, a quick paddle from Abol Point, Farrington 
maneuvered the canoe into a landing. He wanted to see if anyone was at the 
Crawford river cabin, which had opened a year before in a former logger’s 
cabin a short walk upstream on a west-side bluff. The Crawfords were propri-
etors of Togue Pond Camps, which had opened about ten years earlier when 
a road was completed into that area. No one was around. 
Across the river, Farrington and Wilmock could see the site of the old 
Debsconeag Outing Club branch cabin, first built in about 1902. The club 
had also constructed another cabin at 2,200 feet of elevation, on Katahdin’s 
Abol Slide. The slide cabin fell into disrepair, perhaps because Bert Haynes 
and Frank Sewall later built a fire warden’s cabin above it (at about the 2,850-
foot mark), and sports tended to stay there. 
As Farrington and Wilmock resumed their paddle upriver to Bradeen’s 
cabin, Farrington pointed to the site of an American Indian double-decker 
lean-to between the two logans (swampy areas) above Katahdin Stream. At 
Foss and Knowlton Brook, they talked about what Pitman (from the burned-
out Katahdin View sporting camp) might do with his Foss and Knowlton 
Pond cabin, which Francis probably built and shared until he died. Within 
another couple of miles, Farrington paddled them across the mouth of 
Nesowadnehunk Stream, to the landing on the west side, just as the McLains, 
Hunts, Daiseys, and Yorks, all guides, had done with their guests from 1896 
to about 1910. These guides could reach this spot in a long day from the head 
of Ambajejus Lake. They shared a horse corral here but did not leave horses 
for too long due to bears.
They walked the half-mile up Nesowadnehunk Stream to the site of Irving 
O. and Lyman Hunt’s cabin, at Indian Pitch. The Hunts, who had a sporting 
camp on Millinocket Lake in the mid-1890s, left that to build here in about 
1898. Within a year, they were building what became known as Kidney Pond 
Camps on the nearby pond. For at least the first five years, the Hunts pro-
vided a horse-drawn conveyance for their guests and those of Camp Phoenix, 
much further up the valley at Nesowadnehunk Lake. Typically, they spent a 
night at the Indian Pitch cabin and the next day traveled along the stream’s 
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edge to their sporting camp at Kidney Pond, where they had dinner before 
proceeding on to Camp Phoenix. In these early years, the Hunts and the 
Yorks at Daicey Pond Camp worked together and divided the guests between 
their two sporting camps.
Farrington knew the Indian Pitch cabin had fallen into disuse after 1908, 
when a tote road from Millinocket had finally reached Nesowadnehunk 
Stream a mile above Kidney Pond. Charles Daisey, who had bought Camp 
Phoenix in 1904, worked diligently to keep this road passable by buckboard 
until the CCC rebuilt it in 1933–34. The Yorks, Hunts, and the Hunts’ succes-
sors, Roy and Laura Bradeen, transitioned to this travel route and one from 
Greenville that ended at Nesowadnehunk Stream in the early 1920s. 
It was now midday, so Farrington maneuvered their canoe 
across the current to the Bradeen river cabin, opposite the mouth of 
Nesowadnehunk Stream. When Wilmock had passed by here in 1920, Roy 
Bradeen, Ernest Mayo, Mel Scott, and Edmund Perault (also called Edward 
Perrow), all guides, were building the cabin, a difficult task when cutting, 
moving, and trying to put in place six feet off the ground eight- to twelve-foot 
logs eight inches in diameter without the aid of horses. In 1935, the Bradeens 
owned the site that had a lean-to for the guides, a sleeping cabin, and an 
open-sided structure for cooking and eating. They made the site available to 
Appalachian Trail hikers.
As Farrington and Wilmock paddled up the deadwater above the falls 
the next morning, Farrington pulled up to the cabin of Reginald Crawford 
of Togue Pond, but no one was there. No one was at Charles Daisey’s place 
either. Farrington noticed smoke coming from the Rainbow Lake Camp’s 
river cabin, so he paddled back over to the south side of the river to Horserace 
Brook. His friend and guide Clark Lakeman was there. Lakeman had built 
the cabin in 1927 or 1928 for guests who wanted to fish the river. Two years 
later, Fred Clifford was sharing it with the Bradeens, his former partners at 
Kidney Pond Camps. By 1933, the newly opened AT passed through the cab-
in’s yard and climbed over the ridge past Clifford and Woodman ponds to the 
north side of Rainbow Lake. Hikers “rang a bell,” which sometimes meant 
banging on a pail, and Clark paddled over to pick them up, charging 25 cents.
Farrington and Wilmock reached the Big Eddy in the afternoon and 
found quite a few men fishing. Many of them had walked over the carry from 
Ripogenus Dam for the day. A few were camping, but no one was traveling 
downriver. Farrington often spent the night here when he was taking sports 
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to the sporting camp at Frost Pond. This was one of the places where travelers 
might find a horse and cart to haul canoes and luggage across the carry. If 
Farrington had to do the carry, he liked to get the canoes across in the evening 
and bring the rest of the gear the following morning. After an early supper, 
the duo walked the carry. Nothing much had changed about it, probably, for 
about a century. 
The next day, Farrington and Wilmock started their return trip and 
reached the Debsconeag Deadwater for the night. From there, Farrington 
could paddle them to Norcross in a day, but he changed plans, and the next 
morning they paddled across the deadwater into First Debsconeag Lake and 
made the carry to Second Debsconeag Lake. Some daring folks going in the 
other direction put their canoes into the sluice at the Second Lake dam and 
let the water carry them a half-mile down and into First Lake. After a short 
The original Debsconeag Outing Club guide’s cabin, built around 1900, is the central 
structure in this 2012 photo. It lacks its earlier enclosed porch and left-side room.   
WILLIAM GELLER
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portage to Third Debsconeag Lake, a breeze pushed Farrington and Wilmock 
gently to the southeast. They saw smoke coming from Sammy Smith’s place 
on the knoll on the west side of the peninsula and passed close to the former 
Spencer Camps, by then the private camp of artist Talbot Aldrich. They used 
the portage to Pemadumcook Lake at Nahmakanta Stream and Myshrall’s 
White House Camps, where they spent the night.
In the morning, with the wind at their backs, they paddled in near silence 
the fourteen miles through Pemadumcook and North Twin lakes to Norcross. 
Wilmock thought about the changes along the river over the previous fifteen 
years. This was probably the end of an era for Farrington. They parted at the 
Norcross wharf, and Farrington paddled back up North Twin Lake. He was 
headed back up the West Branch to Rainbow Lake to see Manley Boynton, 
a close friend and the owner of a sporting camp. Farrington wanted to begin 
preparations for his winter caretaking job there.
The next year, 1936, John Farrington came out of the woods at 38 years of 
age and married Annie Nolan, who was 51. They’d known each other for years. 
She’d worked as a cook in the lumber camps and at sporting camps, such as 
those at Rainbow Lake and Frost Pond. The new couple took up farming and 
carpentry, and they lived on the Penobscot River in Lincoln, Maine. By 1947, 
Farrington was still guiding, a bit. In 1947, he took Annie’s grandson, Ralph 
Boynton, from his family’s circa-1893 cabin on the Debsconeag Deadwater up 
into the woods that he knew so well. 
William Geller, a retiree who explores the outdoors in every season, lives in 
Farmington, Maine, with his wife, Anne. He is working on a book and articles about 
the history of logging and sporting camps in Maine. Visit him at sites.google.com/a/
maine.edu/mountain-explorations.
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Accidents
Analysis from the White Mountains of  
New Hampshire and occasionally elsewhere
 
Editor’s note: It has long been our practice to print the ages of the people searched 
for or rescued, but that information is now redacted in official documents. In these 
reports and in the future, we will print ages only when we have them. The absence 
of someone’s age will mean that it was not available.
Mountain weather anomalies are often locally famous (“Remember the day when . . .”), even though, unlike their tropical 
brethren, these storms usually carry no formal names. Often, we see strange 
weather as oddball, like unstable uncles or aunts we steer clear of during 
holiday dinners, the sort who stir up a family’s predictable behavior. Still, the 
anomalies occur with enough frequency to make veteran White Mountain 
watchers shrug. And so, when first thumbing through last summer’s incidents 
file, I paged through the report of a couple’s struggles during an unusually 
cold and wet June afternoon on the north side of Mount Lafayette. They had 
survived—with help. I figured I’d read the details later.
“Later” came a little earlier than I expected, in a conversation with some 
writers at a workshop Appalachia held at Cardigan Lodge at October’s end. 
One of the writers, a 2015 Appalachian Trail thru-hiker and Appalachian 
Mountain Club hiking instructor, knew the couple—both of them had thru-
hiked when she had—and the circumstances of their rescue. She wanted to 
talk over its questions and lessons. I listened and then, post-workshop, began 
some research. That led first to reports, and then, given generosity of time 
and spirit from the two people rescued and their initial rescuer (another long-
distance hiker), I had three conversations about the slow unfolding of what 
was clearly a harrowing incident. Most of us don’t imagine the Whites could 
deliver, in June, the weather they described. Which led me to think more 
about the role of imagination in mountain safety. 
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That incident, which follows, will also appear in a book I’m writing about 
White Mountain search and rescue. (Its working title is The Art of Rescue: 
Chasing Trouble in the White Mountains, University Press of New England, 
spring 2018.)
On Ice
June 9, 2016, began tranquilly, if a little damp, for Lelia V., age 55, and Gregory 
R., age 69, at an inn in Woodstock, New Hampshire. There, some 80 days 
into their third thru-hike of the entire 2,190-mile AT from Georgia to Maine, 
the couple looked at a local Weather Underground forecast. It wasn’t great: 
cool, possibly rainy. They didn’t know that the prior day had been abnormally 
cold at high elevations, with an average temperature of 33 degrees Fahrenheit 
on nearby Mount Washington. Even though they were sometimes willing to 
“take a zero day” (cover no miles) and wait for better weather, the coming 
day looked dreary but walkable, and they wanted to keep their reservation 
for the night at Galehead Hut. So Lelia and Greg started up the AT where 
it coincides with the Liberty Spring Trail, off Route 93 in Franconia Notch. 
The forecast they didn’t have, the higher-summits one from the Mount 
Washington Observatory, might have changed their minds. (Both of them 
said later it would have.) Up high, this day’s temperature promised to dip 
even below that of the previous day, and it did, coming in with an average 
of 26 degrees Fahrenheit (17 degrees below the date’s norm) atop Mount 
Washington, where northwest winds averaged 66 mph and a top gust blew 
through at 100 mph. Such a June day nudges some of us to think back to 1900 
and Curtis and Ormsbee’s iconic June tragedy, in comparable early summer 
weather. There, on June 30 and July 1, an ice storm killed two of the era’s 
leading hikers, “Father” Bill Curtis and Allan Ormsbee, as they tried to climb 
to an AMC annual meeting being held in a hotel on the summit of Mount 
Washington. That story, ably told by Nicholas Howe in his book, Not Without 
Peril (Appalachian Mountain Club, 2010), and cited as an attitude-defining 
incident by Guy and Laura Waterman in Forest and Crag (Appalachian 
Mountain Club, SUNY Press reissue, 2017), is an amazement of weather 
and willfulness.
Although the weather on June 9 proved gnarly, in today’s people-heavy 
summer White Mountains, Lelia and Greg were not alone. As they hiked 
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up Franconia Ridge and turned north, crossed Little Haystack Mountain, 
and mounts Lincoln and Lafayette, and then began heading northeast on 
the Garfield Ridge Trail toward Galehead Hut, they had two companions. 
Galehead hutmaster Scott Berkley estimated that more than a dozen people 
crossed that ridge from the summit of Mount Lafayette to his hut during 
those two cold days of June 8 and 9. The ridge sits exposed at between 3,500 
and 5,200 feet above sea level but lower than Mount Washington’s 6,288 feet. 
Everyone had walked through ice, wind, and low visibility on both days, and, 
although most agreed the walk had been unpleasant, all others had arrived 
without drama or mishap.
Slow drama, however, began unfolding later in the morning on June 
9, as Lelia and Greg’s foursome crossed the exposed ridge south of Mount 
Lafayette. Even back in the small trees, near where the Liberty Spring Trail 
meets the ridge, they’d noticed ice on the pine needles. Lelia supposed it was 
left from the cold night. But as the day went on, they encountered more ice. 
In a few steep drops, ice forced them off-trail around the slick rocks. The 
wind they were facing blew steadily, with enough force to slow them further. 
All of this added up to their gradually becoming strung out along the ridge, 
even as Lelia ferried back and forth between the two trail friends, who were 
out front, and her husband, who was dropping slowly back. In this fashion, 
they made their way up the south side of Lafayette, still, as it turned out, 
protected some from the wind by that mountain’s bulk.
Once they topped Lafayette and crossed to its north slope, they were fully 
exposed to the wind, estimated to be blowing at a steady 50-plus mph, with 
higher gusts. (Recall the Mount Washington Observatory’s 66-mph average 
and top gust of 100.) When they wanted to speed up, to get over and down 
into the trees, away from exposure, Lelia and Greg were slowed. They lost 
touch with their friends and were in danger of losing touch with each other. 
Here, the world went smeary. Both Lelia and Greg wear glasses, and for the 
first time in their hiking experience, their glasses started to ice over. Each 
tried clearing the lenses then taking the glasses off; nothing helped, and their 
compromised vision slowed them further. As they recalled this day in a pair 
of gracious interviews in December 2016, both Lelia and Greg kept returning 
to the centrality of these vision troubles.
About a half-mile beyond Lafayette’s summit, before the junction with 
the Skookumchuck Trail and still above treeline, the pair lost the trail. 
Nothing unusual on a wind-tossed day, with fog as thick as a sock, but here 
two extremes began to come together to create an emergency. The weather’s 
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the obvious one; Lelia and Greg’s method of hiking is the other, the one 
that needs more description. Lelia and Greg had chosen, as was common for 
them, to “slackpack” their fifteen-mile route, a decision inexplicable to some 
traditionalists when this incident made the news. Still, its appeal is clear. A 
slackpacker takes only a small pack, holding just enough for a one- or two-
day trip over terrain in between road crossings, while some friend or courier 
from the AT’s gypsy economy ferries the rest of the slackpacker’s gear to a 
road crossing near the next campsite. Such packing can, of course, be adjusted 
to fit the number of days estimated between road crossings, where the hiker 
can gather the rest of the gear or re-sort it. Lelia and Greg had aimed at a two-
day walk: Galehead Hut, with its food and shelter, would be their first night’s 
destination, and the second night, they’d reach the AMC’s Highland Center, 
in Crawford Notch.
Anyone who has ever walked over a number of days with a full pack knows 
the way weight becomes a state of mind. Long-distance lore is full of ounce-
obsessed stories, as walkers try to pare those ounces and avoid the discomfort 
of plodding like a beast of burden; they reach forward instead with the airy 
steps of a free spirit. Lelia and Greg are such spirits, believing so strongly 
in this way of going that they’ve become slackpacking advocates. For those 
who like to compare weights, a full, multiday pack may weigh between 35 
and 45-plus pounds, while a slackpacker’s day pack can be in the low teens, 
including water. Which is really no pack at all. Throughout this journey up 
the AT, the pair intended to mine their experience for a book on slackpacking 
the trail. 
If you take less with you, it must be exactly the right stuff for the day you 
walk. And you must have that day figured correctly. 
After their morning of slogging upridge into the wet, cold wind, Lelia 
and Greg felt depleted, and then, when the next cairn kept not appearing in 
racketing wind, fog, and ice, hypothermia began its infiltration. The Facebook 
site of the Pemigewasset Valley Search and Rescue Team (PVSART), one 
of the groups involved in saving the pair, describes what happened next: 
“Without good winter gear, the couple soon realized they were in serious 
trouble, and they activated a DeLorme Satellite distress signal at about 12:30 
p.m., one of the last things they were able to accomplish with their now non-
working hands.”
As they shared recollections of those early afternoon hours in separate 
conversations, both Lelia and Greg described a sort of suspended otherscape, 
where all of the markers that normally keep us located—time, place, distance, 
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vision—were warped or absent. Lelia said she kept ranging out from the last 
cairn and not finding the next. Afraid of getting off-trail, where no one would 
see them, and unsure how far above treeline’s relative shelter they were, she 
kept returning to the last marker. Finally, needing to get relief from the wind 
and in hope of rewarming themselves, the pair huddled behind a rock and 
tried to get out extra clothing. “We need a plan B,” they said and then recalled 
the DeLorme device in Greg’s pack. With or without their iced glasses, they 
couldn’t read the screen easily, but it seemed that their emergency signal had 
been sent. “We knew we were in real trouble,” each said later. Lelia recalled 
that, as they waited, her “feet lost feeling,” and when she tried standing, she 
had trouble walking; Greg’s hands “wouldn’t work.” Neither could see well. 
Although each had a change of clothing for the overnight at the hut and 
ThermoBall insulated jackets with hoods, they had no bivy sack or shelter—
only their ponchos under which to huddle, although as Greg recalled, “The 
ponchos are ventilated, meant to keep you from sweating, so they didn’t pro-
tect too much.” Lelia also had leggings and her sleeping bag liner, but what-
ever they wore or pulled out quickly got wet. Wind unrelenting, temperature 
in the upper 20s. They hid behind the rock and waited.
Hypothermia is insidious. It’s a cold-handed mechanic that reaches 
into your mind and begins detaching some wires and reconnecting others. 
So much of that rewiring sums to slow; what once was routine—a step, a 
decision to look at a map, finding a light—mimics the drawn-out slur of a 
tape player winding down: Oh . . . where . . . is . . . that . . . head . . . lamp? 
. . . Oh . . . Oh . . . here it is. . . . No . . . no . . . that’s . . . not it . . . but . . . 
what . . . what . . . what . . . was . . . I . . . after?
And among hypothermia’s early effects is impaired judgment. What . . . 
should . . . I . . . do . . . well . . . who . . . knows. . . . Is . . . it . . . getting . . . 
warmer? . . . I . . . think . . . I’ll . . . rest . . . a little . . . longer . . . .
The DeLorme signal had set a rescue in motion. Down in the valley, 
New Hampshire Fish and Game first set about gathering information on 
the DeLorme’s owners and later summoned volunteers from PVSART and 
Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue, as well as their own conservation 
officers (COs). Attempts to contact the couple failed, as their phones were set 
in airplane mode. Hours would pass before rescuers reached the site of the 
rescue call. 
Serendipity, in the form of a “Wolfman,” bought the pair and the rescue 
teams those hours. PVSART’s Facebook page reads, “The couple was saved 
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by a passing AT thru-hiker (trailname = Wolfman, real name = Adam D.), 
only the fourth person the couple saw all day, who discovered them shivering 
violently and unable to care for themselves. He was able to set up [his one-
person] tent above treeline [in the lee of a rock outcropping] and get the two 
hikers inside it. This action helped to stop further body temperature loss and 
buy the time necessary for rescuers to climb the 4.5 miles to provide heat, 
food and hot drinks to bring the couple back to life.” 
And then, walk them back down into it.
PVSART’s description is sparse testimony to the sudden intimacy of the 
four-plus hours that Adam spent with Lelia and Greg. Adam’s journey toward 
this meeting had begun weeks before, in northern Pennsylvania, where he set 
out for Katahdin as part of a 900-mile walk. Earlier that year, he’d done his 
first distance hike along the Sierra Nevada’s iconic John Muir Trail, and, at 
a pause point in his life, he had come to the AT. On the morning of June 9, 
after a cold night at Liberty Spring Tentsite, Adam had checked the Mount 
Washington Observatory’s higher summits forecast and pondered crossing 
the exposed ridge ahead. A self-described “weather geek” and former Eagle 
Scout and Rutgers Outing Club leader with a tendency “to be prepared,” he 
Rescuers aid hypothermic AT hikers, who had huddled inside the small tent at right.  
NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME 
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anticipated a tough weather day, but he also figured he was capable of walking 
through it and was equipped to do so.
Liberty Spring Tentsite stands just below Franconia Ridge at 3,900 feet. It 
wasn’t long before Adam saw the same ice Lelia had noticed along Franconia 
Ridge. The little tag-thermometer on his pack read just above freezing, and 
the thin rain and mist persisted; it was, as he and others agreed later, textbook 
hypothermia weather. In a January 2017 interview, Adam described clearly 
his ascent into that weather, and in his description one gains also a sense of 
his capabilities: “Gradually, I got into the thick of it,” he recalled. “The wind 
grew stronger, and there was ice on the rocks. As I came over Lafayette and 
into the full wind, I had to crouch during the gusts.” There, at the climb’s 
5,200-foot highpoint, Adam was aware that he had reached an edge. All along 
the ridge, he had tracked his gradual immersion in the cold and wet, at times 
contemplating returning to Liberty Spring Tentsite. Atop Lafayette, where 
he had to knock the ice off the trail sign to read it, he knew he was beyond 
return and that he needed to press on and down toward the relative shelter of 
the trees, a half-mile or so ahead. Still, he admitted, “It was also a little excit-
ing to be in such extreme weather.” At this point, Adam was only minutes 
from coming upon Lelia and Greg and the sudden intimacy of their crisis 
becoming also his, but, as he crouched and forced his way through the heavy, 
ice-watered wind, he knew exactly where he was.
Such an awareness of what is going on around him marks Adam as someone 
who can imagine his way forward from a sound understanding of the present. 
Adam “Wolfman” DeWolfe moved the suffering couple to flatter ground and sheltered 
them inside his tent until rescuers arrived.  COURTESY OF ADAM DEWOLFE
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That skill sounds common; it is not—especially in complicated, sometimes 
perilous situations. In their groundbreaking work on decision making and 
the ways in which we skew it from a statistical optimum, the psychologists 
Amos Tversky and Danny Khaneman—the latter of whom won a Nobel 
Prize for insights into economic decision making—had this to say, as quoted 
by Michael Lewis in his 2016 book, The Undoing Project (Norton): “We 
often decide that an outcome is extremely unlikely or impossible, because 
we are unable to imagine any chain of events that could cause it to occur. 
The defect, often, is our imagination.” All the way along Franconia Ridge, 
Adam had been keeping track of himself and imagining what could happen. 
Unlike the famous frog who can’t imagine he’s being cooked in slowly heating 
water, Adam could imagine being cooled on this June day that was “more 
extreme than a lot of what I’d encountered in the winter.” He could see how it 
could happen.
I don’t mean it as insult to say that a few tenths of a mile away on the 
Garfield Ridge Trail, Lelia and Greg were suffering from their inability to 
imagine this day. Both reported later that they’d never, in their thousands of 
trail miles, seen anything like it. Neither had either had glasses smear over 
with ice. Literally and figuratively, they were partially blinded. “When I first 
came upon Lelia and Greg, I thought I was seeing a pack someone had left in 
the trail,” Adam recalled. “They were huddled under their ponchos [their only 
shelter] behind a trailside rock. When I looked in, Lelia said, ‘We need help.’” 
Adam said he felt he had “walked into a movie scene.”
The help Lelia and Greg got was lifesaving. “I knew we needed a miracle,” 
Greg recalled. “Wolfman was a miracle.” 
“Well, I knew I couldn’t leave them,” Adam said. “Lelia said she couldn’t 
feel her legs or walk. Greg could walk but couldn’t see well, and he said his 
hands wouldn’t work. And I also knew we couldn’t stay where they were.” 
Adam wasn’t sure how far below them the trees were, and of course, he 
couldn’t see treeline in the thick clouds. First he scouted down trail a bit, 
and there he found a big outcropping that offered more shelter; he went back 
and helped Lelia and Greg to that spot. “Even going those few hundred feet 
was hard,” he recalled. He supported Lelia down, and Greg followed, but it 
was clear to Adam that walking them down farther at that point was beyond 
them all. He thought perhaps they could go on later if he could help warm 
them some.
In the outcrop’s shelter, Adam was able to erect his one-person tent’s outer 
shelter, which made use of his poles, and he found large rocks to pin down the 
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tent ropes so it wouldn’t fly away or collapse. “He put the tent up around us,” 
recalled Greg. “And all the while, whatever he did, he would explain it to us 
and then do it. Looking back, I’m amazed at how methodical and analytical 
he was. And it didn’t take him long. He did things decisively.”
“I must have had a hundred pounds of rocks on each rope to hold the tent 
down,” Adam said. Inside, he had Lelia and Greg on top of his thermal pad 
and under his sleeping bag. He joined them. “The thermal pad helped imme-
diately,” he said, “and I tried to get them to eat some, too.” Wind-forced, icy 
rain penetrates even the best gear, and Lelia and Greg had been without such 
gear; they were soaked and slowed. Still, in the tent, they were more protected 
and still coherent. The trio talked over what to do. 
“I knew we couldn’t stay there,” Adam said. He set off downslope to see 
if he could get into the woods and get a better fix on their location and pos-
sibilities. Soon he reached the junction of the Skookumchuck Trail, but his 
descent to that point had not been easy to follow, and Adam was afraid to go 
beyond it. “I was aware that I was out there without my pack and shelter. I 
couldn’t afford to get lost. Even the short climb back to the tent seemed to 
take forever,” he said. 
Greg recalled, “When he got back, he said he’d almost lost his way.”
Back in the tent, they checked the DeLorme device, which still said, 
“in progress,” but what that meant was unclear. Somewhere around 
2 p.m., Adam said, “We need to call for help too.” He had service for his cell 
phone, and his 911 call got patched through to NHFG. At 2:30 p.m. NHFG 
Lt. Jim Kneeland called Adam, who was able to describe where they were, 
the couple’s condition, and his certainty that he could not walk them down. 
This conversation removed NHFG’s uncertainty about whether there were 
four or two people, and whether they were waiting at the site of the signal. 
Kneeland told them help was on the way. (The trio also was able to text Lelia 
and Greg’s two morning companions to learn they were nearing Galehead—
and OK. So, NHFG knew now that they were going to help three people at 
one site.) Adam, wanting certainty that rescuers wouldn’t miss them behind 
their outcropping in the gale, went back out and formed an arrow with his 
hiking poles, pointing to where his tent was pitched.
At 5:36 p.m., PVSART rescuers called Kneeland, reporting that they had 
found Lelia, Greg, and Adam, and that they had given them dry clothing 
and hot liquid Jell-O. Adam also remembers the Starburst candies that are a 
PVSART signature. By 6:30 p.m., rescuers had warmed Lelia and Greg to the 
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point where everyone could start down the Skookumchuk Trail; by 8:45 p.m. 
everyone had reached the trailhead.
Comment: The description writes part of the analysis. Going up into ice 
in only the thin clothing of one’s convictions won’t get us through; nor will 
experience, if the day outpaces that experience. It took the lucky arrival of a 
plodding maximalist, a hiker who was practiced at reading weather, making 
camp, and assessing what needs to happen next.
Other points rise like cairns in the cold fog, and they line a thin trail of 
safety through tough weather. As ever, we arrive at a need for balance that is 
essential for hiking and surviving. We may make a “balanced” decision, as 
we step toward and through each hike, drawing on what we know and what 
we’ve heard to fashion a way on that trail, to imagine that day. As we pack the 
ten essentials, we imagine what each might be used for on this day. As we seek 
out the most local, detailed forecast, we compare it with conditions we have 
walked into, adding a shell here or a bivy sack there to match that weather’s 
possible demands. Here, Lelia and Greg know they made mistakes. What 
they’d chosen to carry simply wasn’t a match for the day. 
But even imagining all the right gear and steps won’t work unless the 
actions of using them are practiced. Practice with tents, practice fashioning 
a splint, practice with maps, practice with a compass, practice with whatever 
gear one carries. Practice even changing batteries in your headlamp. Lelia and 
Greg said they need to do better with that. They forgot about the DeLorme 
for some time on that rugged day, and when they did activate it, blurred vision 
and unfamiliarity with the device made them unsure whether the signal had 
gone out. And that’s another factor: emergencies often escalate because we’ve 
not practiced for them. I recall wondering, in the early days of cell phones, 
just where the button that turned mine on was. In a screaming gale or under 
a veil of pain wouldn’t be the place or time to suss this out. Devices can ride 
with us unused for years, but if we choose to carry them, when we need them 
we need to know how to work them—blindfolded.
A thought on pressing a button: With cell phones and locator devices, we 
now often have remarkable access to help when trouble arrives in the back-
country. All sorts of help can be summoned. But pressing call buttons has to 
be seen as the most serious of messages and acts, and too often, calls for help 
go out well before the callers have exhausted the possibility of self-help. That 
was not true for Lelia and Greg; they were in deep need, a decision under-
lined by Adam’s correct assessment that he needed to make a second call for 
help. But it’s simply moral for all of us to remember as we practice using our 
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devices that, if we use them for real, we’re calling others to join us in a hard 
world of risk where we’ve already foundered.
What about slackpacking? Is it possible to go light and still meet such a 
day successfully? Perhaps. If your imagination and practice are in tune. The 
next incident in this column describes a group who met injury’s challenge 
deep in the mountains on another bad-weather day. In the recommended 
video linked to the incident, one of the trip’s leaders displays the safety equip-
ment he always carries; it weighs about 3 pounds and includes shelter. 
The more detailed our imagination of the ridge ahead and its weathers, 
the broader our path through the day becomes—and, probably, the heavier 
our pack. Going light and fast, then, is a threading of the thinnest of trails, 
one from which we hope nothing makes us stray. Although they didn’t intend 
such a thin trail, that’s where Lelia and Greg found themselves on June 9. 
And, walking a wider path to the same point, that’s where Adam found and 
rescued them.
Post-rescue note: Lelia and Greg expressed their gratitude in a number of 
ways, putting their savior, Adam, up for the night at the AMC’s Joe Dodge 
Lodge in Pinkham Notch and, as the weather stayed grim, helping Adam get 
to various section-hikes while they all awaited clearing. The couple also sent 
on a very generous donation of $10,000 to the New Hampshire Outdoor 
Council, which helps fund training and equipment purchases for volunteer 
search-and-rescue groups in the state. And, as Lelia and Greg approach 
another summer of AT hiking, they’ve added bivy sacks to their packs and a 
more careful monitoring of local weather to their decision making.
Ready for It
Late on the afternoon of May 8, 2016, Chantrey M. walked into the Lincoln, 
New Hampshire, police station to report a hiking accident. Two hours earlier, 
her friend, Kristen M., one of the leaders of a group of nine from the Rhode 
Island Hiking Club, had slipped while descending a steep, wet section of the 
Hancock Loop Trail and had fractured her ankle. The day was cool (tempera-
tures in the 30s) and wet (rain and, at times, sleet), typical of this mountain 
“shoulder season.”
The Lincoln Police called NHFG, and CO Robert Mancini and later 
Lt. Jim Kneeland assumed command of the incident. Mancini and Kneeland 
were working with good information: They knew the location (approximately 
4.2 miles from the Hancock trailhead), the injured person’s weight, and that 
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she was being supported by a fully equipped hiking group. Working with this 
information, Mancini and Kneeland, with PVSART’s Allan Clark, quickly 
put together a rescue team composed of 36 volunteers and professionals 
(24 from PVSART, 8 NHFG COs and 4 from the Lincoln Fire Department).
Just after 5:30 p.m., rescuers started their walk in, carrying a litter and a 
rescue wheel, which can attach to the underside of a litter and roll it along 
when a trail permits. The first rescuers reached Kristen and the party a little 
after 7:15 p.m. Peter Nightengale of PVSART provided first-aid assessment 
and initial treatment, and at around 7:30 p.m., rescuers began to assist Kristen 
out. Once they reached the junction with the Hancock Notch Trail at 8:45, 
rescuers were able to install the wheel beneath the litter, thereby easing the 
work. They reached the trailhead parking area a little before 10 p.m. 
Comment: Three factors mark this rescue as noteworthy. The first is that 
Kristen and her Rhode Island Hiking Club group were well equipped for the 
cold weather that May in the White Mountains can deliver. NHFG’s incident 
report notes that she was wearing a winter hat, wicking shirt, winter parka, 
Gore-Tex hiking pants, and winter boots with MICROspikes; her group was 
similarly well equipped and able to keep Kristen and themselves warm while 
they awaited rescuers. Second, the use of a wheel once the trail allowed it gave 
rescuers relief from the one-arm-burn of carrying a litter. We mention the 
labor of litter-carries often in this column as a way of keeping its challenges 
in mind and deepening appreciation for what rescuers provide. 
Here’s the third and most unusual marker: The group also recorded 
and later posted a 26-minute summary of their day and the rescue on YouTube, 
as a reflective exercise in service of further training. By following this link, 
youtube.com/watch?v=eqBeHAX87dI&feature=youtu.be, one can watch 
this immaculately handled rescue. It makes, I think, good and useful watch-
ing. In it, you see first the Rhode Island Hiking Club’s ascent of the Hancocks 
and gain a sense of the day’s weather and the hikers’ personalities. They are a 
zestful crew. Then you see their response to Kristen’s injury, which includes 
her remarkable attempt at self-rescue, once her ankle injury is splinted with 
shortened hiking poles, and the sending of a hasty group of three to summon 
help. When Kristen becomes exhausted and cold, the hikers stop, kindle a 
fire easily in the rain, use their equipment resourcefully, and wait. As they 
do so, they work at warming both body and spirit. Rescuers arrive, and you 
see scenes from the carryout, including the dimming of the day to the point 
where everyone is working and walking by headlamp (which everyone also 
has). The video is a primer in preparedness and resilience.
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Ready II
An intrepid group from Maine known as the Denmark Mountain Hikers set 
out on May 27, 2016, for its weekly climb, this one up Mount Jackson then 
on for a night at the AMC’s Mizpah Spring Hut. Around a mile from the 
hut, at 4:30 p.m., Christine L. slipped and fell from a rock ledge. A snapping 
sound augured bad news. As is their wont, the hikers gathered to help, first 
assessing the injury then beginning and summoning rescue. They sent word 
ahead to the hut, and Allen C., one of the group’s leaders, called Mountain 
Rescue Service’s Rick Wilcox, who then called NHFG, who organized the 
rescue, a carryout.
From there, it became a question of waiting and persevering, which Chris-
tine and the others did with spirit, all the while making slow progress toward 
the hut. Allen offered this description of what he saw at about 9 p.m. “I went 
to the trail junction with the Mizpah Cutoff and waited. Then I spotted the 
first headlamps coming up the mountain—first one, then another, then a 
whole line bobbing along toward me. What a welcome sight!”
Once gathered, rescuers made quick work of Christine’s carryout, travel-
ing down the 2.6 miles in two and a half hours. She recalled their work: “They 
never slipped or tipped me, always kept me level, and kept up my spirits by 
singing and telling bad jokes. I could look up and see all of the stars and the 
trees on the sides of the trail going by.”
Comment: Here’s an injury, like Kristen’s, that could happen to any of 
us. And, again, here’s a group prepared to support its own until search-and-
rescue professionals and volunteers could arrive. 
The Other Side of Rescue’s Coin
On May 29, 2016, not long after the Rhode Island Hiking Club distinguished 
itself and rescuers came to its aid on Hancock, another group, the Hudson 
Valley Hikers (HVH), took to the trails, this time in the Northern Presi-
dentials. As is true with many accounts, there’s more than one side to this 
story’s coin. The first side is drawn from NHFG Sgt. Mark Ober’s interview 
of Yizong L., the person who went missing for a night; the second side is 
offered by Chris Baker, the founder of HVH. 
On May 28, some in the group had climbed Mount Washington via the 
Tuckerman Ravine Trail. Yizong had gone along on this hike, finding it hard. 
The next day, an estimated 20 from a group (some HVH hikers, others simply 
nearby campers) that had camped at Dolly Copp Campground set out to see 
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some waterfalls. Two from the group, Leslie F. and Karthik R., planned to 
continue from the Brookside Trail to Watson Path and then to climb Mount 
Madison. They asked if any others wanted to join them. Yizong said he did.
During their climb on this rugged trail, Yizong kept dropping back, and 
Leslie and Karthik kept waiting for him. At treeline, the pair suggested that 
Yizong descend with some passing hikers; he refused. A little later, Leslie and 
Karthik reached the summit, looked back, and saw Yizong still climbing after 
them. Abandoning their plan to continue down the other side of the moun-
tain to the AMC’s Madison Spring Hut, the pair retraced their steps down 
and urged Yizong to descend Watson Path with them. He agreed, reluctantly.
By this time, it was late afternoon, and Leslie and Karthik were out of 
water. They made it clear they weren’t equipped to be out after dark. At the 
junction of Watson Path and the Pine Link Trail, Yizong sat down and refused 
to continue. Finally, the pair decided to leave Yizong and descend before they 
were benighted.
At around 8:30 p.m., New Hampshire State Police got a call from Leslie, 
saying she was concerned about a hiker she and her companion had last seen 
around 5 p.m. high on Madison. The state police called Ober, who called 
Leslie back at her hotel in Gorham, eliciting the story just told. Ober and Lt. 
Wayne Saunders conferred, and they checked with Col. Kevin Jordan, head 
of NHFG law enforcement. The three officers agreed they didn’t have enough 
information or evidence of emergency to launch a search; they decided to 
wait for morning and send searchers up then, if Yizong had not appeared. 
The night was a mild one.
At 9:30 p.m., Ober got a call from HVH’s founder, Baker, saying the group 
was missing Yizong. HVH had little other information. Ober told Baker a 
search wouldn’t begin until morning.
Ober’s phone rang again the next morning. On the other end was James 
Wrigley, the director of the AMC’s White Mountain huts. Wrigley reported 
that three members of HVH had arrived at Madison Spring Hut at 3:30 a.m. 
after climbing the Valley Way and Pine Link looking for Yizong. The hut was 
closed, but the crew prepping it for the season let the three sleep in its shelter. 
Ober and Saunders started to shape a plan. Saunders asked AMC for vol-
unteers, while Ober called AVSAR and Randolph Mountain Club. Wrigley 
got volunteers ready to search from Madison Spring Hut, while RMC’s Bill 
Arnold lined up RMC caretakers from Gray Knob Shelter and Crag Camp. 
Four more AMC volunteers mustered at the Appalachia trailhead at 9 a.m. 
Ober and Saunders split them into two “hasty teams.” One would climb the 
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Howker Ridge Trail to Mount Madison and then down to the hut; the other 
would climb the Pine Link Trail to the summit and then down to the hut.
At 10:30 a.m., the team climbing the Pine Link Trail located Yizong on 
his way down and walked him back to the trailhead. Ober’s extensive inter-
view with Yizong revealed a stunning mixture of inexperience, willfulness, 
and luck. 
Yizong said he felt disenchanted with his companions on the ascent of the 
Watson Path because he felt they were denying him the summit. He made a 
conscious decision not to follow them down. Instead, he told Ober, he would 
pursue his own plan, although he had no equipment or sense of where he was, 
and so he climbed to Madison’s summit. He said he saw the hut but that it 
looked too far away; instead, he decided to follow the Howker Ridge Trail, 
which looked easiest to him.
Yizong descended until it got dark then made a rough bed of soft wood 
amid some boulders for wind protection and slept with some branches for 
cover. He later identified his spot as the junction of the Howker Ridge and 
Pine Link trails. The weather was, blessedly, mild: The high temperature was 
62 F with a low of 50 and an average of 56, with winds averaging 22 mph on 
nearby Mount Washington. Just the sort of night someone with no pack, 
food, or gear could survive. That’s 16 degrees above the norm for the date; 
a usual average of 40 degrees could have written an entirely different night.
The weather is not in dispute, but Yizong’s account is. Chris Baker, the 
founder of HVH, answered my query by saying: “Mr. L. is not a member of 
Hudson Valley Hikers nor was he at any time. Mr. L. may have chipped in for 
gas, tolls, parking, camping, . . . etc. . . . but . . . I am not sure of the amount. 
Mr. L. was not on a Hudson Valley Hikers event the night he went missing. 
He decided to join an unorganized group of people that were camping at 
Dolly Copp for a short hike to some waterfalls along Route. 2. Mr. L. was 
camping with us (he came up with a friend) at Dolly Copp, but he did not 
sign up for or attend any of the organized hiking options we had.” 
Baker said his group has 25,000 members and holds more than 100 events 
each month. “HVH has a stellar safety record. Our organizers give as much 
information as possible to the attendees for them to make an informed deci-
sion.” He said they teach Leave No Trace principles and offer many courses 
in first aid, map and compass training, orienteering, and more. He added, 
“Many of our organizers are trail stewards, first responders, instructors, even 
a retired police chief.”
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Baker said most of the club’s hikes are for a very small number of expe-
rienced hikers. He referred to a climb of Owl’s Head planned for the end 
of January as an example. “Each hiker on that list has climbed with me in 
the winter before,” he said. “They are all experienced winter mountaineers. 
Two climbed Mount Aconcagua with me unguided and unsupported; one 
climbed Kilimanjaro with me. ” 
The portrayal of Yizong as a tag-along freelancer fits with the account 
recorded by Sgt. Ober, and I am inclined toward Baker’s version of how 
Yizong came to the mountain and got lost. Still, there is the matter of Baker’s 
9:30 call to authorities and the three HVH hikers who climbed to Madison 
during the night in search of Yizong. Those two moments indicate the group 
felt some sense of responsibility for the lost hiker.
Comment: As is often true for prolonged incidents, a lot of my com-
ment appears in its description. In summertime, the White Mountains have 
a number of such wanderers, who appear on the periphery of a group, hang 
around, and then head off on some tangent of their own imagining. They 
keep searchers busy with those tangents. Joining a group, whether small and 
tightly organized, like the Rhode Island Hiking Club, or large and teeming 
with members and trips, like the Hudson Valley Hikers, means giving up 
some of the free agency of self in favor of the wisdom of the group. Yizong 
seemed uninterested in such an apprenticeship.
Several people in this story were climbing in May with minimal supplies 
and without lights—for example, Leslie and Karthik’s need to retreat from 
Madison so they wouldn’t be benighted. That does make one wish for more 
hikers of the Rhode Island Hiking Club variety. 
Sgt. Ober’s report recommended that Yizong be billed the $689.34 cost of 
his rescue; that assignment of negligence makes sense to me.
The Long Way to Go Astray
The weather forecast on June 13, 2016, wasn’t promising, but when you have 
come a long way for a hike, the tendency is to see whatever light filters through 
the clouds. So it was with Patrick C.; his wife, Laura; his son, Alex; and Alex’s 
fiancée, Eleanore K., who had come to the White Mountains for the first time 
from Ohio for a three-day, two-night crossing of the Presidentials, with stops 
at the AMC’s Madison Spring and Lakes of the Clouds huts. Weather records 
from Mount Washington show a high of 38 F, a low of 31 (averaging 10 degrees 
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below the 45-degree norm), and 1.26 inches of rain (with a bonus of 1.4 inches 
of snow and ice); winds averaged 58 mph from the northwest.
At 11 a.m., Patrick’s group left Pinkham Notch for Madison Spring Hut 
via Osgood Ridge. Early in their hike, they met another hiker, who advised 
them to go the more sheltered route via Madison Gulf. Unfamiliar with the 
Whites and without checking their maps, the group shifted routes. Their day 
then devolved to a 7:30 p.m. phone call for help from high on the Madison 
Gulf Trail. Despite patchy cell phone coverage, Sgt. Ober was able to call 
Patrick, plot his coordinates, and advise the group that they were about 100 
feet from the trail and three-quarters of a mile from the hut. Moving to the 
northeast would bring the party back to the trail.
Ober then called the AMC’s search-and-rescue contact and asked that 
someone from the hut hike down to assist Patrick’s group. Rescuers from the 
hut then descended to a tenth of a mile below the group’s coordinates and 
shined lights and whistled toward where Patrick’s group should be, but they 
got no response. A 9 p.m. call from the hikers revealed they were now 450 feet 
off the trail and in very steep terrain. Ober relayed the new position to the hut 
crew, and they again shined lights, whistled, and so forth but got no response. 
By then the crew had climbed back to near Star Lake. They were cold and wet 
in heavy wind, with very low visibility, and needed to get inside. Ober agreed 
and turned to plan B.
Plan B was COs Matt Holmes, Glen Lucas, and Robert Mancini, who 
would drive to the intersection of the Madison Gulf Trail and the Mount 
Washington Auto Road then hike the 4.5 miles to Patrick’s coordinates. At 
11:45 p.m., the COs began their night walk. At 3:45 a.m., the COs made voice 
contact and a few minutes later reached the stranded group in very steep ter-
rain, somewhat sheltered under a ledge. All four were soaked and cold, and 
the COs had to help some of them change into dry clothing. By 4:37 a.m., 
they were ready to try to get to the hut; that three-quarters of a mile took two 
and a half hours to cover.
The three COs advised Ober that Patrick’s group stay at Madison Spring 
Hut the night of June 14 and then descend to the Appalachia parking area 
and take a shuttle back to Pinkham Notch on June 15; they simply were in no 
condition to walk any more that day, and the COs worried that trying to do 
so, even with guides, might necessitate another rescue. Ober agreed, and at 
8:30 a.m., the three COs started down Valley Way for the promise of home 
and some rest.
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Comment: Setting out in unknown terrain asks for a doubling of caution, 
and Patrick’s group seemed to halve it instead. The forecast—more than an 
inch of rain and temperatures in the 30s—was cause enough for pause. The 
conditions invited hypothermia, and some of the group’s cotton clothing 
seemed to accept that invitation. Shifting routes on the say-so of a passerby, 
even if that person seems knowledgeable, is a scarlet flag waving. Although 
Osgood Ridge is exposed, the tightly bunched contours of the upper Madison 
Gulf Trail don’t invite the casual hiker on a cold, wet day. Reading this on a 
map is easy work, if one is in the habit of consulting and reading maps. And 
even in June’s elongated light, an 11 a.m. start is a late one. All of these factors 
led to the group’s initial 7:30 p.m. call, which, you will recall, had them only 
100 feet from the trail, albeit in tough terrain. Not being able to navigate 
this self-retrieval shows Patrick’s group was in well over their heads and that 
they shouldn’t have been there in the first place. Their inability to self-rescue 
sent rescuers from Madison Spring Hut and then NHFG out into hazardous 
conditions. Perhaps the recommended $3,269 billing for this rescue will act 
as deterrent.
No-Fly Weather and a Carry-Up
On June 7, 2016, as the wet cold that precipitated this column’s lead story 
began to blow in, Kathleen M. was butt-sliding down a steep upper section 
of the Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail when she caught her foot in a crack and 
injured her leg. Some time passed before AMC staffers could hike down from 
Lakes of the Clouds Hut, but by late afternoon, Kathleen was safe in the hut 
and a Dartmouth-Hitchcock Advanced Response Team helicopter had been 
called to carry her out. Here, the weather intervened, scotching the flight, 
and so Kathleen stayed overnight at Lakes. The weather on June 8 was colder 
and windier, and again the helicopter could not fly, and so a rescue—in this 
case, a carry-up to the summit of Mount Washington—was put in motion. 
Rescuers from NHFG, the AMC, Mount Washington State Park, Mount 
Washington Observatory, and Stonehearth Open Learning Opportunities 
(SOLO) responded; they were driven up the Mount Washington Auto Road. 
Then they walked down to the hut with a litter and carried Kathleen up to 
the summit parking lot for a ride down from the mountain.
Comment: I include this garden-variety emergency for its weather and as 
a reminder that rescue in the White Mountains is often carryout or carry-up 
and, thus, labor-intensive.
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A Long Looking For
The season’s most labor-intensive search began on May 11, 2016, and ended 
seventeen days later with the recovery of a victim’s body hidden in the rocks 
between the Tuckerman Ravine and Lion Head trails. In the interim, nearly 
the whole cast of the White Mountain search-and-rescue community joined 
at some point in the effort to find Francois Carrier, age 47.
After Carrier’s family reported him overdue from a hiking trip on May 
11, and his car was discovered at the AMC’s Pinkham Notch Visitor Center 
(PNVC), NHFG organized an early search of the trails in that area. The 
incident commander, Lt. Saunders, also had the White Mountain Swiftwater 
Rescue Team search the Ellis River for two miles below Pinkham Notch. No 
sign of Carrier was found. As news of his disappearance spread, word of a few 
sightings filtered in. Carrier was photographed on the Mount Washington 
Auto Road on May 8, he was seen eating lunch at PNVC on May 9, and he 
was seen walking north on Route 16 between Glenn Ellis Falls and Pinkham 
Notch at 3:45 p.m. on May 9. The last sighting became the search’s point-last-
seen, the point from which searchers calculated the probability of Carrier’s 
being in a particular area.
By May 13, with no success from searches of likely areas, NHFG called on 
all available resources, including search dogs (which had been involved from 
the outset) and air searches. No further sign of Carrier appeared until a K-9 
unit discovered his backpack near mile 2 on the auto road. Given that Carrier 
was last seen with that pack in a photo from May 8, the pack gave little 
indication where he might be on May 14. The search, which came to include 
Carrier’s family, continued until May 22, when Lt. Saunders had to inform 
the family that the search would be suspended.
Then, in the late afternoon of May 28, hikers descending Mount Wash-
ington a little off the Tuckerman Ravine Trail came upon Carrier’s body. The 
hikers called authorities and left an orange marker at the site before continu-
ing down. NHFG and search-and-rescue teams climbed to the site, examined 
Carrier’s body, and carried him out to the auto road. 
Comment: I include this incident not for its lessons about hiking or pre-
paredness, but as an illustration of how difficult it can be to find someone 
whose location is unknown and whose point-last-seen keeps shifting. Such 
searches are rare in the Whites, although the professionals at NHFG will tell 
you a small but steady number of people do choose to visit the backcountry 
as a final destination.
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Here is a list of organizations contributing to the search: New England K-9 
Search and Rescue, Upper Valley Wilderness Response Team, New Hamp-
shire State Police, New Hampshire Department of Resources and Economic 
Development Division of Forest and Lands, New Hampshire Air National 
Guard, AMC, AVSAR, U.S. Forest Service, White Mountain Swiftwater Res-
cue Team, PVSART, Mount Washington State Park, Gorham Police Depart-
ment, plus search-and-rescue teams from Maine.
—Sandy Stott 
Accidents Editor
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Alpina
A semi-annual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges
New Challenges
The growing popularity of climbing, especially the difficult kind, has reached 
far around the world. Given the growing number of climbers, advances in 
equipment, and search tools such as Google Earth, one might imagine that 
little remains to explore. Not so. The 2016 American Alpine Journal describes 
new routes in Oman, Turkey, Ladakh, Morocco, Tajikistan, Ethiopia, 
Madagascar, Kyrgyzstan, and Alaska’s Neacola Mountains.
Many peaks haven’t been summited yet in Alaska, at the eastern end of 
the Aleutian Range, and several mountains remain unclimbed in such places 
as Greenland and Tibet, as noted in Tamotsu Nakamura’s book, East of the 
Himalaya (reviewed in this issue).
Nepal Himalaya
The 456 successful climbs of Everest (8,850 m) reported by Nepal Tourism in 
spring 2016 would have been 458, had not the claims of a couple from India 
been discredited. Their photos were found to have been taken lower on the 
mountain and at different times. Their lie reminds one of Frederick Cook, 
who altered his “summit” photo in his falsely claimed first ascent of Denali in 
1906. Dinesh and Tarakeshwari Rathod claimed they summited on May 23. 
But other climbers noticed that they were wearing different clothing in their 
summit pictures and that they could not have reached the summit in the time 
they claimed. They were both police officers and have since been suspended 
from their jobs. 
Six climbers died on Everest in 2016. Three of them were Indian nationals 
and members of the same group: Subash Paul died at Base Camp II of altitude 
sickness, and Paresh Chandra Nath and Goutam Gosh were found dead high 
on the peak. Phurba Sherpa, 25, died in a fall while setting a route near the 
summit. An Australian business professor, Maria Strydom, died at Camp IV 
after becoming ill. Eric Arnold, a triathlete from the Netherlands, died of an 
apparent heart attack after summiting. 
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Trekking in the region was down by some 40 percent from 2015.
The Nepal government finally gave permission to use helicopters to lift 
summit ropes and gear from the frozen lakebed called Gorak Shep to Camp 
1 in the Western Cwm, thereby eliminating 88 Sherpa loads through the 
Khumbu Icefall—a genuine sign that the Nepal government cares about 
the lives of the Sherpas. Properly equipped helicopters can land even on the 
summit, but it has rarely been done. Given the hazards of the notorious icefall, 
however, we probably will see pressure to helicopter over it to a higher camp.
In Memoriam. The first woman to ascend Everest, Junko Tabei of Japan, 
died of cancer on October 20, 2016, in a hospital near Tokyo. She was 77 
years old. She climbed Everest in May 1975. She also was the first woman to 
complete the “seven summits”—the highest peak on each continent. 
Other Himalayan Climbs
One peak that had been unclimbed until 2015 is Gave Ding (6,571 m); it 
lies in western Nepal, an area neglected by government and climbers alike. 
The ascent, by the very steep North Face, was accomplished by the British 
pair Paul Ramsden and Mick Fowler in five days. It’s comforting for aging 
climbers to note that Ramsden was in his mid-40s and Fowler some ten 
years older.
In 2016, Fowler paired with another veteran Brit, Victor Saunders, on 
another first ascent and their first climb together in nearly 30 years. This was 
Sersank Peak (6,050 m), in the Indian Himalaya. The climb was an eight-day 
round-trip on the North Buttress. “The technical difficulties were exciting, 
varied, and challenging,” Fowler said of the buttress, which is 1,100 m high 
and looks very formidable in photographs.
Karakoram
Last year, two strong American climbers, Kyle Dempster and Scott Adamson, 
returned to a difficult ridge in Pakistan, Baintha Brakk, better known as 
Ogre I (7,285 m) and Ogre II (6,960 m), which few climbers have summited. 
The story did not end happily.
In 1977, Ogre I was the scene of an epic drama featuring Britain’s 
outstanding high-altitude mountaineers of the later twentieth century, 
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Doug Scott and Chris Bonington. They made the first ascent of this very 
challenging and complex mountain but almost immediately got into trouble 
when Scott broke both legs while rappelling. With the aid of two teammates, 
they somehow made their way down, but not before Bonington broke several 
ribs in a second rappel mishap. Twenty-four years passed before another party 
reached the actual summit.
The only climb of Ogre II was in 1983, by a Korean group. In 2015, 
Dempster and Adamson tried a new route on the very steep, 1,400-m North 
Face. They made good progress until, in an eerie echo of Scott’s experience in 
1977 on Ogre I, the leader broke his leg in a fall. They got down unassisted 
but not without a long fall after a rappel point collapsed.
In summer 2016, Dempster and Adamson returned with the hope of 
completing their route. Their headlamps were spotted partway up the face. 
And then they vanished. Some 5,000 people donated almost $200,000 for 
search and rescue, but rescuers could find no trace of them. The two were 
deeply admired. As Michael Levy reports in Rock and Ice magazine, their 
deaths “hit the climbing world like a sledgehammer.”
Alaska
Colin Haley, whose feats in Patagonia were noted in the previous Alpina, 
made a solo climb of Mt Foraker (17,400 ft) in early June 2016. Foraker is 
the sixth highest mountain in North America and the last of the top six to 
be climbed. (The first ascent was in 1934.) It now has a number of routes, the 
most challenging of which is the Infinite Spur. George Lowe and Michael 
Kennedy first climbed that route in 1977, in twelve days. A number of faster 
ascents ensued. Haley climbed with a single rope about 50 feet long that he 
used a few times to haul his pack. A few days earlier, he had climbed the Spur 
in better conditions in a mere eighteen hours, with a partner, Rob Smith. The 
solo was a major achievement on a difficult and dangerous route. Haley said 
that he had done it in “a fun, sporty fashion.” 
Canada
Mt Robson (12,972 ft) is one of the great Canadian peaks. Its famous first 
ascent, in 1913, was led by the Austrian guide Conrad Kain, whose account is 
in his autobiography, Where the Clouds Can Go (American Alpine Club, 1935). 
On the summit, he famously told his two clients, “Gentlemen, this is as far as 
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I can take you.” The peak now has a number of routes but no easy ones, and 
most attempts fail. A notable exception was the solo ascent by Marc-André 
Leclerc in the summer of 2016 of the route called Infinite Patience, initially 
climbed in 2002. Barry Blanchard, one of the original ascensionists, called 
it “an absolutely classic route on mostly ice and snow, as good as any on the 
globe, that gains an impressive 7,500 feet.”
How long did Leclerc’s venture take? He purposely carried no watch and 
writes sharply on his blog: “Climbing routes that have been cleared, with an 
established track, simply in order to attain the summit, or keeping time in 
order to set records is in fact reducing the adventure of alpinism more to that 
of a sport climb, and strips the route of its full challenge making it more of a 
‘playing field’ of a team sports athlete or like a barbell at an indoor gym where 
a jock tries to lift his personal best.”
Yosemite National Park
In the last issue, we described the first free ascent of the Dawn Wall on 
El Capitan (7,569 ft) by Tommy Caldwell and Kevin Jorgeson in nineteen 
days. On November 21, 2016, Adam Ondra, from the Czech Republic, free-
climbed Caldwell and Jorgeson’s route on the Dawn Wall in only eight days. 
Free-climbing is done with ropes in case of a fall, but the climber does not 
rely on them. Ondra led, but he had fellow Czech climber Pavel Blazek along 
as his belayer and photographer.
Not until 1958 was the 3,000-foot face of El Capitan, often thought 
impossible, climbed. The 45-day ascent required many fixed ropes and 
abundant expansion bolts. Today climbers go up dozens of routes, many 
without direct aid and some of them solo. It has been done in less than two 
and a half hours. There are still plenty of challenges on this magnificent wall. 
Other climbers made records on El Cap last year. The Dutch climber Jorg 
Verhoeven made the second free ascent of the Dihedral Wall in November. 
Austrians Barbara Zangerl and Jacopo Larcher made the third free ascent of 
Zodiac, a feat not completed since 2003. 
Pete Whittaker became the first to rope solo the Freerider route in one 
day. (Rope soloing is free-climbing, using a rope, but without another person 
to belay. A climber doing a rope solo has to cover each pitch twice to clean 
up the gear.) And Alpinist magazine reports that from October 6 to 12, 2016, 
S. Quinn Brett and Josie McKee completed seven difficult routes over seven 
days, an adventure they called the “Tour de Ditch” on El Capitan, Lost Arrow 
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Spire, Leaning Tower, Mt Watkins, Washington Column, Half Dome, and 
Liberty Cap, “in that order, and set what are likely two new overall speed 
records and three potential female speed records in the process.”
The Tetons
The 2016 summer was a rough one in the Tetons, with many accidents and 
at least six fatalities. Three of these were on Teewinot (12,325 ft). In the first, 
in May, an Alaskan man, 24-year-old Joseph Lohr, died attempting a descent 
by snowboard and skis. In August, two women from Jackson, Wyoming—
Tyler Strandberg, 27, and Catherine Nix, 27—fell to their deaths. They were 
unroped and off-route.
Grand Teton (13,770 ft) was the scene of two fatalities within ten days in 
July. Both involved guided parties. The first to die was Mary Bilyeu, 43, of 
Edmond, Oklahoma. On July 14, she slipped on a hard patch of snow while 
ascending to the Upper Saddle, usually just rocky terrain, with her climbing 
partner and a guide. Nine days later, a veteran guide, Gary Falk, died after 
falling from a rappel point. He had guided four clients to the summit and was 
assisting their descent. One client had completed the rappel. Evidently, there 
were not enough belay devices for the whole party, so one such device was 
attached to a rope to be hauled up. Near the top, the device became wedged 
in a crack. Seeking to retrieve it, Falk lost his balance.
I was told he was tied in and a knot gave way, but a newspaper report 
says he had unclipped from his anchor to reposition himself. This rappel, the 
only one on the standard descent of Grand Teton, overhangs in its bottom 
half. Sixty years ago, we managed this with a body rappel, which could be 
uncomfortable. Today’s gear reduces the strain, but can produce unexpected 
complications, as it did here.
When I started in the Tetons in 1952, Exum Mountain Guides had five 
or six guides. Today, two companies, Exum and Jackson Hole Mountain 
Guides, together employ about ten times that number. One of the strongest 
of the original Exum guides, Dick Pownall, died last December at age 89. 
In addition to his many routes in the Tetons, he will be remembered as a 
member of the 1963 Everest expedition, which placed the first Americans on 
the summit.
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Dangerous Creatures
The 2016 accident report from the American Alpine Club reveals that humans 
are not the only creatures that cause trouble in the mountains. In three sepa-
rate incidents, climbers were attacked by bats, wasps, and a grizzly bear. The 
bats were sharing a difficult route in Smith Rock State Park, Oregon, with a 
climber whom they bit. The victim did not fall but later underwent a full pro-
phylactic treatment for rabies. The wasps were swarming on a popular climb 
in New York’s Shawangunks. A leader took a fall trying to avoid them. Note 
that one of the climbing routes in that area is called “Wasp.” 
The bear was preparing to hibernate and did not wish to be disturbed. 
It was late November in Banff National Park, Alberta, Canada, when two 
descending climbers intruded on its territory. The bear bit one of them on the 
leg and chased both of them. In these episodes, humans and wildlife survived.
A final cautionary note from the American Alpine Club’s reports last year: 
If any climber has long hair, do not let it become caught in the rappel device. 
This happened to a young woman in Colorado. She was rescued unharmed. 
—Steven Jervis
Alpina Editor
Sources include Alpinist, the American Alpine Journal, Rock and Ice, and the 
Washington Post.
The Man Who Climbed 100,000 Climbs
On April 30, 2016, the 67-year-old American rock climber Ken Nichols made 
his 100,000th lifetime ascent. Nichols, a Connecticut native, led a climb 
called “Subline” at Connecticut’s Ragged Mountain for his milestone ascent. 
According to Nichols, Subline—a 5.10d1 test piece put up by the one-and-
only “Hot” Henry Barber—“is a really sustained 5.10. It’s got great protec-
tion. A classic, beautiful line. It follows this thin crack up past a few corners.” 
One hundred thousand is a number that doesn’t normally get mentioned 
in sports unless it is in reference to record-setting crowds at a college football 
game or the amount of money the richest professional baseball players earn 
per game. So if for no other reason than this, Nichols’s feat is noteworthy. But 
to put Nichols’s accomplishment in perspective, consider the following: If a 
person climbed an average of one route every single day of his or her life, it 
 1. Very difficult by the standards of the Yosemite Decimal System.
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would take close to 274 years to reach 100,000 ascents. Nichols managed to 
do it in just over 45 years of climbing. 
In those 45 years, Nichols maintained meticulous route logs of all his free 
ascents. His own definition of a free ascent is any climb completed entirely 
under his own power, whether led, top-roped, or free-soloed. Thus, his 100,000 
ascents include many top-rope ascents, in addition to the dizzying number of 
leads. “I keep a hand-printed diary,” he says. “Notebooks, 6 by 9 inches, 200 
pages long. I write down the climbing area, the date, who I climbed with, 
what routes I did, details. Anything interesting really.” In recent years, he has 
Ken Nichols top-roping “Unconquerable Crack” on Ragged Mountain in gold-colored, 
flashing-light sneakers (non-climbing shoes) he was given as a gift on the day of his 
100,000th ascent.  CHRIS GESEK
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input all of this information into a spreadsheet to track his climbing with 
even more precision and sophistication. And in the figures distilled from this 
data, Nichols’s 100,000 ascents become even more staggering. 
As of March 29, 2017, Nichols had made 103,320 lifetime ascents. He 
averaged 2,225.86 ascents per year from 1972 through 2016, but his most 
productive year didn’t come until recently, in 2014, when he said he climbed 
7,600 pitches, or an average of 36.53 each day. Before logging his 100,000th 
climb, Nichols made news in 2012 for completing his 10,000th ascent of 
a notoriously difficult 5.11 in Connecticut called “Dol Guldur.” On the 
mountainproject.com page for Dol Guldur, one poster notes, “Ken’s 10,000 
ascents . . . equal approximately 162.9 miles with an overhang of 7.6 miles.” 
On a fact sheet he maintains, Nichols also keeps track of some more 
idiosyncratic and risqué personal records. For example, his hardest ever send 
(a successful climb without falling or hanging on gear) was “Zabba,” a 5.13-; 
his longest streak of consecutive climbing days came in 1986 through 1987, 
when he climbed 654 straight days; his hardest free solo is a 5.11- called “High 
Fidelity”; the hardest route he has ever led barefoot was “Kansas City,” a 5.12; 
and the hardest route he has ever led stark-naked—sans harness and shoes as 
well—is “Mind Bender,” a 5.9.
Even though all of these statistics and factoids are impressive, there is an 
obsessive-compulsive quality latent in all of Nichols’s climbing and record 
keeping. Nichols recognizes that “other people find it impressive or downright 
ridiculous,” but explains his efforts by saying, “I just find the big numbers 
interesting. If you don’t set goals, you just sit around shooting the breeze.” 
But even with this explanation, there is something undeniably quixotic 
about his ad nauseam repetition of individual routes and his ruthless pursuit 
of large numbers for seemingly little reason other than to attain them. This 
singular commitment to goals and ideals—things Nichols himself is quick 
to acknowledge are intrinsic to his playing of the “numbers game,” as he 
puts it—is also responsible for behavior that has made him one of the most 
infamous and contentious figures in American rock climbing during the past 
three decades. 
Nichols began his climbing career at the auspicious moment when the 
free-climbing revolution—the collective move away from pitons and aid 
climbing—was really kicking into gear. “I really started climbing in April 
1972, when I was 24 years old,” he says. “I pounded some pitons into the rock 
and tried to do some aid routes in the late ’60s, but I don’t really count that.” 
Although he never became a rock superstar like some of his peers, he has 
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climbed with the best of them: “I climbed one day with Henry Barber once 
and I’ve climbed with a number of other well-known climbers over the years. 
I climbed with [Jon] Krakauer, and Fritz Wiessner, Royal Robbins, and Lynn 
Hill a couple times.” 
During the 1970s, Nichols came to identify very strongly with the free-
climbing ethos espoused in its purest form. Since before the advent of sport 
climbing, bolts and fixed protection have been a heated topic for debate in 
the climbing community. The emergence of sport climbing only intensified 
divisions, and in the decades since, there have been regional “bolt wars” 
nearly anywhere climbing can be found in the United States. Purists who 
believed that traditional climbing—employing cams, nuts, and other manner 
of “clean” protection—was the only acceptable form of climbing (whether for 
aesthetic, stylistic, environmental, or other reasons) would go out and chop 
bolts from existing climbs. Nichols was one of the staunchest opponents of 
fixed gear and earned a reputation as perhaps the most fanatical chopper in 
the country. 
Nichols’s philosophy on fixed gear and bolts is fairly simple: “The goal 
was, especially in the ’70s, to leave routes clean and leave no trace that you 
were there. And then this bolting thing began. And to me, that’s aid climbing. 
My theory is that if you cannot lead the route from the ground up, and 
place all the pieces, it’s not a free ascent. And if you can’t lead it cleanly 
without damaging the rock, then top-rope it.” His strict adherence to these 
ideas forced him to improvise outlandish, daring, and complex systems 
by which to protect climbs that he wanted to lead free but that lacked 
places for conventional protection. He bagged a collection of first ascents on 
near-featureless faces using tied-off hooks, like those used on tenuous aid 
pitches, which were then tensioned to points on the ground. Despite Nichols’s 
claim in his book Hooked on Ragged: Rock Climbing at Ragged Mountain 
(Sweet Printing Company, 1997) that many of his “hook routes have excellent 
protection with bombproof hooks, the word ‘bombproof ’ being defined as 
able to hold the worst possible fall,” the climbs see few repeats.
His ideas, though pretty far to one end of the spectrum, are not all that 
radical. And the motivations behind them—to protect the rock as much as 
possible and encourage fair play—are laudable. But the extreme measures to 
which he resorted when enforcing theses ideas and imposing them on the 
greater climbing community—that is where it gets more complicated. 
For years, climbers would come upon mangled bolts at cliffs all across 
Connecticut, New Hampshire, and Massachusetts. Nichols was more often 
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than not the culprit. In 1991, Climbing magazine quoted Nichols saying, 
“Once I chop a route, it will remain chopped, no matter how many times I 
have to return to keep it that way. Until the bolting stops, apparently the cliffs 
will have to be destroyed in order to save them.” He bristled at criticism from 
the climbing community about his tactics. In a section titled, “Whiners and 
Complainers,” in the front matter of his Connecticut guidebook Hooked on 
Ragged, Nichols writes, “We all know who these pathetic people are. They’re 
the parasites of the climbing world, those who have nothing good to say about 
anybody or anything and nothing constructive to offer anyone. . . . They 
complain about the lack of fixed protection and top-rope anchors because it’s 
too ‘inconvenient’ to use clean-climbing gear. . . . They’re the first to blame 
their problems on others and the last to take responsibility for themselves. 
Ignore them.” (The boldface is his.)
Climbers throughout the region took continually greater issue with 
Nichols’s behavior over the years. In addition to preventing the development 
of sport climbs (or even traditional climbs, with the lone bolt or two to make 
them safer), Nichols’s independently enforced embargo on fixed gear put at 
least one climber in grave danger. Halfway up what he knew to be a classic 
sport pitch, this climber found that the bolts had been rendered unusable and 
was forced to complete the climb without protection. Nichols’s bolt chopping 
had thus evolved from mere nuisance to serious safety concern.
Many famous crags in the Northeast, from Ragged Mountain in 
Connecticut, to Farley Ledge in Massachusetts, to Rumney in New Hampshire, 
found themselves the victims of Nichols’s uncompromising methods. But 
eventually his vigilantism caught up with him. Climbers in Massachusetts 
managed to catch Nichols in the act of chopping bolts at Farley Ledge in 
2007. He was charged with and convicted of willful destruction of property 
in a Massachusetts court. In addition to a $250 fine, Nichols was banned from 
some of his most beloved climbing areas as part of the court’s decision. 
These days, despite Nichols’s past efforts, the Northeast has a dynamic 
and growing sport climbing community. Many young Yankee climbers are 
blissfully ignorant that there was ever any conflict or controversy concerning 
the bolts they clip. Even revered climbing areas with strict traditional ethics, 
such as Cathedral and Whitehorse ledges in New Hampshire, have more 
than their fair share of bolts. Ragged Mountain and the nearby Connecticut 
crags are the last enclaves where Nichols’s ideals remain the law of the land. 
Even at a place like Farley Ledge, where bolts abound, there are still vestiges 
and reminders of Nichols’s chopping sprees. One is liable to find the stray 
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disfigured bolt hanger. The climb on which Nichols was finally witnessed 
chopping bolts, once known as “Mass Production,” is today known (at least 
familiarly) as “Caught in the Act.”
Bereft of the sense of purpose that crusading against fixed gear no doubt 
gave him, Nichols has chased his records and amassed ascents with great zeal 
similar to the conviction with which he previously chopped bolt after bolt. 
On the day of his 100,000th ascent, a crowd of Nichols’s friends and 
admirers watched at the crag. One friend captured the moment with a 
handheld camcorder from the top of the cliff. At the base, a toddler teetered 
around. If you didn’t already know who Nichols was, you might easily mistake 
him for a grandfather come to watch his grandkids play among the boulders. 
Dressed in a pair of stop-sign-red pajama pants and a blue T-shirt, Nichols 
chatted with everyone, eagerly offered information to first-time crag visitors, 
and genuinely looked as if there was no place he’d rather be. 
Nichols’s 100,000 lifetime ascents are likely a world record for no other 
reason than that few climbers have climbed so often and kept such exhaustive 
records. There’s no denying that his personal climbing achievements are 
impressive and humbling. And, despite his destructive streak, he has 
pioneered thousands of routes during his climbing career that climbers still 
follow. For some, his unorthodox views and his vandalism are impossible to 
overlook. In short, Nichols is a complicated character. But at the bottom of 
his entire career, from his immense list of climbs to his bolt chopping, there 
lies a lifelong passion for climbing rivaled by very few. Asked if he has any 
further goals, Nichols says: “Actually I don’t. Other than individual routes. 
Some of my favorite routes. But I have no major goals. But that’s no reason 
to stop. I just like climbing, ya know?”
—Michael Levy
Michael Levy is a 2012 graduate of Williams College who guided climbs in Vietnam 
and China for two years. He has also worked for a Boston technology startup. He 
lives now in Colorado, where he freelances for climbing magazines.
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    Fly Fishing the San Juans
That meadow stream breaks my heart, 
unwinds in a valley of sage grass,
turns back on itself again, again,
disappears in a stand of aspens.
Upstream, a green ribbon of glides
and shallow riffles. I fish every mile,
love it most where it slows and runs deep—
grassy banks at the bends eroded.
All summer the greenback cutthroat trout
are blushed and spotted. 
Francis Lunney
Francis Lunney began writing poetry while a graduate student at the University of 
New Hampshire. His poems have appeared in The Owen Wister Review, Salamander, 
and Outside Bozeman magazine. He works as an elementary school reading specialist 
in Manchester-by-the-Sea, Massachusetts.
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Letters
Trail Magic
Regarding your article on trail magic (Christine Woodside’s “With Magic 
Like This, Who Needs Routine?” in Summer/Fall 2016, 67 no. 2), I can sum 
up my response in four words: Hike your own hike. 
I feel you have somewhat overstated its impact, its reception, and even 
its rate of occurrence. On my Appalachian Trail thru-hike in 2013, I kept a 
detailed journal and recorded eighteen instances of trail magic that involved 
food set out for thru-hikers. This over a period of 171 days. North of the 
Mason–Dixon line, or about half the trail, there were a total of six, and nota-
bly one in Vermont, zero in New Hampshire, and one in Maine. Hardly the 
“ubiquitous” occurrence you allude to. This does not count the occasional 
cooler left along the side of a trail that was just as often empty or containing 
a couple modest snacks, or jugs of water usually left in spots where water 
sources were unreliable or dried up at that time. Quite welcome indeed. I 
recall three or maybe four times that hamburgers, hot dogs, or other meats 
were being grilled, and [I] would say, on a whole, there were as many whole-
some foods that thru-hikers crave, like fresh fruit and vegetables, as fried 
chicken and junk food. Also, there were lots of cookies, chips, and sodas—
exactly the things most hikers crave because they cannot carry things like this 
and want the calories. 
Put things in perspective. That’s an average of once every ten days over 
the course of the hike, and once every fourteen days over the second half. It 
always occurs at a road crossing, not on top of a mountain, so I would hardly 
consider it any sort of buzzkill for the hiking experience. The road crossing 
leads to towns where hikers go to eat at restaurants, usually the same things 
you seem to speak despairingly of, go to the Laundromat, and purchase food 
supplies for the upcoming trail section.
Let’s talk about the positives of trail magic. Many thru-hikers scrape 
together what few dollars they can to try and complete their hike. Trail magic 
is a godsend to these folks. A long-distance hike can get lonely. Trail magic 
provides a rare opportunity to sit and rest and catch up with your fellow hik-
ers without the added chore of tasks to complete, such as is the case at camp 
or in town. Long-distance hikers, as you know, live with extreme caloric defi-
cit, near dehydration, and dietary deprivation on almost every level. When 
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presented with the opportunity to alleviate this, in town or at road-crossing 
trail magic, they take it. Christine, if you are saying that you did not do this, 
then you are one of a set of zero that I met on the trail. If you are saying other 
thru-hikers should refrain from these temptations, you would find virtually 
no followers. Also, those who offer trail magic often do so as a way to pay for-
ward what was bestowed upon them or a family member who hiked before. 
That’s what really makes it magic. It self-perpetuates.
I was struck by your characterization of the purpose of a long-distance 
hike. “Discomfort, challenge, loneliness, and uncertainty of whether your 
supplies would last until the next town.” Really? That was not the purpose of 
my hike or anyone else’s I met. It might have been yours, but that’s just the 
thing. Everyone has their own purpose for a long-distance hike, so why would 
you judge everyone else against your purpose?
One observation on slackpacking. Although I myself did not slackpack, I 
felt no ill will toward those who chose to. It was their choice and their hike. 
I could not help but think that whoever did raise any objection felt that the 
very notion of slackpacking was “not fair” and somehow cheapened their own 
effort. Again, very self-centered and judgmental. What matter is it of yours? 
Why write an editorial criticizing it (thinly veiled as some sort of concern 
for these people and the integrity of their hike)? To me it comes across as 
self-righteous. 
—Chris Laganos, Sugar Hill, New Hampshire
Sierra Club Founder David Brower
For sixteen years after his death, my father, David Brower, has been receiving 
his subscription to Appalachia, a magazine he much enjoyed in life. (Issues 
will continue to come to the family house, I hope, unless I have blown it with 
this letter.) 
In David Brower’s posthumous copy of the Winter/Spring 2017 issue 
(68 no. 1), I read and enjoyed David Leff’s review of Robert Wyss’s book The 
Man Who Built the Sierra Club: A Life of David Brower. I have not read the 
Wyss book, but much of what he writes, as relayed by Leff, seems on target. 
A few old myths get perpetuated.
Leff (or Wyss) reports that as part of a compromise in a successful effort 
to kill two dams proposed for Dinosaur National Monument, David Brower 
“agreed to the much larger Glen Canyon Dam downstream.” Untrue. The 
executive committee of the Sierra Club board agreed to that dam, not my 
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father, who was staunchly opposed to compromise. He believed he could 
kill all four dams of the Colorado River Storage Project. On the eve of the 
vote, he was in Washington marshaling votes when the Sierra Club executive 
committee sent a telegram instructing him to withdraw opposition to Glen 
Canyon Dam. 
My father felt guilt, but not for compromising. He felt guilty for not fly-
ing a red-eye home to San Francisco to argue. 
Wyss (by way of Leff) argues that the “exhibit format” books my father 
created with Ansel Adams, Eliot Porter, and other great nature photographers 
“diverted resources for advocacy.” Those books WERE advocacy. They also 
brought throngs of people into the movement and were a principal reason the 
Sierra Club membership grew from 7,000 to 70,000 on his watch. 
That my father was a “poor financial manager” is correct. It was deliberate. 
He didn’t care about the bottom line; he cared about saving wilderness and 
the planet. In that effort, he didn’t mind dipping into the red. He was stub-
born, for sure, but other adjectives in the Wyss appraisal, “abrasive, hostile, 
intemperate, reckless,” could not be more wildly off the mark. 
 
—Ken Brower, Berkeley, California 
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    Whooping Cranes 
    At Cedar Lake
Fewer than 180 whooping cranes
remain in the world.
Three thousand miles from home
a pair of whooping cranes
rests on a pond. The whole country
comes to see, talking of the miracle
they ever found each other.
I tell them, “Love finds a way.”
That night in a lonely dream
I unfold my white, long wings
and fly over fields and towns
 in search of you. 
John Smelcer 
John Smelcer is the last living member of the Ahtna tribe of Alaska who can read, 
write, and speak the tribe’s severely endangered language. He is the author of 50 
books, including his poetry book Indian Giver (Leapfrog, 2016). 
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News and Notes
Guyot Campsite Renovations
There’s no easy way to get there. Guyot Campsite sits nestled in the center of 
the White Mountain National Forest, a strategic location for hikers attempting 
the infamous “Pemi Traverse” (the circuit hike around the perimeter of 
the Pemigewasset Wilderness) or those desiring to hike the Bonds for the 
stunning overlook into the wilderness. Guyot is one of the Appalachian 
Mountain Club’s busiest campsites, with more than 3,500 visitors in 2016. 
And yet, there’s no easy way to get there, especially with a 50-pound generator 
strapped to your packboard, along with all of your personal gear and food, for 
a week of building new platforms.
Somehow, in a roundabout way—you know how way leads on to way— 
I found myself on a crew hiking into Guyot this past summer to assist with 
the expansion project. We would build new platforms to help manage this 
extremely popular site's historical high use. Here’s the truth: Before this past 
June, I had never lifted a rockbar in my life; I didn’t know what a pick mat-
tock was, I’d never used a generator to power hand drills before, and I had 
only hiked to Guyot once, as a trip leader, taking teenagers to the site for an 
overnight. Frankly, I had no idea what I was getting myself into. I was com-
pletely out of my element, standing at the trailhead, looking at my watch, 
and wondering if I’d packed enough snacks to get myself through the slog of 
hoofing it up the steep, butt-kicking Zeacliff Trail.
I was among solid teammates: Joe Roman, currently the AMC backcoun-
try resource and campsite manager (who took over from the former man-
ager, Sally Manikian); his field coordinator, James “Jimmy” Vittetau; the New 
Hampshire-born and -raised Aaron “Ace” Emerson, who was working as a 
roving caretaker in the Mahoosuc Range; and a few more intrepid souls. The 
combination was a recipe for much laughter and solid work. (Editor’s note: 
For more about Manikian, Vittetau, and Roman, see Sally Manikian’s story, 
“A Woman in the Woods, Working,” on page 32.)
“Amanda, do you think that we are going make it? I mean, do you think 
that we’re going to finish by Friday?” I was standing with Amanda Cumbee 
Burgess at the best water fountain in the White Mountains, flowing from the 
wooden-cut trough that serves as Guyot’s water source.
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She looked at me and said, “Uhh, I don’t know, but I trust Jimmy.” With 
that, we got back to digging our holes for the posts. It took me the better 
part of the entire morning, and after lunch, to dig a three-foot-deep hole. 
You never know what you’ll find once you start digging. Large rocks and 
ledge, mostly, with some roots mixed in. It only took twenty minutes to fill 
in the hole around the inserted wooden post—twenty minutes! After a whole 
morning of digging. These posts would serve as the foundation for the new 
platforms, and getting the foundation right is the most important thing, as 
any good carpenter will tell you. It was all new to me, so I kept digging.
Guyot is a special place. Originally built in the 1920s, its current footprint 
was constructed in 1939 by four members of the AMC Trail Crew. The first 
tent platforms were built in the early 1970s, with the campsite as it now lies 
completed by 1973. Since then, the site use has increased dramatically every 
year. To deal with this annual influx of visitors, the AMC partnered with 
the U.S. Forest Service in developing a plan to add platforms and to turn a 
couple of existing 8-by-10-foot platforms into 10-by-12-foot group platforms. 
Anyone who’s stayed up at Guyot in the height of summer knows to get to 
camp early to snag a spot in the shelter or on a platform; otherwise, you end 
up in the overflow areas, increasing the impact on an already heavily used site. 
The Guyot caretaker has a particularly challenging job, juggling more than 
90 people at times, while trying to educate visitors about Leave No Trace 
principles and managing the composting toilet system. 
“Respect the lines, Sarah!” Jimmy bellowed at me. I had just knocked over 
the thin yellow string we’d strung up between two trekking poles to place the 
posts correctly. He looked at me and immediately apologized, and I did, too. 
I was learning what it takes to make things level on a heavily slanted job site, 
in the backcountry, in the middle of the White Mountains. 
Guyot provided challenges to our crew. The very nature of the location, 
with its steep slopes, required us to cut into the hillsides, building multiple 
retaining walls out of heavy boulders and smaller rocks. Joe and Jimmy also 
hiked up in advance to prep the site, chopping down dozens of trees. It took 
several helicopter loads to fly in the necessary wood, which we stacked pre-
cariously along the back side of the caretaker’s tent. For the largest group 
platform we built, the challenge was to get it level on such a steep slope. 
Getting the four posts secure and deep enough required the steady use of a 
rock drill, with which we honed the surface of two large boulders. One of 
the boulders was already in place; the other, Ace Emerson moved with his 
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strength and willpower. This platform would be our grandest achievement. 
Its three-sided railing would protect visitors from a big fall. The tallest post on 
one end would stand more than seven feet high. With the posts secured and 
the joist built, only nailing in the decking remained. We all looked at each 
other and decided to work straight through (delaying dinner) until we’d put 
on the full decking. 
Swinging my legs back and forth between the joist’s beams, pounding 
in nails with my friends, then standing on the flat (and level!) completed 
platform’s surface was a true privilege. That night, after stuffing our faces with 
a well-deserved dinner, we all grabbed our sleeping bags and pads, laying them 
out in rows to watch the shooting stars and to fall asleep on the platform we 
had just constructed. Very early the next morning, I heard the rustling of the 
sleeping bag to my right, and I poked my head out to see the most stunning 
sunrise I have had the privilege to witness. The clouds curled around and in 
between the mountains’ curves, and the colors changed rapidly from red to 
pink to yellow. 
We’d built it. We were the first ones to sleep on it. We won’t be the last. 
—Sarah Audsley
Sarah Audsley is a freelance writer, poet, climber, and outdoor enthusiast living in 
New Hampshire’s White Mountain region. She works seasonally for the Appalachian 
Mountain Club’s Trails Department, while pursuing a creative writing degree in the 
MFA Program for Writers at Warren Wilson College. 
Editor’s note: For more, see Marc Chalufour and Ryan Smith’s story on Guyot 
caretakers (outdoors.org/articles/amc-outdoors/taking-care) and a video by Joe 
Roman on composting outhouses (outdoors.org/articles/blogs/after-we-close-the-lid). 
Hiker Center Expands in Monson, Maine 
Monson, Maine, the southern outpost of the 100-Mile Wilderness, is famous 
for its hospitality, good food, and welcoming community. It has welcomed 
Appalachian Trail hikers since the trail was completed in the late 1930s. The 
town was designated an official A.T. Community in 2012. For northbound 
thru-hikers, Monson is the last town in which to resupply, relax, and prepare 
for the end of their 2,190-mile journey. Because of all of the aforementioned 
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qualities, Monson is the prime location for outreach to the increasing num-
bers of long-distance hikers before they reach Baxter State Park and Katahdin.
In the summer of 2016, the Appalachian Trail Conservancy expanded 
the Monson A.T. Visitor Center to be open every day, educating thru-hikers 
about the last leg of their journey. Two staffers talked with hikers as they 
came through. They explained the challenges of the 100-Mile Wilderness, 
the special protections and management regulations in Baxter State Park, and 
the logistics of the last several days of their thru-hikes. They used a display 
model of Katahdin, on loan from Friends of Baxter State Park, to outline the 
approach to the mountain and a summit calendar that hikers used to deter-
mine when the summit might be more or less crowded. Hikers also signed up 
at an electronic kiosk for Baxter State Park long-distance hiker permits. The 
representatives worked in conjunction with Baxter State Park field staffers to 
communicate well with hikers and address new challenges. 
About 2,000 visitors stopped in at the hiker center between June and 
October 2016. About half were long-distance hikers, and the others were 
either day-hikers or visitors to the area. At least 70 percent of northbound 
thru-hikers visited the center. Rangers at Katahdin Stream Campground 
reported that hikers were more educated than in previous years, aware of the 
management regulations of the park, and respectful of the park’s mission. 
Building on the success of the first year of the expansion, ATC and its 
partners are looking to reach even more northbound hikers, to encourage 
southbound hikers to stop in, to build educational curricula for organized 
groups, and to establish a community event series for Monson residents 
and visitors to the area in 2017. For more information, email the center at 
monsonvisitorcenter@appalachiantrail.org and find directions, 2017 hours 
of operation, and programming updates on the center’s Facebook page at 
facebook.com/monsonatvisitorcenter.
—Claire Polfus
Baxter State Park Will Limit Katahdin Hikers
This year for the first time ever, the Baxter State Park Authority is limiting 
the number of Appalachian Trail long-distance hikers allowed onto the Hunt 
Trail, the section of the AT that climbs Katahdin, Maine’s highest mountain 
and the AT’s popular northern terminus.
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The cap will be 3,150 long-distance hikers, distributed according to which 
direction or style of hiking the AT they choose: 1,350 permits will go to AT 
northbounders, 610 to southbounders, 840 to section hikers, and 350 to “flip-
floppers” (whose who hike northbound for half of the trail, then southbound 
from the northern end back to the halfway point). The AT covers 2,190 miles, 
from Springer Mountain in Georgia to Maine’s Katahdin.
The number to be allowed represents a 15 percent increase over the actual 
numbers of thru-hikers who climbed Katahdin in 2016. Park officials said the 
average yearly increase in Katahdin hikers is 9 percent over 25 years but that 
the increases from year to year have become more dramatic in recent years.
Baxter State Park’s decision is consistent with its primary mission and 
the language of its guiding principles, which emphasize preserving natural 
resources in their wild state for the use and enjoyment of the people of Maine. 
The land was donated, and funding comes from a philanthropic trust and user 
fees, with none from public sources. Thus, decisions made by the Baxter State 
Park Authority are not subject to rigorous public and stakeholder debate, 
discussion, or engagement, as in public lands across the country. 
The limits on long-distance hikers place that group under restrictions 
similar to rules that day-hikers to Katahdin have been subject to for many 
years. “Informal communications left by [park donor] Percival Baxter to 
direct the governance and management of Baxter Park are silent regarding 
the AT,” Baxter State Park officials said in a statement. “They are not silent, 
however, as to the need to balance human use and resource protection.”
The passes are free but only available in person at the park gate or Katah-
din Stream campground, and to be valid, they must be stamped at the Katah-
din Stream Ranger Station. Fines will be levied on noncompliant hikers. If all 
of the permits are given out and more thru-hikers arrive at the park, they will 
be asked to enter as the rest of visitors do, by the road at Togue Pond Gate.
The Appalachian Trail Conservancy released a statement in disagreement 
with the permit cap. “In our view this policy is not based on best practices, 
sufficient research or analysis of the current impact of AT hikers on park 
resources and the hiking experience,” Ron Tipton, ATC’s executive director, 
was quoted as saying. 
Baxter State Park first started registering thru-hikers in 2016, but it didn’t 
cap their numbers. The passes were available at the park and at a new visitor 
center in Monson, Maine, run by the ATC. (See “Hiker Center Expands in 
Monson, Maine,” on page 138.) Passes are only available at the park this year. 
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The Monson center helps hikers understand the fragility of trail lands and 
how to best act while crossing through busy stretches, such as the trail up 
Katahdin, the ATC believes. “ATC’s role continues as an important interface 
between hikers, the physical resource, the AT community of Monson, and 
our trail management partners,” said Hawk Metheny, ATC’s New England 
regional director.
Opponents of the permits appear concerned that setting a limit on use 
overall does not address the challenges of peak months, weeks, or days. Use 
trends are difficult to predict, with ten-year cycles of peaks and valleys; hiker 
numbers suggest that as 2017 began, New England might see peak numbers, 
indicating that, in 2017, the AT will be at least as busy as 2016. 
This policy change at Baxter is a single example of an ongoing national 
conversation on unified approaches to visitor use and policies. The federal 
Interagency Visitor Use Management Council has joined representatives from 
the Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Forest Service, National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, National Park Service, U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The discussion of handling 
visitors to public lands signals a major need, similar to the rise of the Leave 
No Trace movement as a response to the backpacking boom of the 1970s. 
The visitor use council published its “Interagency Visitor Use Management 
Framework” last year, guidelines the ATC endorsed. Its many strategies for 
protecting the AT and the trail experience include, “Management of visitor 
use will reflect an awareness of the unique needs of long-distance hikers,” and, 
“Redistribute or reduce use during peak hiker season, in high-use locations, 
or when impact potential is high.”
—Sally Manikian, Christine Woodside, and press releases from Baxter State 
Park and the Appalachian Trail Conservancy
New Hampshire Woman Completes “the Grid” in One Year
Late in the evening of December 26, 2016, on the summit of Mount Isolation 
in the Dry River Wilderness, Sue Johnston became the first person to 
complete “the grid” in one calendar year. She had summited all 48 peaks 
on the Appalachian Mountain Club’s 4,000-footer list in every month of 
2016. The numbers are daunting: 576 summits; 1,001,820 feet of elevation 
gain; climbing 48 mountains every month in the unpredictable chaos of 
White Mountain weather. Johnston went through three pairs of MICROspikes 
and quite a few sets of poles. She broke a snowshoe and made at least 
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20 passes on the railroad grade of the 
Lincoln Woods Trail. 
Only 70 people have ever finished the 
grid, but everyone else has taken many 
years to do so. Hikers usually make an 
actual grid listing each mountain and 
including spaces for each month of the 
year next to it listing climbs of each peak 
in January, February, March, April, and 
so on over any number of years. Although 
grid climbers work off of the AMC’s offi-
cial list of New Hampshire’s 48 4,000-foot-
ers, theirs is an underground peakbagging 
movement. AMC doesn’t officially recognize grid 
completers at its annual dinner where certificates are 
given to new members of the Four Thousand Footer 
Club, or those who have climbed all 48 peaks.
Johnston completed the grid earlier, over a period of several years. That 
completion was remarkable, too, because it was only the third in history. She 
has been a consistent, constant, and quiet presence in the hiking and trail-
running community for decades. She thru-hiked the Appalachian Trail, set 
a still-standing fastest-known time for running California’s John Muir Trail, 
and placed well in a slew of ultramarathons around the country. Although 
ultramarathons and trail races gauge placement by gender, the athletes race 
side by side on the same trail. “I consider myself a feminist,” Johnston said, 
taking some satisfaction in having been the first person, male or female, to 
complete the grid inside of a year. 
Aiding her feat were the remarkably mild winter of 2016 and dry and 
cloudless summer. April and May were incredibly icy, and December was wild 
and windy. In the same year, Johnston fit in The fourteen Maine 4,000ers, a 
two-week trip to New Mexico, and a trip to Baxter State Park. 
Johnston said she pursues this life because it suits her. She values long, 
hard days in the mountains, which she says feel like home, and the fact that 
she has the time to spend this way. She admitted that it takes a great deal 
of work not to get sick or injured, and to focus intensely and consistently. 
Her husband and partner, Chris, functioned as her support crew, much like 
that of any endurance athlete. Johnston said the course of her year on the 
grid was defined by what she found important: not keeping track of time, 
Sue Johnston on Bondcliff 
in December 2016.   
COURTESY OF SUE JOHNSTON 
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acknowledging how the same mountain is different in each month, and 
maintaining the mindset that this was a choice and a joy. And, admittedly, 
it took a little bit of the collector instinct. “I like having the list and crossing 
things off,” she said.
Johnston wrote a blog about her experience at runsuerun.blogspot.com.
—Sally Manikian
Memories of 5 Joy Street
The Appalachian Mountain Club’s headquarters from 1923 to 2017 was 5 
Joy Street, in the Beacon Hill section of Boston. Since the mid-1970s, the space 
included the adjoining 3 and 4 Joy Street. As this journal went to press, the club 
was preparing to move into its new building, in Charlestown. These scenes of the 
building over the years, from the AMC Library & Archives, capture the insides 
of the charming, somtimes cramped, always beloved row houses. All photos are 
from the AMC Library & Archives, and photographers are noted when known. 
The Lawrence Room, on the second floor of 5 Joy Street, circa 1923. It was named for the 
longest-serving AMC secretary, Rosewell B. Lawrence, who served from 1883–1916. The 
room later was split into the president’s office and a conference room.  SOLATIA M. TAYLOR
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The front door of 5 Joy Street, date uncertain. Stained glass designer Horace J. Phipps 
was a tenant around the time the AMC moved in. It’s believed that he created the glass 
club logo in the top section.
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The library on the fourth floor of 4 Joy Street, seen from the loft, circa 1976. The purchase 
of numbers 3 and 4 in 1975 brought together the book and map collection, which by then 
had spread to various rooms of number 5. Later this room also housed the club’s archives.
Handmade signs and homey displays greeted a guidebook shopper in the front lobby in 
the 1970s.  GEORGE BELLEROSE
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Books and Media 
Continental Divide: A History of  
American Mountaineering 
By Maurice Isserman
W. W. Norton & Company, 2016, 436 pages. 
ISBN: 978-0-393-06850-4. Price: $28.95 
(hardcover).
Despite its title, this is more than a 
book about exploring and climbing in the 
Rocky Mountains. It covers all of this nation’s 
geography where notable mountaineering 
exploits have occurred, as well as prominent 
American achievements in the Alps, Himalaya, 
and elsewhere.
The book begins its history of American mountaineering with Darby 
Field’s 1642 ascent of Mount Washington, then known as “the White Hill.” 
Maurice Isserman finds “the real organizational history of American moun-
taineering begins in 1876,” with the founding of the Appalachian Mountain 
Club. The AMC is praised for early innovations, such as regular outings for 
men and women, its yearly “August Camp” in changing locations, and the 
huts in the White Mountains of New Hampshire. “A 1907 AMC guidebook 
contained the first published suggestion in the United States that climbing 
rocks was something people might be interested in doing for its own sake,” 
Isserman writes. Also covered are such prominent club members as Robert 
Underhill (1889–1983), denoted “the Johnny Appleseed of advanced climbing 
technique.” Appalachia receives fairly frequent mention as a mountaineering 
journal of record.
Covering 400 years of exploration, first ascents, and iconic climbs, 
Continental Divide is a tour de force. It starts at a time when mountains were 
seen as forbidding places with supernatural overtones or barriers to progress, 
and it ends in the era of modern mass recreation. Each mountain range 
introduced is given a brief, helpful explanation of its natural and cultural 
history. Attention is paid to mountaineering’s role in larger social currents, 
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from expansionist nineteenth-century manifest destiny to the development 
of national parks and the environmental movement.
The book takes us to scores of mountain ranges. We go from the White 
Mountains to North Carolina’s Mount Mitchell, from the Colorado four-
teeners to Denali, from Rainer to the Sierra and the far side of the globe. 
Stories from the 1800s include those of western fur trappers, such as John 
Colter (1774–1812) and Jedediah Smith (1799–1831); eastern hostlers, such as 
Ethan Allen Crawford (1792–1846); and military topographical explorers, 
such as Zebulon Pike (1779–1813) and John C. Frémont (1813–1890). Henry 
David Thoreau (1817–1862) is said to be first with the goal of spiritual self-
discovery, and John Muir (1838–1914) is lauded as “the greatest figure in 
American mountaineering.” The rivalry between Annie Peck (1850–1935) and 
Fanny Bullock Workman (1859–1925) makes particularly engaging reading.
Twentieth-century climber profiles read like a who’s who. They include 
the climber, cartographer, and photographer Bradford Washburn, Jr. (1910–
2007), who also established the Boston Museum of Science; mountaineer 
Charlie Houston (1913–2009); and the Yosemite denizens and gear entrepre-
neurs Royal Robbins (1935–2017 ) and Yvon Chouinard (1938– ). In the 1950s, 
Jack Kerouac (1922–1969) is credited with inspiring the “rucksack revolution” 
of mountain wandering for renewal and redemption.
The book’s strength is also its greatest fault. So much ground is covered 
that the text sometimes becomes a thicket of climber and mountain names 
and summit dates. Maps with climbing routes might have helped in this 
regard. Focused largely on elite climbers, the backpacking phenomenon that 
began in the 1970s and the impact of mountain recreation on ordinary citizens 
are largely ignored. The period from 1964 to the present is rendered in only 
five pages.
Despite these flaws, Continental Divide provides a time-measured 
perspective of mountain history for serious climbers, weekend mountaineers, 
and armchair hikers. 
—David K. Leff
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East of the Himalaya Mountain Peak Maps:  
Alps of Tibet & Beyond
By Tamotsu Nakamura
Kinokuniya Co. (Japan), 2016.
Price: approximately $150 (hardcover); order at ibd@
kinokuniya.co.jp. 
With the growing number of mountaineers 
with high-altitude technical skills, you might think 
that most of the high peaks of the world have been 
climbed already. You would be wrong, as this book demonstrates. It pres-
ents photographs and descriptions of an abundance of untouched routes 
and mountains in remote eastern Tibet and western China. Phrases such as 
“unclimbed,” “untrodden,” and “some are nameless” will spur adventurers 
from all over the world. 
Not that these regions have been entirely neglected. Every year brings 
reports of new and usually difficult ascents. But if you doubt that much 
remains, look at the 540 photos in this book. They are all in color, and many 
are astounding. They appear generally two to six on the page. The resolution 
is good, the paper clear, and the page size considerable (12 by 9 inches). 
Almost all pages are stunning, but you might start at 218: two images of 
Mianzin (6,054 meters), one of the most gorgeous pyramidal peaks you will 
ever see. Then look to the right for Jiajiren-an (5,470 meters, justly captioned 
as “unique shaped”). It resembles a jagged giant piece of pastry. It’s hard to 
believe it is real. And there are 537 more pictures, many equally spectacular. 
Two British climbers, Nick Bullock and Paul Ramsden, have already benefited 
from these photos in their 2016 ascent of Nyainqentangla South East (7,046 
meters). Ramsden has said, “The main reason we went was because of pictures 
from the north side supplied by Tom Nakamura, the famous Tibetan explorer 
and chronicler.”
For geographical and sometimes political reasons, these enticing mountains 
are difficult to access. If you do get there, you will benefit from the many full-
page color maps in this book. 
The only frustrating part of this volume is the geographical and historical 
introduction. It appears with identical content in Japanese, Chinese, and 
English. I don’t know about the first two, but the English is unidiomatic, 
awkward, and at times mysterious (“skies are keys”). There is much useful 
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information, but it is difficult to connect the prose with the photos. I wish 
there had been an index. 
A salute to “Tom” Nakamura. Now in his 80s, he has spent years exploring 
these remote mountains. He was in south Tibet and Nepal as recently as fall 
2016. His book, a publication marking the 110th anniversary of the Japanese 
Alpine Club, is worthy of its splendid subject. 
—Steven Jervis 
One Hundred Summers: The People of the 
Appalachian Mountain Club Professional  
White Mountain Trail Crew, Their Work  
and Adventures
By Natalie Beittel and Kyle Peckham 
Hosac Farm (independently published),  
2016, 282 pages.
ISBN-13: 978-0692787786. Price: $16 (paperback).
One morning in August of 1922 after three days’ record-breaking, 
grueling work with axes and cross-cut saws on the longest trail up Mt. Wash-
ington, we were up at five o’clock so as to make the forenoon train through 
Crawford Notch. After breakfast and packing, we started up the long northern 
slope of the Stairs Mountain. The sun, still low in the east, slanted its level rays 
of light through a forest of birches on our left. The woods were fragrant with 
the dewy coolness of the night. As we mounted the easy grade and neared the 
level of the summit, one of the crew, Stilly, said, “Just think, fellows! There are 
a hundred boys at home who would give good money to be here with us, and 
we’re being paid for it!
This remembrance by Paul R. Jenks, then a high school Latin teacher in 
Flushing, New York, is among dozens of passages in a largely entertaining and 
informative book that compiles remembrances of the early days of the first 
professional White Mountain trail crew. Jenks helped found the crew in 1919.
All of us who hike in the White Mountains of New Hampshire and else-
where owe a huge debt of gratitude to professional trail workers, who perform 
backbreaking labor in brutal conditions for long hours and low wages.
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Compiled by Natalie Beittel and Kyle Peckham, who met in 2009 while 
working for the Appalachian Mountain Club’s trail crew and later married, 
the book collects short essays by fellow crew alumni. The book is best read 
like a series of day hikes rather than one long expedition. The book reports 
in considerable detail about the joys and travails of life on a trail crew, along 
with accounts of Herculean toil.
Although Beittel and Peckham clearly spent considerable time track-
ing down and interviewing crew members, as well as researching published 
sources containing comments by Jenks and other “old masters” who date back 
to the crew’s near-century-old origins, the narrative thread that binds their 
words together is slender. I would like to have read a chronology describing 
more clearly how the crew’s equipment, gender makeup, working conditions, 
and overall mission may have evolved over the decades. 
The accounts aren’t chronological. Memories of workers from the 1930s 
follow those from the 1970s, and the next story might be back in the 1920s. 
Although many contributions are colorful and engaging, some are dry and 
perfunctory. More selective editing would have made for better reading. Then 
again, historic prose often is like a walk in the woods; at times, you have to 
slog before reaching an inspirational vista.
—Steve Fagin
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Canoes: A Natural History in  
North America
By Mark Neuzil and Norman Sims 
University of Minnesota Press,  
2016, 370 pages.
ISBN: 978-0-8166-8117-4.  
Price: $39.95 (hardcover).
If you’re of a certain age and 
attended summer camp, it’s almost 
certain that the first boat you boarded was a canoe. Long before the kayak 
assumed supremacy over recreational waters, the sleek, elegantly simple canoe 
was the prevailing paddle-powered vessel, popular from sea to shining sea.
As reported in Mark Neuzil and Norman Sims’s illuminating and 
inspirational new volume, ancient records of canoes found from the Pacific 
Northwest to the coast of Maine, in Minnesota and Mexico, in the Southeast 
and across the Caribbean show that, aside from construction materials, little 
has changed in their basic design. Today’s Kevlar and carbon fiber models are 
much the same slender, open watercraft with seats for fore and aft paddlers as 
the vintage birch bark and dugout boats used by the nation’s earliest natives 
and explorers.
This coffee-table-size book, lavishly supplemented with artwork, photo-
graphs, charts, and diagrams, traces the canoe’s role in discovering and set-
tling the nation, including accounts of eighteenth-century fur traders, as well 
as such legendary paddlers as Sir Alexander Mackenzie, who crossed North 
America in birch bark and dugout canoes a decade before Meriwether Lewis 
and William Clark’s celebrated overland expedition. By the way, Norm Sims 
is a very active AMC volunteer leader. See an interview in the March/April 
issue of AMC Outdoors: http://www.outdoors.org/articles/amc-outdoors/
liquid-assets-amcs-whitewater-conservation-volunteers/.
Over the years, my own watercraft preference in racing, touring, and rec-
reational paddling has shifted from canoes to kayaks. (Neuzil and Sims make 
passing references to this nationwide trend.) Like Mackenzie, the Scottish 
fur trader who explored those waters more than two centuries earlier, my 
son Tom and I counted our paces between portages. So did Mackenzie, as 
Neuzil and Sims report: “The Portage of Plein Champ, three hundred nine-
teen paces; The Descharge of Campion, one hundred and eighty-four paces; 
the Portage of the Grosse Roche, one hundred and fifty paces; the Portage 
of Paresseaux, four hundred and two paces. . . .” The book also quotes from 
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Mackenzie’s 1793 journal of a crossing of the Great Divide on foot through 
snow, followed by a descent to the Bella Coola River, where Mackenzie’s party 
boarded canoes built and paddled by local Indians:
At one in the afternoon we embarked, with our small baggage, in two canoes, 
accompanied by seven of the natives. The stream was rapid, and ran upwards 
of six miles and hour. We came to a weir . . . where the natives landed us, and 
shot over it without taking a drop of water. They then received us on board 
again, and we continued our voyage, passing many canoes on the river.
There have been times on my voyages when I silently hoped for such assis-
tance. Even today, miles and miles from civilization, with no other humans 
in sight or electronic navigation aboard, paddlers will feel as Mackenzie must 
have. I came to realize that our canoe was not just a mode of transportation 
but our connection to home.
I reflected on this thought when reading the Pulitzer Prize–winning author 
John McPhee’s introduction, in which he recalls being surrounded by canoes 
while growing up in a Vermont summer camp: “They were very good wood-
and-canvas keeled or keelless canoes, lake or river canoes. We were in them 
every day wherever we went. . . . We were like some sort of crustaceans with 
our rib-and-planking exoskeletons, and to this day I do not feel complete or 
safe unless I am surrounded by the protective shape of a canoe.”
—Steve Fagin
On Trails: An Exploration
By Robert Moor
Simon & Schuster, 2016, 341 pages. 
ISBN: 978-1-4767-3921-2. 
Price: $25.00 (hardcover).
Conceived during a five-month hike on the 
Appalachian Trail following graduate school, 
this book is a confluence of adventure, scientific 
inquiry, and philosophical meditation. Thoughtful 
hikers often know the natural and cultural history 
of an area and might have some familiarity with 
trail building and maintenance. Robert Moor goes further and probes the 
very notion of what might be called “trailness.” He examines the various ways 
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in which trails make connections between places, actual and metaphorical. 
He maintains that “a path is a way of making sense of the world,” and that 
“the chief virtue of the trail’s confining structure is that it frees the mind up 
for more contemplative pursuits.”
In beautiful, evocative prose, Moor begins by searching for the origins of 
trails. His first stop is Newfoundland, where he seeks out a scientist studying 
the fossil paths of tiny, long-extinct organisms to better understand the origin 
of locomotion at the dawn of animal life. Finding that “the invention of 
trails provided a powerful new tool of animal communication,” he moves on 
to caterpillars and ants and then large mammals, such as elephants, buffalo, 
and deer.
In the foothills of North Carolina, Moor spends time with a historian 
exploring ancient Cherokee trails, which, according to his guide, have been 
85 percent paved over by modern roads. Of particular interest to hikers is the 
conclusion that American Indian trails don’t normally grow into hiking trails 
because they have different objectives. The former are designed to get from 
one place to another efficiently, while the latter seek scenic routes and places 
with interesting natural features.
He calls current summit conditions “a kind of suburban horror.” Katahdin, 
however, “is emblematic of the wilderness as a whole, which has always been 
the direct result of human ingenuity, foresight, and restraint.” He notes that 
the wildness of Baxter State Park “was not given. It was made.”
Moor explores trails created by modern technology, like the interstate 
highway system and the Internet. “The core function of any trail is to 
connect,” he writes. It is “a conduit through which matter or information 
can flow.” He examines that notion on the ground via the International 
Appalachian Trail (IAT), which he follows from Maine to Newfoundland to 
Iceland and finally Morocco, where the trail terminates. His encounters with 
different cultures along the way reveal more than the different terrains. His 
adventure concludes with doubts about “whether mere physical connection 
. . . could bridge meaningful divides between people.” He decides that “the 
problem facing IAT planners” is the “still largely mysterious landscape of the 
human brain.”
Moor ends by introducing readers to M. J. Eberhart, self-styled as 
Nimblewill Nomad, who has abandoned possessions and place for a life of 
constant walking. Eberhart’s example stimulates an inquiry into why we hike. 
Most of all, Moor concludes, we seek simplicity. “In walking,” he observes, 
“we acquire more of less.”
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Moor finds trail-wise wisdom in “three values: durability, efficiency, and 
flexibility.” He notes, “The better routes last, the worse ones erode, and little 
by little those that work improve.” But people seeking a more connected, 
expansive understanding of hiking might find greater wisdom in Moor’s 
earlier conclusion that “walking creates trails. Trails, in turn, shape landscapes. 
And, over time, landscapes come to serve as archives of communal knowledge 
and symbolic meaning.”
—David K. Leff
On the Trail: A History of American Hiking
By Silas Chamberlin
Yale University Press, 2016, 230 pages.
ISBN 978-0-300-21911-1. 
Price: $30.00 (hardcover).
This concise, well-written history of hiking 
begins in the mid-nineteenth century, as urban 
walking morphs from a necessity to a leisure 
activity for those well off enough to have the luxury 
of free time and the money to take new modes of 
transportation, such as streetcars. Silas Chamberlin, 
an independent scholar of trail policy who once served on the Adirondack 
Mountain Club trail crew, traces America’s passion for recreational walking, 
as well as trail development, the advent of clubs and the social culture they 
created, hiking equipment, the backpacking craze of the late twentieth 
century, and the impact of the National Trails System Act.
The Appalachian Mountain Club gets frequent mention in these pages as 
a leader in trail development and the culture of recreational hiking. Its trail 
building, publications, local chapter creation, outings, spirit of exploration, 
and interest in protection of natural places are among the achievements 
modeled by other organizations. Appalachia is frequently referenced as the 
hiking and outdoors journal of record, an example followed by the Sierra 
Club, Dartmouth Outing Club, and others.
The book’s main argument—that the typical hiker has transformed from 
a “net producer” of maps, well-maintained trails, advocacy, and outings, to a 
“net consumer” of equipment, information, and federally subsidized trails—
takes the book from the realm of history into the midst of contemporary 
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debate. Perhaps this change from production to consumption reflects 
evolving motivations for hiking that have long included a love of scenery, 
spiritual renewal, health, escape from urban commotion and routine, and 
patriotism. In the early years, scientific inquiry and religion were often part 
of the equation. But development of the lightweight materials, such as nylon 
tents and freeze-dried food, that facilitated the backpacking revolution of the 
1960s popularized the notion of individual escape into nature and eroded 
some of the communal culture of hiking. In Chamberlin’s view, this is largely 
what led to a consumptive attitude.
Beginning with the AMC’s founding in 1876, Chamberlin takes readers on a 
quick tour of the vibrant social community of hiking that involves excursions, 
trail work, and conservation advocacy. He gives attention to (among others) 
the Sierra Club, Oregon’s Mazamas, and the Green Mountain Club, whose 
Long Trail was the first long-distance footpath and a laboratory for trail 
construction. College outing clubs were crucial to building and sustaining 
the culture of hiking, and the Dartmouth Outing Club, established in 1909, 
gets particular attention as the most influential, though not the first. Boy and 
Girl Scouts also get a nod for inspiring young people.
The backpacking rush that began in the 1960s is seen as a mixed blessing 
because new hikers often did not join clubs and their sheer numbers degraded 
many backcountry places they sought to enjoy and protect. Chamberlin also 
sees a downside to the enactment of the 1968 National Trails System Act, 
which he believes took a toll on volunteerism, as the public began perceiving 
trails as something provided by government. 
To his credit, Chamberlin mentions the lack of diversity in hiking clubs 
and their programs, especially the failure to involve minority youths in urban 
areas. In this regard, he recognizes AMC’s Youth Opportunities Program as 
one of the positive efforts to address that deficiency. 
The book would have been stronger with some attention paid to the 
expansion of the National Scenic Trails system, including the New England 
Trail. Analysis of the impact of multiuse rail trails on clubs and users would 
also have been helpful. Chamberlin’s insights into the current state of trail 
volunteerism and community activity are incisive, but unfortunately he 
covers very little about what is being done to deal with the issues he so 
well presents.
—David K. Leff
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Canoeing Maine’s Legendary Allagash:  
Thoreau, Romance, and the Survival  
of the Wild
By David K. Leff
Homebound Publications, 2016, 160 pages.
ISBN: 978-1-938846-67-0.  
Price: $26.95 (hardcover).
For those of us in the Northeast deafened 
by the clatter of civilization, the canoeing 
paradise of the Allagash Wilderness Waterway 
promises the hope of peace. Over the years, this 
simple tranquility has drawn the attention of some of our most celebrated 
travel writers and ecologists, entering the national dialogue about wilderness, 
recreation, and conservation. Leff adds to the “literary cartography” of the 
region with the tale of a 1983 paddle, making a strong case that “the Allagash 
is not only a natural force, but a metaphor for human experience.”
In the 1970s and 1980s, David Leff found his true passion in the outdoors. 
His work as the deputy commissioner of the Connecticut Department of 
Environmental Protection and his tenure as a writer for the Hartford Courant 
gave him the experience to begin writing book-length poetry and prose 
that explored nature and society through places like old-growth forests and 
abandoned factories, where he found more than just facts. Leff writes essays 
and occasional book reviews for Appalachia.
Weaving anecdotes and information into the narrative, Leff stitches in 
authors like John McPhee, guides like Fred King, and the ever-present ghost 
of Henry David Thoreau. Indeed, it might be that in a relatively short book, 
Leff tries to cram in too much history, too much literature, too many moments 
when he sees through other eyes. This is most obvious in the four introduc-
tory chapters, though less so once he’s on the river, as history, ecology, litera-
ture, and personal conflict begin an intricate dance, blending together in one 
smooth motion.
The book is also a look into the author’s own past, and his rocky romance 
with his paddling partner, “Alice,” makes for a surprising and gripping love 
triangle between man, woman, and wilderness. “I’ve yet to unravel the 
paradox of being free in the wide outdoors with the sense of being closely 
confined, almost tied to another individual,” Leff writes. “Getting along with 
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a partner under these conditions is quite remarkable when you can barely 
stand your own smell, let alone someone else’s.” This is dangerous territory for 
a memoir, but as a writer, he navigates the conflict expertly, never blaming, 
never justifying, only describing the miscommunications and emotions of a 
relationship, enflamed and intensified on a difficult journey.
Small disputes eventually explode into a bitter argument of the sort that 
ends relationships. But they are still deep in the woods, and all of us who have 
participated in such expeditions know what follows. You need this person to 
get up the mountain, to run the rapids. You agree to say nothing. But as the 
book warns, expedition cease-fires can become a lifelong habit of putting up 
with a provisional relationship.
Neither ecological nor romantic perfection is possible, Leff tells us, 
although the ideal, the “Allagash dream,” keeps us close. But his narrative rises 
above simple truths and approaches something profound—a meditation on 
the limits of freedom. Those limits can never be truly defined by government 
or laws but only by measuring freedom’s effects. Whether we are talking 
about a marriage or a conservation plan, what freedoms are we, as individ-
uals, willing to give up to give more freedom to others? Perhaps the answer 
is implicit in the question itself. This book transcends the ordinary travel 
story, exploring ecology, culture, history, and the deepest recesses of the 
human heart.
—Eric Lehman
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    Fox
She travels the border on this side
of the windbreak of farm and open meadow and,
between the time I look out the front window,
place my bowl of soup on the table, lift my head again,
moves, releases herself to the wind, springs on
black-furred feet so quick, so deliberate
in the rhythm of graceful bounds, her light red coat,
stretched full length, the white bib of her chest barely
visible in its invisibility. I am left breathless by
the four leaps that take her to an opening among
clumps of leafless honeysuckle where she slips
into dusk, turning silver as she springs, rapturous,
into mind, into body, this everlasting
moment passing as it passes into the miraculous.
Wally Swist 
Wally Swist’s books include Huang Po and the Dimensions of Love (Southern Illinois 
University Press, 2012); The Daodejing: A New Interpretation, with David Breeden 
and Steven Schroeder (Lamar University Literary Press, 2015); Invocation (Lamar 
University Literary Press, 2015); and The Windbreak Pine (Snapshot Press, 2016). 
His forthcoming books are The View of the River (Kelsay Books, 2017), Candling the 
Eggs (Shanti Arts, LLC, 2017), and Singing for Nothing: Selected Nonfiction as Literary 
Memoir (The Operating System, 2018).
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A Peak Ahead
Mount Washington 
Our Winter/Spring issue will take us up Mount Washington, the highest mountain in the Northeast. Its high winds, rime ice, and 
frequent clouds swirl around the infrastructure at 6,288 feet: the Mount 
Washington Observatory, the terminus of the Cog Railway tracks, top of 
the Auto Road, parking lot, state visitors’ center, and crowds of eager hikers 
and travelers.
We’ve read in many places that the mountain is in charge. That’s certainly 
true on Washington.
Fifty years after an accident on the Cog Railway, David Govatski, who 
helped in the rescue, talks to survivors and assembles the events leading to 
the derailment. Dan Szczesny writes about his adventurous year following 
the characters of Mount Washington, especially his week spent living at the 
“Obs” with the weather observers. 
Rime ice covers the summit sign on Mount Washington.  JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN/ 
ECOPHOTOGRAPHY
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Ty Gagne, a risk management expert who had us on the edge of our seats 
at last year’s Appalachian Mountain Club summit, writes about why group 
dynamics can lead to danger in the mountains in an intriguing essay, “Weak-
ness in Numbers.”
Elissa Ely again catches conversational nuance as she trudges up a moun-
tain, this time in Alberta. Marty Carlock writes why he climbs Mount 
Monadnock so often. Mike Cherim shares a fictional tale that could be true 
for anyone, “How I Died Hiking.” 
In other stories, Bill Geller reveals the mystery woman who climbed 
Katahdin in 1859, and trail workers reunite over something one of them 
published in a magazine. Join us for all this and our regular features of 
Accidents, Alpina, book reviews, and news.
 —Christine Woodside
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